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Abstract
Neurons in Primary Visual Cortex (V1) are known to respond strongly to visual stimuli.
Studies of neuronal responses in V1, carried out rst in cats, but later primates and
other mammals, have demonstrated that bars of light at particular orientations evoke
strong, reliable responses in terms of increased ring rate of action potentials. Tuning
of neuronal responses to certain stimulus parameters, such as orientation but also spatial
and temporal frequencies, as well as the apparent dichotomy between simple and complex
responses, have given rise to a number of inuential models not just of V1 function, but
more generally in the eld of cortical physiology and computer vision.
Owing to its small size and the plethora of available molecular and genetic tools, the
visual cortex of the mouse may be a more tractable model system than that of much larger
animals. Recent studies of neuronal responses in mouse V1 have shown that these are
broadly similar to those of primates and carnivores, although not identical in all aspects.
My thesis aims rstly to characterise intrinsic and sensory-evoked properties in regular-
spiking, putative pyramidal neurons in L2/3 of the mouse visual cortex using whole-cell
patch clamp recording in vivo . In addition, the anatomical connectivity of individual neu-
rons is characterised using virus-assisted circuit mapping. The majority of these neurons
are found to be simple cells. Orientation tuning (the degree to which neuronal responses
are selective to stimuli of a preferred orientation) is found to be quite variable, even within
this singular group of neurons. The potential roles of intrinsic diversity, functional con-
nectivity, and sensory experience in setting the orientation tuning of a particular neuron
are investigated. These ndings provide an insight in to how diverse responses to sensory
stimuli can be generated in an apparently homogenous group of neurons.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The cortex is the seat of a diverse set of higher brain functions, including sensation, plan-
ning, voluntary motor action and cognition. These diverse functions are carried out in
cortical areas which share a considerable degree of similarity in terms of their cellular
components and gross histological structure, suggesting the possibility of a canonical cir-
cuit adapted to a variety of functional roles (Douglas and Martin, 1991; Braitenberg and
Schuz, 1998; Silberberg et al., 2002; Harris and Shepherd, 2015) . Despite over a hundred
years of study, the denition and function of the cortical circuit remains one of the greatest
unsolved challenges of biology.
The primary visual cortex (V1) is perhaps the most widely studied cortical region.
In concert with other visual structures, it is involved in processing information derived
ultimately from the retina, making a visual percept available to the conscious brain. The
main subject of this thesis is the characterisation of a single group of neurons within V1,
the layer 2/3 regular-spiking pyramidal neurons, with a view to elucidating the roles of in-
trinsic, synaptic and connectomic diversity in cortical information processing. However, to
begin at the beginning, I rst introduce the context in which V1 operates: the mammalian
visual system.
1.1 The Mammalian Visual Pathway
1.1.1 Retina and Thalamus
Sensory processing in all systems begins with transduction, the conversion of stimuli exter-
nal to the organism in to electrical signals. In the mammalian visual system, phototrans-
duction is carried out by rods and cones in the outer nuclear layer of the retina (Wassle,
2004; Masland, 2012, see also g. 1.1). These cells convert light energy in to a membrane
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Figure 1.1: Cellular organisation of the
retina.
The neuronal components of the
retina are organised in a laminar
structure, with phototransduction
being carried out in the cones (1)
and rods (2) of the outer nuclear
layer (ONL). These photoreceptor
cells synapse in the outer plexifom
layer (OPL) on to horizontal (3)
and bipolar neurons (4) of the in-
ner nuclear layer (INL). Horizontal
neurons mediate lateral inhibition
among rods and cones; bipolar cells
in turn synapse in the inner plex-
iform layer (IPL) on to amacrine
cells of the INL (5), which carry out
a variety of intraretinal processing
functions, as well as the output cell
of the retina, the retinal ganglion
cell (6), located in the ganglion cell
layer (GCL). Adapted from Wassle
(2004)
potential hyperpolarisation by the use of photoreceptor proteins, including the rod recep-
tor, rhodopsin, and the various cone photopsins. Rhodopsin is the most sensitive of these
to low light levels, and rod responses dominate under scotopic conditions. At greater levels
of light intensity, the diering spectral response proles of the photopsins allow for colour
vision, mediated by the cone receptors. Primates are trichromats, possessing three types
of cone receptor - maximally responsive to long wavelength red light (L-cones), medium
wavelength green light (M-cones) and short wavelength blue light (S-cones). Most other
mammals are thought to be dichromats, including the mouse, which possess only S- and
M- cones (Huberman and Niell, 2011). Rodent vision, like that of cats, is adapted for
scotopic conditions, with few cones; in the mouse, around 3% of all photoreceptors are
cones (Jeon et al., 1998), somewhat lower the the fraction in humans (Curcio et al., 1990).
In both cats and primates, a central region of the retina is enriched with a considerably
higher (around one order of magnitude) density of cone receptors, providing a focal region
of high-acuity colour vision (Rapaport and Stone, 1984). Rodents do not possess such an
area (termed the area centralis in the cat, and the fovea centralis in the primate), and as
such their vision may be described as 'unfoveated'.
In addition to the rods and cones, so-called intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion
cells (ipRGCs) have been described in the retina. These cells contain the photopigment
melanopsin, and were originally thought to play a role in the maintenance of the circadian
rhythm, by tuning the pacemaker circuit of the suprachiasmatic nucleus of the thalamus
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(Ruby et al., 2002; Berson, 2003). However, the distinction between the classical photore-
ceptor pathway and the ipRGC pathway is one of degree, rather than kind, since rods and
cones do play a role in circadian rhythm adjustment in normally sighted animals (Ruby
et al., 2002; Panda et al., 2002, 2003). Furthermore, ipRGC axons have been shown to
project to other subcortical targets, including the olivary pretectal nucleus, the posterior
pretectal nucleus, the superior colliculus, and both the ventral and dorsal lateral geniculate
nuclei (Ecker et al., 2010), suggesting that they may play some role in vision.
Once transduction has occurred, signals are transferred on to horizontal and bipolar
cells at the junction of the outer plexiform layer (Wassle, 2004). The processes of the
inhibitory horizontal cells spread across the inner plexiform layer, receiving and integrating
glutamatergic inputs from many rods or cones and, in turn, providing a feedback inhibitory
signal that results in centre-surround enhancement of the photoreceptor responses. Bipolar
cells then pass information via graded potentials to amacrine cells of the inner nuclear layer,
and retinal ganglion cells, which constitute the output layer of the retina. Considerable
processing occurs at this stage, with approximately 40-50 morphological forms of amacrine
cell, and 10-15 forms of the retinal ganglion cell having been described (Wassle, 2004;
Sterling and Demb, 2005).
The functional responses of the retinal ganglion cell were rst described in a seminal
paper by Stephen Kuer (Kuer, 1953), developing on the concept of the receptive eld
described in earlier work on the optic nerve by Hartline (Hartline, 1938). Retinal ganglion
cells were found to have a centre-surround receptive eld, comprised of concentric sub-
elds. In so-called on-centre cells, light stimuli restricted to the central region enhanced
the spiking activity of the cell, whereas broader stimuli, including the surrounding 'o'
subeld, reduced this response. In contrast, o-centre cells have a central o subeld,
surrounded by an on subeld. This functional distinction is reected in a remarkable (at
least, to the cortical physiologist) anatomical compartmentalisation, with on-centre and
o-centre neurons ramifying their dendrites in separate strata of the inner plexiform layer
(Famiglietti and Kolb, 1976; Nelson et al., 1978). It is also complemented by the nding
of Enroth-Cugell and Robson (1966) in the cat retina that some ganglion cells, of both
on- and o- centre types, respond linearly to visual stimuli, with phasic responses to il-
lumination matching the receptive eld arrangement of the cell (so-called X responses).
In contrast, other ganglion cells exhibit a nonlinear response to visual stimuli, responding
preferentially to changes in illumination (Y responses).
A smaller group of ganglion cells are known to be selective for the direction of stimulus
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motion - a form of orientation selectivity (strictly, sensitivity to motion direction). This
selectivity has been shown to arise from dendritic processing within cholinergic starburst
amacrine cells (Euler et al., 2002; Briggman et al., 2011). The functional relevance of these
cells to cortical orientation tuning has remains largely unexplored. Whilst it is possible
to integrate such motion signals to produce orientation selective responses, selectivity for
stimulus orientation is conventionally regarded as a feature emergent at the level of the
projection from the lateral geniculate nucleus to layer IV of V1 (Hubel and Wiesel, 1977).
One suggestion is that motion information computed in the retina remains restricted to
subcortical regions, and may be involved in pathways such as the control of reex eye
movements (Cheong et al., 2013). However, a recent nding in the mouse suggests that
neurons in the shell region of the dorsolateral geniculate nucleus of the thalamus (dLGN)
receive direct input from these directionally selective ganglion cells. These shell zone
geniculate neurons are highly tuned for stimulus orientation and direction, and they project
in turn to supercial layers of V1 (Cruz-Martn et al., 2014). The functional importance of
this circuit in V1 orientation and directional tuning remains unknown, although reports
of highly tuned responses in koniocellular pathway neurons have also been reported in
primates (Cheong et al., 2013).
The majority of retinal ganglion cells send axonal projections along the optic nerve
primarily to the lateral geniculate nucleus. In humans, great apes, and most old world
primates the lateral geniculate nuclei have a six-layered laminar structure, separated by
layers of cells with relatively small nuclei (Jones, 2007). The innermost (ventral) two
layers of the LGN are comprised of large, so-called magnocellular neurons, whereas the
four dorsal laminae contain smaller parvocellular neurons, with receptive eld structures
of both these classes of neurons qualitatively resembling those of retinal ganglion cells.
This laminar structure varies in other species, such as the new world primates and the
cat, in which typically three laminae are recognised (Jones, 2007).
Connectivity from retina to thalamus is thought to be relatively simple, with a typical
LGN neuron receiving input from a small number of retinal ganglion cells (Alonso et al.,
2006; Guido, 2008), although a single RGC axon can make as many as 100 individual
synaptic contacts on to a single geniculate neurons (Hamos et al., 1987). For these reasons,
neurons in the LGN are typically described as 'relay' neurons, passing retinal signals on
to the cortex without further processing.
The responses of parvocellular and magnocellular neurons were, at rst, described
as being exclusively of the X- and Y- type, respectively (Dreher et al., 1976; Sherman
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et al., 1976). However, later studies reported X-like responses across all geniculate layers,
including the magnocellular (Shapley et al., 1981). Anatomically, the magnocellular and
parvocellular layers are distinguished by receiving input from distinct classes of retinal
ganglion cells, the parasol and midget cells respectively. These parallel pathways are
thought to provide distinct streams of information, with M-cells having large, achromatic
receptive elds with high contrast sensitivity. P-cells, in contrast, typically have smaller
receptive elds, with poorer contrast sensitivity, but strong chromatic tuning (Callaway,
2005). In turn, these cells have distinct projection targets, with M cells projecting to layer
4C, and P-cells projecting to layer 4C. These streams are thought to subserve dierent
functional roles, with the magnocellular stream conveying primarily motion information,
whereas the parvocellular stream provides ner detail chromatic information involved in
object recognition.
In primates, a third pathway, the koniocellular pathway, has also been described
(Casagrande, 1994; Hendry and Reid, 2000; White et al., 2001a). The cell bodies of
koniocellular neurons in the lateral geniculate nucleus are located between the M- and P-
cell layers, and are neurochemically distinct from both parvocellular and magnocellular
neurons (Hendry and Yoshioka, 1994). Ganglion cell input to koniocellular neurons arises
from non-midget, non-parasol cells with relatively wide receptive elds (Hendry and Reid,
2000). The koniocellular pathway is typically associated with input from short-wavelength
photoreceptors ('S-cones'), most particularly a specic class of retinal ganglion cell, the
bistratied blue-ON yellow-OFF ganglion cell (Dacey and Lee, 1994) which, unusually,
stratify their dendrites in both the inner (on) and outer (o) sub-layers of the inner plex-
iform layer. Koniocellular neurons also receive input from blue-OFF yellow-ON opponent
cells whose precise identity is less clear but which may include a number of other ganglion
cells classes (Dacey and Packer, 2003; Szmajda et al., 2008). The koniocellular pathway
is thought to be roughly homologous to the W-cell pathway in the cat, and it projects to
supercial V1,including layer 1 and cytochrome oxidase patches in layer II/III (L2/3), as
well as the superior colliculus (Hendry and Reid, 2000; Solomon, 2002).
The strict three streams hypothesis, under which pathways from retina to cortex via
thalamus are homogenous, independent and functionally distinct has come under attack in
recent years (Kaplan, 2012), with increasing focus on divergent and convergent information
ow. As the number of distinct retinal ganglion cell classes proliferates, and evidence of
non-classical projection pathways accumulates, some authors have suggested a solution is
to increase the number of described pathways, or to subdivide existing ones (Masland and
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Martin, 2007; Masland, 2012). However, others have advocated the softening of the sharp
denition of each visual pathway, with a more network-centric approach recognising that
dierent RGCs may encode dierent aspects of sensory information. This information is
then broadly split in to diering channels, but the assignment is a matter of degree, rather
than kind (Kaplan, 2012).
1.1.2 Subcortical Visual Nuclei
In addition to the retino-geniculo-cortical pathway, retinal aerents project to a number
of subcortical regions, either directly or via the lateral geniculate nucleus. These include
the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) of the hypothalamus, involved in setting the circadian
rhythm of physiological processes, including arousal state (Moore, 2013); the superior
colliculus, involved in eye-movements including saccades, as well as head, limb and whole
body motions associated with aligning the animal to an external stimulus (Gandhi and
Katnani, 2011); and the pulvinar nuclei of the thalamus, thought to play a role signalling
attention/salience of a particular stimulus, by co-ordinating multiple visual and associative
cortical areas (Grieve et al., 2000).
1.1.3 Primary Visual Cortex
The dominant cortical target for geniculate neurons is the primary visual cortex (V1). This
area corresponds to Brodmann's cortical area 17 (Brodmann, 1909), located in the occipital
lobe of higher mammals and in a similar caudal location in rodents, in which the lobar
structure of the cerebrum is less apparent. The cytoarchitectonic structure of V1 is quite
distinct from that of surrounding cortical regions, with a greatly enlarged thalamorecipient
layer IV (L4), subdivided in to distinct sublaminae by the Line of Gennari, an anatomical
feature arising from the dense axonal projection of myelinated geniculate neurons in this
layer (Gennari, 1782; Braitenberg and Schuz, 1998).
The functional properties of V1 neurons were rst described by Hubel and Wiesel
in a classic pair of papers (Hubel and Wiesel, 1959, 1962) which still form the basis of
many theories relating to visual cortical function today. Recording single units using
tungsten electrodes in the anaesthetised visual cortex of the cat, they described responses
of individual cells as being maximal not to single spots of contrast (as is the case for RGCs
or geniculate neurons). Rather, V1 neurons were found to re evoked action potentials
to elongated, oriented bars of contrast. This response was dependent upon the angle
of orientation of the bar, as well as its position in space. By sweeping bars of varying
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orientations across the visual eld of the animal, a receptive eld map of orientation tuning
could this be built up. This receptive eld consisted of multiple, parallel, non-overlapping
subregions in which a light stimulus would increase or decrease the spontaneous ring rate
of the neuron, initially termed 'excitatory' and 'inhibitory' (later referred to as ON or
OFF regions so as to avoid attaching mechanistic labels to the response).
Neuronal responses in V1 were initially divided by Hubel and Wiesel in to two classes,
the simple cell, and the complex cell (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962), and although they con-
ceded that there may exist other classes of functional response, this dichotomy became
reied in the literature throughout the latter half of the 20th century, and persists, if
slightly modied, to this day. In the light of later schemes that dene simple and complex
responses, it is worth reiterating, verbatim, the original criteria by which receptive elds
were dened as being of the simple class:
1. they were subdivided into distinct excitatory and inhibitory regions;
2. there was summation within the separate excitatory and inhibitory parts;
3. there was antagonism between excitatory and inhibitory regions;
4. it was possible to predict responses to stationary or moving spots of various shapes
from a map of the excitatory and inhibitory areas.
(Hubel and Wiesel, 1962)
In contrast, complex receptive elds were dened as those which signicantly failed on
one or more of these criteria. Complex receptive elds included those in which there was
considerable overlap between excitatory and inhibitory regions; those containing only a
single subregion (either ON or OFF); or those responding phasically to a local change in
contrast. Such cells were commonly found to respond to oriented bars, of the preferred
orientation, regardless of the precise position of the stimulus within the visual eld.
This nding suggested to Hubel and Wiesel a feedforward hierarchy, with connectivity
and information ow being ordered as LGN!Simple Cell!Complex Cell (Hubel and
Wiesel, 1962). In this view, each layer of the cortical computation derives increasingly
abstracted information from the input of those which precede: at rst, the detection of
edges by simple cells from geniculate input, and higher order features such as motion
by complex neurons from simple cell input. Such an arrangement could be achieved by
the innervation of a simple cell by geniculate neurons with multiple, overlapping centre-
surround receptive elds, aligned along a common axis. In turn, multiple simple cells with
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Figure 1.2: The Serial Feedforward Model
Under the model originally pro-
posed by Hubel &Wiesel, elongated
ON/OFF receptive eld subregions
in cortical simple cells (above)
are created by input from centre-
surround dLGN neurons whose re-
ceptive elds are aligned in space.
In turn, multiple cortical simple
cells with similar receptive eld
orienation but spatially oset re-
ceptive elds project on to complex
cells (below), creating a response
sensitive to stimulus orientation but
not phase.
similar preferred orientations, but diverse receptive eld phases, could combine to create
a complex receptive eld (g. 1.2).
This model has remained highly inuential to this day, with several lines of evidence
to support it. Firstly, neurons in the thalamorecipient layer 4 are, indeed, overwhelmingly
simple (Gilbert, 1977; Ringach et al., 2002), to a far greater extent than those of other
cortical layers. Secondly, with the exception of layer 6, other layers were thought not to
receive direct thalamic input, with axonal projection of geniculate neurons terminating in
layer 4 (Bullier and Henry, 1979). Functionally, the latencies of post-synaptic potentials
evoked in response to electrical stimulation in the thalamus have been shown to be con-
sistent with monosynaptic transmission only in layers 4 and 6, although neurons in the
lower regions of layer 3 did also display short latency responses (Ferster and Lindstrom,
1983). Furthermore, inhibitory post-synaptic potentials were found to be exclusively di-
or tri- synaptic in all layers, supporting the conclusion that thalamic input is solely excita-
tory. In support of these conclusions, anatomical observations of the distribution of axonal
projections and dendritic arborisations within the cortex supported the general model of
information ow as Thal!L4!L2/3!L5!L6!Thal (Gilbert, 1983). Cross correlation
analyses have demonstrated that LGN neurons and V1 neurons likely to be monosynapti-
cally connected share receptive eld subregions (Tanaka, 1983; Reid and Alonso, 1995), and
silencing of intracortical activity by optogenetic stimulation of parvalbumin-expressing in-
terneurons in order to isolate feedforward thalamic aerent drive supports this view (Lien
and Scanziani, 2013). The basic feedforward structure, and its link to neuronal function,
remains the basis upon which later revisions have been made. Developments in the study
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of functional responses and anatomical connectivity of V1 neurons that challenge this
model are discussed below (section 1.2).
In addition to this laminar structure, in the primary visual cortices of the cat and
the primate, certain functional properties of neurons - orientation preference, ocular dom-
inance and spatial frequency tuning - are distributed in an ordered topographical dis-
tribution. The rst description of what would later be termed orientation columns was
embedded in the early work of Hubel & Wiesel, who described the nding that penetra-
tions made at an angle close to parallel to the cortical surface recorded neurons whose
orientation preference changed gradually (Hubel and Wiesel, 1974b). Combined with the
earlier work of Mountcastle (Mountcastle, 1957), orientation selectivity was proposed to
be organised in a columnar structure, with neurons located in a similar horizontal loca-
tion, relative to the cortical surface, sharing an orientation preference, and the preference
of adjacent columns varying smoothly. The presence of orientation columns was directly
demonstrated by 2-deoxyglucose radiography (Hubel et al., 1978; Lowel et al., 1987); how-
ever the use of intrinsic signal imaging allowed for V1 responses to all orientations to be
mapped in the same animal for the rst time, revealing the now-classic 'pinwheel' structure
(Bonhoeer and Grinvald, 1991), in which patches of cortex that respond preferentially to
a given orientation are arranged in an orderly fashion around a central discontinuity. With
the addition of ocular dominance columns, and later spatial frequency columns, the notion
of a cortical 'hypercolumn' was born (Hubel and Wiesel, 1974a), in which the distribution
of each functional property varies independently, and therefore a patch of cortex 1-2mm
in diameter contains all combinations of functional properties. This was then suggested to
represent a functional unit, processing information within a given region of visual space.
Later technical developments have revealed preferential connectivity between columns
sharing functional properties (Gilbert and Wiesel, 1989), and the cortical column has
been proposed to arise as a result of the radial inside-out development of the cerebral
cortex, with clonally-related neurons migrating to the ventral surface in parallel, creating
'ontogenetic columns' (Rakic, 1988). This columnar arrangement is, however, entirely
absent in the rodent (Ohki et al., 2005), even in highly visual rodents such as the gray
squirrel (Van Hooser et al., 2005). Furthermore, even in primates and carnivores, the
functional relevance of cortical columnar structure remains elusive, with some suggestion
that it may be an epiphenomenon rather than a core organising principle (Horton and
Adams, 2005, see also discussion below section 1.1.5).
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1.1.4 Higher Visual Cortical Areas
Outside V1, large regions of the cortex are dedicated to the processing of primarily visual
stimuli, particularly in the highly visual primate cortex. In the primate, around 25 areas
have been described as being exclusively visual, and an additional 7 as multimodal regions
combining visual information with other sensory modalities (Felleman and Van Essen,
1991), although this number does dier between authors and species. The most coarse
division of cortical areas dierentiates between an occipitotemporal 'ventral' stream, in-
volved in resolving the identity of objects, and the occipitoparietal 'dorsal' stream, crucial
for dening the spatial position of these objects, as well as visually guided movements
(Ungerleider and Mishkin, 1982; Ungerleider and Haxby, 1994). This notion, that the
visual system is not simply one chain of abstraction, but may be composed of two (or
more) relatively independent, and evolutionarily distinct pathways was rst proposed by
Schneider (1969), although the distinction made by Schneider was between retinotectal
and retino-geniculo-cortical pathways, a distinction that must be complemented, rather
than replaced, by the functional division of dorsal and ventral cortical streams
The ventral stream, also referred to as the 'what' pathway, arises from projections
either directly from V1, or via the thin stripes and interstripes of V2, via V4 to the
inferior temporal cortex. The dorsal 'where' stream also arises either directly from V1 or
via the thick stripes of V2, and projects via areas including the middle temporal area MT
to the posterior parietal cortex (Felleman and Van Essen, 1991).Whilst these projection
pathways arise, to some degree, from anatomically segregated M and P pathways within
V1, some authors have suggested that the diering functional properties of the streams
arise not simply as a result of segregated inputs, but from the use of computational schemes
tailored to extracting visual information of a certain kind from inputs that are broadly,
rather than exclusively, target-specic (Goodale and Milner, 1992).
1.1.5 Model Organisms
Early experiments characterising the response properties of V1 neurons to visual stimuli
were carried out mostly in the cortex of the cat (Hubel and Wiesel, 1959, 1962; Wiesel
and Hubel, 1963b) or primates such as the macaque (Hubel et al., 1977; Blasdel and
Fitzpatrick, 1984; Foster et al., 1985; Ringach et al., 2002). Observations of the nature of
these responses have lead directly to several models of cortical processing, most notably
the highly inuential serial feedforward model (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962). Since these
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studies, the repertoire of model species used in visual neuroscience has been expanded
greatly. Smaller primate species, including the new world monkeys such as the marmoset,
oer a several advantages including a smooth cortical surface, reduced size and shorter
lifespan (and thus quicker development) (Solomon and Rosa, 2014), factors which may
also motivate, in part, the use of non-primate species such as the ferret (Chapman et al.,
1996; Coppola et al., 1998; White et al., 2001b) and tree shrew (Rockland and Lund,
1982; Fitzpatrick, 1996; Bosking et al., 1997). The apparent advantage of rodent species
are similar in nature but even more acute. Rodents may be bred and housed cheaply
and on a scale that makes larger scale population studies feasible. Like the marmoset,
the cortex of the rodent is smooth, allowing the entire cortical surface to be exposed
to the experimenter. Rodent cortices are small, and therefore perhaps more tractable
- cellular-level calcium imaging techniques are already approaching the ability to record
the spiking activity and spatial distribution of thousands of neurons simultaneously in
multiple cortical areas (Stirman et al., 2014).
However, the most prominent reason for the explosive rise of the mouse in the past
decade in all elds of life science in general, and the neurosciences in particular, has been
the advent of genetic manipulation. Genetically modied animals oer a seemingly bot-
tomless cornucopia of tools (Luo et al., 2008), including labelling of genetically identied
neuronal subtypes (Tamamaki et al., 2003); stochastic labelling techniques for neuronal
identication and tracing (Livet et al., 2007); the targeting of neuronal subtypes for study-
ing function (Zariwala et al., 2011), optogenetic manipulation (Wilson et al., 2012; Atallah
et al., 2012) and tracing connectivity (Sun et al., 2014; Velez-Fort et al., 2014), highly se-
lective pharmacological manipulation of neuronal populations (Urban and Roth, 2015),
and expression of genetically encoded calcium indicators (Chen et al., 2012; Dana et al.,
2014). The obvious drawback to the use of the mouse is the question of whether the visual
system of a small crepuscular/nocturnal prey animal can be of value in understanding the
visual system of a much larger animal with good visual acuity and a highly visual brain -
namely, homo sapiens.
The rst report of visual responses in mouse visual cortex (at least in response to
classical grating stimuli) was made in Drager (1975), in which units were shown to display
responses to oriented gratings of a qualitatively similar nature to those in the V1 of the
cat or macaque, leading Ursula Drager to conclude:
'Receptive eld organization of cortical neurons in the mouse does not seem to be
basically dierent from that of other mammals. The way receptive elds are built up in
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mammalian visual cortex may indeed be universal.' (Drager, 1975)
Mangini and Pearlman (1980) reported oriented responses, both simple and complex,
in most cortical layers of the mouse, with the exception of L4, which was found to contain
predominantly centre-surround units similar to those of the LGN, although this nding has
not been supported by more recent recordings in mouse layer 4 (Niell and Stryker, 2008;
Li et al., 2012b; Lien and Scanziani, 2013). However results such as this, and reports
that other features of higher mammalian vision, such as orientation maps, were absent
from rodent V1 (Girman et al., 1999) may explain, in part, the reasons that the mouse
remained a relatively marginal model organism in the study of visual cortical processing
throughout the 1980s and 1990s (Hubener, 2003).
Using in vivo calcium imaging, Ohki et al. (2005) mapped the orientation preferences
of hundreds of individual neurons simultaneously. This technical breakthrough conrmed
earlier reports of a lack of orientation columns in the rodent. However, it also reported
that up to 75% of neurons in rat visual cortex were responsive to drifting grating stimuli,
higher than previous estimates. Using multiunit extracellular recordings, Niell and Stryker
(2008) reported the tuning properties of mouse V1 neurons, across all cortical layers, to
be far more similar to those of neurons in the cat or primate than previously thought,
with the majority of neurons in all cortical layers being classied as orientation selective.
The most apparent dierence between the responses of individual neurons in mouse V1, as
compared to those of the primate or cat, is the relatively low spatial preferred frequency
(0.04 cycles per degree in the mouse, as compared to around 0.9cpd in the cat, and up to
4cpd in primates) (Niell and Stryker, 2008).
In addition to the absence of orientation columns, rodents lack other mesoscopic local
topographies, such as precise retinotopic position (Smith and Hausser, 2010), or ocular
dominance within the binocular area (Hofer et al., 2006). Whilst this absence has been
proposed as a correlate of the generally less acute visual system of the mouse or rat, ori-
entation columns are also absent in the visual cortex of the gray squirrel, a highly visual
animal (Van Hooser et al., 2005). It has been suggested that these topographies may
exist in order to reduce the wiring length in the visual cortices of larger animals, and so
may be a product of physical necessity rather than functional dierence (Koulakov and
Chklovskii, 2001), and this explanation seems satisfactory to most rodent visual physi-
ologists. It should be noted that the presence or absence of orientation preference maps
is not, however, strictly related to either brain volume or body weight (Kaschube, 2014),
and the question of the functional relevance of orientation columns, or their absence, has
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still not fully been settled.
As the weight of studies demonstrating the remarkable degree of similarity in numerous
qualitative aspects of visual information processing in the mouse, as compared to 'higher'
mammals grows (Huberman and Niell, 2011), the justication against using mice in studies
of general mechanisms of visual processing diminishes. This is not to say that all concerns
regarding the use of mice in visual neuroscience have been vanquished, or even that this
is possible. Mice certainly do dier quite considerably from primates - for example, in the
complete absence of a fovea or any form of a central area of increased photoreceptor density.
Mice, like cats, are dichromats, with vision adapted primarily for low-light conditions.
Whilst an increasing number of studies have greatly expanded the suggested number of
extrastriate areas in the mouse (Wang et al., 2007, 2011; Andermann et al., 2011; Marshel
et al., 2011) - up to between 7-10, from the previous description of just two (Paxinos
and Franklin, 2008) - it is dicult to imagine there being analogs of regions involved in
higher human visual processing such as the Fusiform Face Area (Kanwisher et al., 1997)
in the mouse. As the limitations of the use of rodents in studying particular features of
primate vision must be accepted, so too their usefulness in studying more general features
of visual and cortical processing are manifold. In particular, the availability of genetic and
molecular tools for circuit dissection have allowed for a far more targeted approach to the
study of cortical circuitry.
1.2 Neuronal Responses to Visual Stimuli in V1
1.2.1 Orientation Tuning
The ndings by Hubel and Wiesel that simple cells possessed a receptive eld consisting of
mutually antagonistic subregions when mapped with small spots of light, and orientation
tuned responses to moving bars of contrast (Hubel and Wiesel, 1959) were used to generate
mechanistic anatomical explanations such as the serial feedforward model (Hubel and
Wiesel, 1962). However, in a more general manner these experiments, following on from
earlier studies of retina and thalamus by Kuer, Barlow, and others, were critical in
ushering in the modern era of cellular visual psychophysics. The driving force behind this
approach is that the responses of groups of neurons to carefully designed articial stimuli
may elucidate the computations underlying.
By displaying drifting gratings on a CRT screen, and recording the frequency of evoked
action potentials as a function of the angle of rotation of the screen, Campbell et al. (1968)
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reported tuning of the 'angular response' of neurons in cat visual cortex. This was the
rst modern description of orientation (peak response to gratings of a particular direction,
and minimal response to gratings orthogonal to this orientation) and directional (uneven
responses to gratings drifting in opposite directions i.e. separated by 180) tuning in single
cells. Orientation tuning was found to be roughly evenly distributed, with directional
tuning being quite common. On the basis of a wide distribution of sizes of the centre
of retinal and geniculate receptive elds, and reports of varying receptive eld size in
cortical neurons, (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962), the spatial frequency tuning of neurons was
investigated by Campbel et al. (1969), demonstrating that neurons in V1 exhibited a
broad range of preferred spatial frequency. These two observations - of orientation and
spatial frequency tuning - suggested that the incoming visual information may be divided
in to multiple parallel channels, like the X/parvocellular and Y/magnocellular streams.
Combined with emerging theories of linear systems analysis, this suggested that V1 may be
performing a Fourier-like transformation, decomposing the visual scene by two-dimensional
frequency. This view persisted throughout the 1970s and 1980s, and still forms the basis
of much of the thinking regarding the computational goals of V1.
The Fourier analysis approach clearly overlooks one of the dening features of V1 re-
ceptive elds: restriction to a small portion of visual space. This dichotomy, between the
receptive eld view of the visual system as a feature detector, and the systems analysis
view of spatial frequency decomposition, was united by the use of wavelet analyses. A
wavelet is dened as a function which integrates to zero in the same manner as a wave;
however, unlike Fourier analysis, wavelet functions are restricted to a portion of space (or
time, depending on the analysis). The most popular such model uses Gabor functions
(Marcelja, 1980), obtained by convolving the Fourier eld with a two-dimensional gaus-
sian, which was shown by Jones and Palmer (1987) qualitatively to t well with observed
responses. However, the receptive eld map systematically underestimates the observed
tuning width measured in response to drifting gratings quite considerably. Two mech-
anisms have been proposed as the source of this discrepancy. Firstly, cross-orientation
inhibition could sharpen excitatory responses to drifting gratings. The role of inhibition
in orientation tuning is discussed in the next section. The second possible mechanism
is the non-linearity created by the spike threshold sharpens the orientation tuning of the
membrane potential response (Carandini and Ferster, 2000; Anderson et al., 2000). In sup-
port of this view, Priebe and Ferster (2012) argue based upon ndings by Mohanty et al.
(2012) that receptive eld maps do not become sharpened by inhibition, since mapping
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is typically performed by simultaneous illumination of several subelds simultaneously,
raising the mean membrane potential of the cell. The relationship between the view of the
neuron as a feature detector, and as a frequency analyser, is still yet to be fully reconciled.
In addition to controversies regarding the intracortical mechanisms of orientation tun-
ing, recent ndings question whether orientation tuning really does arise only at the level
of the thalamocortical projection. Whilst some level of orientation bias has been reported
in LGN responses as a result of elongated centre-surround receptive elds in the cat (Shou
and Leventhal, 1989) and in primates (White et al., 2001a; Xu et al., 2002), this bias
results in weakly selective neurons whose tuning for orientation does not approach that
described for cortical neurons.
In the mouse, a signicant proportion of neurons in the dLGN are tuned to stimulus
orientation to a degree comparable to that of cortical neurons (Marshel et al., 2012; Piscopo
et al., 2013), particularly in the supercial shell layer. Directionally selective neurons in
the dLGN have been shown to receive receive synaptic input from directionally selective
retinal ganglion neurons (Cruz-Martn et al., 2014), and project to supercial layers of the
visual cortex, suggested a 'dedicated circuit' transmitting directional information from
retina to cortex, without the need for reconstruction of orientation information by cortical
simple cells from untuned centre-surround LGN neurons. Furthermore, this may not be a
quirk of the rodent visual system, as orientation tuned responses in geniculate neurons of
the koniocellular pathway have also been reported in the marmoset (Cheong et al., 2013).
1.2.1.1 Nonlinear Responses and Inhibition
One of the major outstanding questions regarding processing of visual stimuli in V1 is the
role of inhibition. Hubel and Wiesel initially labelled what are now termed OFF subre-
gions as 'inhibitory' (Hubel and Wiesel, 1959), however this terminology was eschewed in
favour of the more mechanistically ambiguous terms used by later authors. Since feedfor-
ward connections from geniculate neurons are exclusively excitatory, OFF responses must
arise from either the withdrawal of tonic excitatory input from the LGN, or intracortical
inhibition, in the form of either feedforward inhibition in which cortical inhibitory neurons
are directly activated by thalamic aerents, or by feedback / lateral inhibition, in which
inhibition is recruited by spiking activity of the population of cortical neurons themselves.
Early intracellular recordings by Creutzfeldt and Ito (1968) suggested that inhibition did
play a role in creating OFF responses, and the nding that the application of bicuculline
(a GABA antagonist) disrupted the pattern of ON/OFF subregions (Sillito, 1975) seemed
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to conrm the role of inhibition in the creation of the receptive eld.
A renement of the ON/OFF receptive eld model, the push-pull model (Glezer et al.,
1982; Troyer et al., 1998) predicts that stimuli that match the sign of the subregion (i.e.
bright stimuli in an ON subregion, or dark stimuli in an OFF subregion) should result in
an excitatory response, whereas stimuli of the opposite sign result in either an inhibitory
response, or a withdrawal of tonic geniculate input. It was not until technical renements
in intracellular recordings in vivo in the late 1980s that the possibility of a push-pull
mechanism could be addressed directly. Receptive eld subregions were shown by Hirsch
et al. (1998) to match the predictions of the push-pull model, and that the pull elicited
by stimuli of the opposite sign to the subeld was caused by active inhibition, rather than
passive withdrawal of geniculate input. Furthermore, excitatory conductance does not
fall below baseline levels during drifting grating stimulation at non-preferred orientations
(Anderson et al., 2000).
Whilst inhibition does clearly play a role in the creation of the push-pull receptive eld,
the wider role of inhibition is hotly debated. Divisive normalisation has been proposed as a
'canonical' operation normalising the activity of neurons in a variety of circuits, including
the visual cortex (Carandini and Heeger, 2012). This view is based upon the observation of
a number of phenomena which appear to contradict the linear feedforward model, such as
contrast invariance of orientation tuning (Sclar and Freeman, 1982; Skottun et al., 1987),
cross-orientation suppression (Morrone et al., 1982; Carandini et al., 1997; DeAngelis et al.,
1992), surround suppression (Cavanaugh et al., 2002a,b) or the sharpening of orientation
tuning responses as compared to responses predicted by receptive eld maps. One model
of intracortical suppression, the energy model (Heeger, 1992) sums the squared activity
of neurons with varying preferred orientations and receptive eld phases. These cells,
with a complex-like receptive eld, then provide a divisive feedback signal, normalising
the responses of simple cells by a form of gain control.
The most parsimonious explanation of such gain control is GABAergic shunting inhi-
bition (Carandini et al., 1997), in which the conductance of the neuron is dramatically
increased, eectively short circuiting excitatory currents without necessarily actively hy-
perpolarising the cell membrane. However, even within the contested realm of intracortical
inhibition, shunting inhibition is particularly controversial, with some evidence suggested
that inhibition could increase membrane conductance by up to 200-300% (Borg-Graham
et al., 1996; Hirsch et al., 1998), and other authors nding little evidence of shunting (Dou-
glas et al., 1988), or even that EPSP responses to electrical stimulation of the geniculate
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were actually facilitated by inhibition (Ferster and Jagadeesh, 1992), indicating a fall in
membrane conductance. Furthermore, based upon theoretical (Holt and Koch, 1997) and
experimental (Chance et al., 2002) work, it has been argued that even if shunting inhibi-
tion were to be a feature of inhibitory responses in the cortex, that the major eect would
be to uniformly reduce responses in a subtractive, rather than divisive manner (reviewed
in Abbott and Chance, 2005).
Whilst inhibition clearly occurs within the cortex - where roughly 20% of neurons are
GABAergic (Gentet, 2012), and connect promiscuously to excitatory neurons (Fino and
Yuste, 2011), the need for a lateral inhibition scheme to sculpt excitatory responses is
not well proven. Priebe and Ferster (2012) argue for a more modest role for inhibition
based upon a number of observations. Lateral inhibition schemes would require that
the tuning of inhibition be broader than the tuning of excitation, in order to sharpen
tuned responses. However, inhibitory tuning is generally found closely to match excitatory
tuning both in V1 (Anderson et al. (2000); Tan et al. (2011), although see also Monier
et al. (2003); Liu et al. (2011); Li et al. (2012b)) and across modalities in a variety of
cortical regions(reviewed in Isaacson and Scanziani, 2011). Furthermore, eects such as
contrast invariance may be explained without the need for inhibitory normalisation, by
mechanisms including threshold nonlinearity (Carandini and Ferster, 2000), depression
at the thalamocortical synapse (Carandini et al., 2002; Freeman et al., 2002) and trial-
to-trial variability (Churchland et al., 2010). Inhibition then acts more specically, with
similar tuning and temporal prole as excitation, in order to allow for strong feedforward
and recurrent excitatory signalling whilst preventing runaway feedback loops generating
epileptiform activity (Douglas and Martin, 1991), as well as in certain specic cases such
as surround suppression (Priebe et al., 2004).
1.2.2 Response Linearity
Much of the theoretical and experimental work described in the previous sections focuses
solely upon the simple cell, for a number of reasons. According to serial feedforward
models, the simple cell represents the rst stage of cortical processing; therefore, under
such an understanding, it may make sense to focus attention on the physiology of these
before moving on to the next layer, complex cells. Secondly, simple cells are, at the
very least, closer to being linear than complex cells, making them an attractive target
to theoreticians seeking to propose computationally elegant theories of visual information
processing, or cortical function more generally.
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Lastly, unlike complex responses, simple responses are dened by their commonality.
The original denition of a simple cell was a cell whose responses to gratings satised four
criteria (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962). In contrast, the classication of complexity, according
to this scheme is really nothing of the sort, but rather a classication of non-simplicity.
Complex neurons are therefore dened as such by failing to conform to one or more
criteria that dene a simple cell. Therefore, complex cells may well encompass a more
heterogenous group; some models explicitly reference multiple tiers of complex neurons
(Martinez and Alonso, 2003).
The challenge of dening complex cells in a reliable manner, consistent between exper-
imenters, was addressed by De Valois et al. (1982), who suggested the use of the spiking
modulation ratio (F1/F0) ratio. This value was found to be bimodally distributed, sug-
gested a robust classication. By comparing the F1/F0 to denitions of simple/complex
responses based upon other criteria, (Skottun et al., 1991) demonstrated that this simple,
unitary, measure was well-related to more arbitrary combinations of decision rules. As
a result, F1/F0 has become one of the most well-used metrics in visual neurophysiology,
and the observed bimodality has been taken to be a demonstration of two distinct pop-
ulations. This assumption has, in turn, been questioned from both a theoretical (Mech-
ler and Ringach, 2002) and an experimental (Priebe et al., 2004) perspective, showing
that a unimodal input distribution may give rise to a bimodal output distribution, given
a suciently non-linear transformation function. Furthermore, the membrane potential
modulation ratio (Vm1/Vm0) has been shown to be unimodally distributed (Priebe et al.,
2004). However, the observation of a unimodal input distribution does not, in itself, rule
out the possibility of distinct populations:
'Neuroscientists do not discuss whether pyramidal cells and spiny stellate cells are
dierent classes, and to our knowledge, nobody has shown that soma shapes are bimodally
distributed.' (Martinez and Alonso, 2003)
1.2.3 Information Processing within Cortical Neurons
Whilst visual psychophysics has generated voluminous datasets and computationally el-
egant models, the relative paucity of empirical, mechanistic explanations for observed
phenomena has stymied the development of biologically plausible descriptions of cortical
function. Such empirical information consists of intracellular recordings of neuronal mem-
brane potentials in vivo during visual stimulation, as well as careful characterisation of
the rules of neuronal arithmetic (Silver, 2010) derived from work in vivo , in vitro and in
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silico.
For much of the history of neuroscience, the neuron has been modelled as a computa-
tionally simple unit - most notably in the inuential Perceptron model (Rosenblatt, 1958),
in which the output of a neuron is related solely to the sum of its synaptic inputs. Whilst
the output function itself may be elaborated in order to take account of biological realities
such as spike threshold or the refractory period, this has typically been 'bolted-on' to a lin-
ear model (as in the Linear-Nonlinear-Poisson Model e.g. Carandini et al. (2005)). In this
approach, the complexity of neuronal computations has been ascribed to the specicity of
synaptic connectivity. Simple cells are simple because they receive patterned input from
geniculate projection neurons; complex cells are complex because they receive inputs from
diversely tuned simple cells.
Two principal objections may be raised to this view of the nervous system. Firstly, the
implicit assumption behind many such models is that there is such an object as the platonic
neuron (Llinas, 1988); that neurons are, essentially, of one form and that dierences in
neuronal activity arise solely from dierential connectivity. However, intrinsic neuronal
properties vary between brain regions (Llinas, 1988; Amatrudo et al., 2012) , between cell
types within a region (Cauli et al., 1997; Kawaguchi and Kubota, 1997), and between
cells of dierent cortical layers (McCormick et al., 1985). In order to understand the
neuronal arithmetic involved in sensory circuits, it is therefore necessary to characterise
the individual neurons that make up any such circuit.
Secondly, Perceptron-like models simply ignore the complex and dynamic synaptic
properties and dendritic processing that underlie often highly nonlinear computations
within a single neuron (London et al., 2005). These can occur at the level of the individual
synapse (Thomson et al., 1993; Abbott et al., 1997) and in the interaction between multiple
synapses activated in precise spatiotemporal patterns (Branco et al., 2010; Branco and
Hausser, 2011).
Rather than being uniformly distributed on an idealised spherical neuron, synapses
are located in a variety of positions along the basal and apical dendrites, as well as the
soma itself (Gray, 1959) and the axon initial segment (Somogyi et al., 1982; Szabadics
et al., 2006). Excitatory post-synaptic potentials in the distal dendrite are passively
ltered, becoming smaller and broader at the soma than an EPSP of similar magnitude
and duration occurring more proximally. Furthermore, the non-instantaneous conduction
along the dendrite may have functional signicance by the creation of 'delay lines' (Rall,
1964). Coincident activity of two or more synapses located in close proximity is also
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likely to be highly nonlinear, as the activation of a synapse does not simply cause a
depolarisation or hyperpolarisation, but increases membrane conductance, reducing the
eect of additional synaptic activation of the same conductances (London et al., 2005).
Synaptic depolarisation has been shown to depend not only upon the number and position
of activated synapses, but also the temporal structure of activation (Branco et al., 2010;
Branco and Hausser, 2011) - synapses activated from the outside-in (distal to proximal)
result in far greater somatic depolarisation and probability of spike generation, in line with
Rall's predictions.
Whilst limited reports suggested that dendrites might support active propagation of
action potentials (Llinas and Nicholson, 1971), the systematic investigation of active prop-
erties of dendrites was only made possible by technical advances in patch-clamp techniques
and DIC optics in the early 1990s (Stuart et al., 1993). One of the rst major ndings
using this technique was that, rather than acting simply as passive cables, dendrites are
able to actively propagate action potentials (Stuart and Sakmann, 1994). These back-
propagating action potentials (bAPs, reviewed in Stuart et al., 1997) are critical both
for induction of synaptic plasticity (Magee and Johnston, 1997; Linden, 1999) as well as
triggering bursts of somatic action potentials (Magee and Carruth, 1999; Williams and
Stuart, 1999).
In addition to back-propagating action potentials, local dendritic spikes have been
described in a number of cell types, including CA1 pyramidal neurons and layer 5 neurons
(Golding and Spruston, 1998; Schiller et al., 2000; Gasparini et al., 2004), and layer 2/3
neurons (Larkum et al., 2007; Smith et al., 2013). These events are distinct from somatic
action potentials, which propagate anterogradely down the axon, and may additionally
result in a bAP. In contrast, dendritic spikes generally remain localised to a region of
the dendrite, and may arise as a result of feedback excitation involving voltage gated
sodium or calcium, or NMDA receptors, which are present in the dendritic membrane
(reviewed in Migliore and Shepherd, 2002; Johnston and Narayanan, 2008). Dendritic
spikes are classically dened as all-or-none threshold events, caused by one of these three
conductances, with NMDA spikes being present in ne distal dendrites such as the tuft
of the layer 5 apical dendrite and the outer basal dendrites; calcium spikes occurring at
the base of the tuft, near the top of the apical dendrite, and sodium spikes occurring in
the apical shaft and soma (Major et al., 2013). Dendritic spikes may also interact with
bAPs, with a single bAP coincident with a synaptic depolarisation in the distal dendrite
triggering a large calcium spike (so-called back-propagating action potential elicited Ca2+
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spike, BAC) (Larkum et al., 1999) which in turn trigers a burst of action potentials at the
soma. This has been proposed as general mechanism of coincidence detection across the
cortex (Larkum, 2012), with the timing of feedforward sensory inputs to basal dendrites
being compared to feedback information, representing internal models or predictions, at
the distal tuft.
Whilst extensively characterised in vitro , the role of dendritic spikes in vivo has
remained controversial, with scant evidence even of their existence (Major et al., 2013).
However, dendritic spikes likely distinct from bAPs have been shown to be triggered during
visual stimulation in layer 2/3 neurons, and may act to sharpen orientation selectivity
(Smith et al., 2013).
Non-linear dendritic integration has also been shown to play an important role in
binocular integration (Longordo et al., 2013; Zhao et al., 2013). Membrane potential
responses to visual stimulation of both eyes together, in neurons of the binocular region of
V1, is markedly less than the linear sum of the monocular responses, preserving orientation
selectivity tuning.
In light of these mechanisms, the notion that visual information processing is a function
of linear integration followed by nonlinear transformation in to an action potential train
becomes rather unconvincing. Single neurons are highly complex computational machines,
whose synaptic input denes only the starting point for a range of nonlinear operations.
1.3 Presynaptic Connectivity
This focus on the neuron as an elaborate computational unit complements, rather than
replaces, the need to dene the patterns of synaptic connectivity within a neural circuit.
More so than any other organ, the function of the brain can not be understood without
a detailed account of its microscopic structure. Indeed, a great deal of information can
be deduced about the nature of neuronal circuitry from anatomy alone, as evidenced
by Cajal's pioneering description of diverse regions of the nervous system using Golgi's
black reaction (Ramon Y Cajal, 1995). By painstakingly detailing the morphology of
the neuronal components of various circuits, Ramon Y Cajal was able to deduce the
likely path of information ow, long before the electrochemical mechanisms of action
potential singalling and synaptic transmission were described. These proposed schemes
have proven to be remarkably prescient, including the general deduction that conduction
was unidirectional, from the dendrites to the soma to the axon (Ramon Y Cajal's Law of
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Dynamic Polarisation), as well as specic predictions regarding the circuit structure of the
retina (Piccolino, 1988), hippocampus (Freund, 2002), and olfactory bulb (Figueres-Onate
et al., 2014) that remain broadly accepted over one hundred years later. However, the
cortex remained enigmatic, even when subjected to Ramon Y Cajal's keen eye and sharp
intellect, remaining a tangled thicket in which no clear pattern of connectivity could be
deduced. To this day, one of the most outstandingly dicult endeavours in neuroscience
has remained the quest to 'solve the cortex'; to provide a detailed account of cortical
structure and function that explains existing observations and predicts novel ones. A
discussion of modern models of cortical connectivity and function follows in section 1.4,
however rst I outline the techniques that have been used in creating such models.
1.3.1 Lesioning, Degeneration, and Axonal Transport
Following Waller's description of the 'degeneration' of axons following the sectioning of
the hypoglossal and glossopharyngeal nerves in the frog (Waller, 1850), the lesioning of a
nerve or small portion of the brain, and observation of the attendant pattern of anterograde
degradation, could be used to determine projection patterns. This was the rst target-
specic, long range connectivity mapping approach, with two distinct advantages over
dense neuronal labelling such as the Golgi stain, particularly when combined with similar
silver-based stains that enhanced the observable degeneration (Glees, 1946). Firstly, only
areas of connectivity (anterograde, in this case) germane to the cell or region in question are
labelled. This feature makes possible the detection of connectivity which might otherwise
be lost in a forest of dendrites. This signal selectivity underpins the second advantage of
target-specic tracing: easy identication of long-range connectivity. Even when single
processes may be traced in densely labelled stained tissue, visualisation of such tissue
has historically been carried out in thinly sliced histological sections, making the task
of reconstructing axons over distances of tens of millimetres (or tens of centimetres, in
the case of spinal projection neurons) impossible. In contrast, a targeted approach stains
only the tract in question, allowing for unambiguous identication of connectivity by
visualisation of distal labelling alone. It is these twin properties of targeted and specic
labelling that are key to any useful tracing system.
However, dense labelling and tract degeneration remained essentially the only tech-
niques available in the biologist's arsenal until around the 1970s, with the nding that
axons could actively transport proteins in a retrograde (i.e. towards the soma) direction.
All that was needed to hijack this system for the purposes of tracing connectivity was a
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suitable stain. Fluorescent stains of the time, such as Evans Blue, were weak and easily
dissociated from the conjugated protein; however enzymes such as horseradish peroxidase
are readily transported by the axon (Kristensson and Olsson, 1971; Kuypers and Maisky,
1975). HRP is a potent oxidising agent not found in mammalian cells, and thus its pres-
ence may be deemed to be a specic result of the experimental treatment. Alone, HRP
is not visible, however, when incubated with hydrogen peroxide and a suitable reduced
chromogenic substrate such as 3'3-diaminobezidine, a very high contrast, stable staining
is obtained.
When used alone, HRP tracing is relatively inecient, weakly labelling only a few
neurons. Conjugation to wheatgerm agglutinin (Gonatas et al., 1979) or other lectins
greatly increases the eciency of uptake and transport of the label. Other tracing systems
leverage the active transport of bacterial toxins, such as tetanus or cholera toxin (subunit
b) (Stoeckel et al., 1977) or dextrans (Glover et al., 1986; Nance and Burns, 1990) to
achieve a broadly similar outcome.
Four key disadvantages limit the scope of HRP anatomical tracing techniques. Firstly,
as noted above, contrast is not inherent in the enzyme itself, but must be introduced by
chemical processing. This laborious process greatly reduces the potential throughput of
the technique. Secondly, the monochromicity of such contrast precludes combinatorial
studies, examining features such as convergent connectivity from multiple brain regions.
Thirdly, although certain conjugates show broad specicities for retrograde (lectins, toxins)
or anterograde (dextrans) transport, an ideal tracing tool should be exquisitely specic to
neurons of interest, spread in a predictable and unidirectional manner, and not label local
axons of passage. Lastly, these techniques stain only the cell itself. Whilst axonal transport
can label somata distant to the injection site or, conversely, somatic labelling can stain
axonal processes over long distances, particularly with the use of biocytin lling (Marx
et al., 2012), the ability to label presynaptic connectivity or postsynaptic targets of the
neuron is necessary in order to investigate the functional relevance of axonal projections.
1.3.2 Fluorescent Labelling
Fluorescent latex beads (Katz et al., 1984) address some of the issues with chemical stains
as outlined above. Small latex microspheres are taken up by neurons by largely unknown
mechanisms, and are transported exclusively in a retrograde fashion by axons. Beads of
multiple colours can be combined in order to investigate anatomical convergence or diver-
gence, and labelling is bright and stable without the requirement of additional chemical
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process. Fluorescent lipophilic dyes such as DiI (Honig and Hume, 1986) may also be used
to stably label the cell membrane of neurons over days or weeks; a number of chemical
variants (DiO, DiD) of this class provide for a palette of colours. However, just like HRP
labelling, bead and DiI/DiO labelling are restricted to the neuron itself, rather than its
synaptic partners, and are non-specic with regard to neuronal class.
The development of stable, bright, organic uorescent dyes such as green uorescent
protein (Tsien, 1998) and an extended palette of colours distinguishable by conventional
and advanced microscopic techniques (Matz et al., 1999; Shaner et al., 2004) has been
rightly heralded as one of the triumphs of modern molecular genetics, nding applica-
tion across the entirety of biological science. A promising, novel technique involving the
stochastic and combinatorial (on a cell-to-cell level) expression of several of these proteins,
the 'Brainbow' (Livet et al., 2007), oered the possibility of combining dense labelling with
identiability of individual neurons. However, the ne diameter of axons in the central
nervous system of the mammal, combined with limited numbers of identiably distinct
combinations of uorophores, has prevented the promise of the Brainbow, to untangle the
cortical thicket, from being realised.
1.3.3 Viral Techniques
Rather than engineering the ideal tracing tool de novo, biologists have adapted exist-
ing agents uniquely designed by natural selection to enter neurons and spread in a pre-
dictable, unidirectional manner - the viruses. One approach involves the use of lentiviruses
(Grinevich et al., 2005) or adeno-associated viruses (Chamberlin et al., 1998; Harris et al.,
2012) to label groups of neurons with uorophores, such as eGFP. This label is expressed
throughout the neuron, including the axon, and by detecting uorescence in distal regions
the presence of an axonal projection may be inferred. Expression of the uorophore may
be restricted to a group of neurons by simply targeting the location and size of the virus
injection, by linking expression to a cell-specic promoter, or by the use of the Cre-lox
system (or similar) to allow for viral expression only in neurons expressing the Cre enzyme
(Hardy et al., 1997). This approach has been used to dene a 'mesoscale connectome' (Oh
et al., 2014) based upon brainwide mapping of labelled axons from around 80 injection
sites. However, the distribution of axons is not the same as the distribution of synaptic
connections; axons of passage, which do not form synaptic connections within a particular
region, can not be readily distinguished from axon terminals. A more rened approach
is the use of trans-synaptic tracing, in which connectivity is detected by the labelling of
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either pre- or post- synaptic neurons - retrograde or anterograde trans-synaptic tracing.
A number of viruses are of particular interest in the context of trans-synaptic tracing.
The most notable classes are the Herpesviridiae (HSV-1 and Pseudorabies Virus) and
the Rhabdoviridiae (Rabies Virus and Vesicular Stomatitis Virus) (Ugolini, 2010). Each
viral vector - a term referring not just to the class and strain of the virus, but also the
particular engineered variant - has a distinct prole of properties (Nassi et al., 2015)
that must be considered for the particular experiment. These properties include genome
size, genetic payload, expression level and duration, titer, nucleic acid (RNA or DNA),
direction of trans-synaptic spread (anterograde or retrograde), kinetics of expression and
trans-synaptic spread, the presence or absence of an envelope, toxicity, and safety (to the
experimenter, the subject, or to the environment). This last is of particular importance
to the experimenter, as all the viruses listed here cause disease in either man or livestock,
with rabies virus infection being particularly lethal in most animals, including humans.
Early trans-synaptic tracing using HSV-1 or pseudorabies was a ckle process, with a
ne balance needing to be stuck between the invasiveness of the virus and host viability
(Aston-Jones and Card, 2000; Ugolini, 2010). Herpesviridiae are quite toxic to the cells in
which they replicate, causing degradation of the host neurons within a similar timeframe
to the labelling of presynaptic neurons, with extensive lysis typically occurring at around
2-3 days post-infection (Ugolini et al., 1987). Furthermore, both HSV-1 and PrV cause
non-specic labelling of neighbouring neurons and glia, most probably as a result of this
lysis (Ugolini, 1995b).
In contrast, the rabies virus - whose gross clinical course is by far the most deadly
of the viruses listed here - does not cause the rapid neuronal degeneration and attendant
inammation typical of the -herpesviruses (it is this fact, in part, which allows the
virus to spread unchecked throughout the nervous system of an infected host animal),
nor the resulting spurious labelling of neighbouring cellular populations (Ugolini, 1995a).
In addition, unlike the herpesviruses, rabies virus spreads exclusively in a unidirectional
(retrograde) manner, allowing for unequivocal interpretation of the experimental result
(Kelly and Strick, 2000; Ugolini, 2010).
1.3.3.1 The Rabies Virus
The rabies virus itself is a single-stranded negative sense (complementary to mRNA)
virus of the genus Lyssavrius, with a characteristic morphology typically described as
'bullet-shaped'. The viral genome is relatively compact, approximately 12kb in length
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Figure 1.3: The Structure of the Rabies Virus
A complete, bullet-shaped rabies virion comprises a helical core of single-stranded nega-
tive sense RNA, tightly associated with the nucleoprotein (yellow). The capsid consists
of the ribonucleoprotein in association with phosphoproteins (orange) and RNA poly-
merase (blue). The capsid is surrounded by a mesh of matrix protein (green), and a
phospholipid bilayer derived from the host cell membrane, densely studded with the
trimeric transmembrane glycoprotein, which mediates the binding of the virus to presy-
naptic receptors. Adapted from Schnell et al. (2010).
(Conzelmann et al., 1990), and it encodes only 5 distinct proteins: the nucleoprotein (N),
the matrix protein (M), the RNA polymerase (L), a polymerase cofactor (P), and an
external glycoprotein (G), in the order 3'-N-P-M-G-L-5' (Ugolini, 2010). The complete
virion (g. 1.3) consists of a central core, containing the helical nucleic acid and the N, L,
and P proteins, surrounded by a M protein mesh (Knipe and Howley, 2007). Rabies is an
enveloped virus, with the virion being surrounded by a lipid bilayer derived from budding
from the host cell. This membrane is modied with the addition of the G protein, which
denes the specicity of the virion to target receptors.
The G gene encodes for a 505 amino acid transmembrane protein. The majority of the
protein forms a 439 amino acid ectodomain (projected from the cell membrane in to the
extracellular space), with a 22 amino acid transmembrane anchor, and a 44 amino acid
cytoplasmic domain (Conzelmann et al., 1990; Ghanem and Conzelmann, 2015). Mature
G protein, produced in the endoplasmic reticulum by the host cell, is tracked to the
cell membrane where it forms a homotrimer (Gaudin et al., 1992). The intracellular
domain of these G protein trimers then guides the incorporation of the virion (Ghanem
and Conzelmann, 2015). However, deletion of the G protein reduces budding by only
around 30-fold (Mebatsion et al., 1996). Rabies virus budding is primarily driven by the
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M protein; complete deletion of the M gene results in reduction of budding rates by around
500,000 times (Mebatsion et al., 1999).
The primary function of the G protein spike is to bind the released virion to receptors on
target cells, and to trigger actin-dependent endocytosis (Piccinotti et al., 2013). The iden-
tity of the receptor is still somewhat debated (reviewed in Lafon, 2005). In vitro studies
have demonstrated binding of G protein to nictonic acetylcholine receptors (nAChR), cell
adhesion molecules such as NCAM, and the low-anity neurotrophin receptor p75NTR.
The role of nAChR in virus spread is likely to be indirect, since at the neuromuscular
junction it is exclusively located on the (postsynaptic) muscle cell. One suggestion is that
nAChR acts to concentrate the virus, making terminal uptake more likely (Lafon, 2005).
Therefore, NCAM and p75NTR are considered the most likely general candidates. How-
ever, animal models in which these molecules are deleted or not expressed delay rather
than prevent rabies virus infection (Ghanem and Conzelmann, 2015). The role of other
molecules, including carbohydrates, gangliosides and lipids, in rabies virus spread is still
a matter of active research (Schnell et al., 2010; Ghanem and Conzelmann, 2015), and
it seems likely a number of separate molecules mediate G-protein binding during infec-
tion. In principle, such mechanisms could allow for spread of the virus from an infected
cell to any neighbouring cell - neuron or otherwise. However, rabies virus displays two
key properties that make it useful for neuronal tracing - neurotropism, and unidirectional
(retrograde) spread, across synapses.
The mechanism restricting rabies virus spread to trans-synaptic retrograde transmis-
sion is not well understood. It seems likely that the distribution of receptor proteins is
not a sucient explanation (Lafon, 2005); active tracking of the G protein to postsynap-
tic domains may contribute, however in vitro studies have not demonstrated preferential
budding at any cellular location (Ghanem and Conzelmann, 2015). However, the direc-
tion of trans-synaptic spread is primarily determined by the G protein. VSV whose G
protein is replaced by the rabies G spreads exclusively in a retrograde fashion; in contrast
VSV carrying the lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus G protein spreads in an exclusively
anterograde fashion (Beier et al., 2012).
1.3.3.2 Polysynaptic and monosynaptic tracing
The unidirectional, neurotrophic infection caused by RV makes it highly suitable for the
study of projection pathways (Ugolini, 1995a; Kelly and Strick, 2000). However, even
attenuated strains such as the commonly used Street Alabama Duerin (SAD), which
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can not reach the central nervous system following peripheral infection in most mammals,
spread unchecked within the central nervous system. The study of connectivity of a dened
synaptic order using intact rabies virus is therefore made dicult; careful timing may allow
mono, di- or tri- synaptic connections to be identied, but this is highly dependent upon
the region, animal and viral strains, as well as the titre of the particular viral preparation.
Furthermore, in some cases, the rate of viral spread has been shown to be dependent upon
the strength of the connectivity, with spread occurring to second-order neurons from some
rst-order neurons before more weakly connected rst-order neurons are labelled (Ugolini
et al., 1987; Ugolini, 1995a). An ideal viral tracer should be restricted not just in direction
of spread, but in the order of spread, such that experimental ndings are robust.
The rst step in the development of modern RV tracing was the creation of the RV-G,
genetically engineered to be lacking the rabies glycoprotein (Mebatsion et al., 1996). As
noted above, the deletion of the G protein only attenuates, rather than prevents, budding of
the virus. However, the 'bald' virions produced in the absence of the G-protein are unable
to bind to and/or triger endocytosis in an uninfected cell, eectively preventing the spread
of the virus (Etessami et al., 2000). Therefore, an engineered virus strain in which the
G protein is replaced with a uorescent marker, such as the SAD G-eGFP(Wickersham
et al., 2007a) will label only the infected neuron, unable to spread. Used alone, uorescent
G rabies viruses brightly label neurons whose somata or processes are close to the site
of injection, since the virus may replicate within the neuron, amplifying the signal such
that dendritic or even axonal morphology may be visualised (Wickersham et al., 2007a).
The true power of the G system is that the starter neuron (or neurons) can be
provided with the deleted G gene (transcomplementation) restoring the infectivity of the
rabies virus within the transfected cell or cells (Etessami et al., 2000; Wickersham et al.,
2007a). However, when the virions reach the rst-order neurons, which are not transfected
with the G protein, further trans-synaptic transmission on to higher-order connections is
prevented.
In order to complete this molecular targeting approach, Wickersham et al. (2007b)
took advantage of the specicity of the avian sarcoma and leukosis virus envelope protein
(EnvA) for the avian TVA receptor. This receptor protein, related to the low-density
lipoprotein receptor (Bates et al., 1993) is constitutively expressed in birds including the
chicken and quail, but not in mammals. Blockade of the receptor using antibodies in cell
culture prevents ASLV infection (Bates et al., 1993), whereas transfection of primate cells
with the TVA gene confers susceptibility to ASLV infection (Young et al., 1993). TVA is
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therefore both necessary and specic for infection by ASLV, and may therefore be used to
target infection in mammlian tissue (Federspiel et al., 1994). By pseudotyping the rabies
virus with the EnvA protein, (Wickersham et al., 2007b) demonstrated that RV infection
could be restricted to target neurons.
The complete modied rabies virus tracing system therefore consists of two stages.
First, starter cells are transfected with plasmids containing three genes: the rabies gly-
coprotein, the TVA receptor, and a uorophore distinct from that carried on the RVG.
This last is not strictly necessary, but it aids in conrming the identity of the transfected
cells. Following transfection, RVG pseudotyped with an EnvA membrane is injected
close to the transfected cells. The virus is then specically taken up by the transfected
neurons (g. 1.4), but not other cells, and from these neurons it spreads to monosynapti-
cally connected neurons only. Viral spread is thought to be highly sensitive and specic
(Wickersham et al., 2007b). In experiments which directly assessed functional connec-
tivity, 9/11 virally labelled putative presynaptic neurons were found to be functionally
connected to a single nearby starter cell (Wickersham et al., 2007b), indicating a good
correlation between transsynaptic spread and connectivity. This is likely to be an under-
estimate, since in these experiments multiple starter cells were transfected in the same
slice, and so the 2/11 neurons not found to be connected to the single chosen starter may
have been labelled as a result of connections from other starter cells. The sensitivity of
the system, however, is largely unknown.
Targeting of starter cells may be accomplished in a number of ways. Marshel et al.
(2010) and Wertz et al. (2015) used single electroporation to transfect a single starter
neuron in visual cortex; Rancz et al. (2011) and Velez-Fort et al. (2014) used dialysis
of plasmids within the intracellular solution during whole-cell patch clamp recordings.
Multiple starter cells may also be transfected using a second helper virus such as the
adeno-associated virus (AAV). By restricted expression to genetically identied cell types
using the Cre-lox system (Hardy et al., 1997) in genetically modied mice, the presynaptic
connectivity of distinct molecular classes of neurons may be examined (Watabe-Uchida
et al., 2012; Miyamichi et al., 2013; Sun et al., 2014; Velez-Fort et al., 2014). However,
whole-cell transfection allows for simultaneous functional characterisation of the targeted
neuron. RVG-GCaMP6s has been used to characterise spiking-related activity in re-
sponse to sensory stimulation in both the presynaptic and starter cells (Wertz et al.,
2015). Whilst rabies virus infection does not cause the acute degeneration typical of the
-herpesviruses (Ugolini, 1995a, 2010), nor does it grossly alter the electrophysiological
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Figure 1.4: Single Cell Monosynaptic Rabies Virus Tracing.
Left: Schematic of the technique. Labelling of the rst-order presynaptic neurons (red)
of a single cell (left) is achieved using an engineered, pseudotyped uorescent rabies virus.
First, a single neuron is transfected with plasmids encoding the deleted G-protein, the
TVA receptor, and a uorophore distinct from that carried by the virus. In this example,
transfection is carried out using dialysis of nucleic acids during whole-cell recordings (1).
Pseudotyped RV, with an envelope containing the EnvA protein (blue), is injected close
by, and is able to enter the host neuron, which expresses the TVA receptor on its surface
(2), but not any other cell (3) Once inside the host cell, the virus is able to replicate
and spread to presynaptic neurons, in which replication continues and the neuron is
brightly labelled. However, further transmission to higher order presynaptic connections
is prevented by the lack of G protein either on the virus itself, or in the rst-order cells
(4).
Right: Single-cell presynaptic tracing of a layer 5 neuron (yellow), surrounded by local
presynaptic neurons (red) (Rancz et al., 2011, from ).
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properties of infected neurons, up to 12 days post-infection (Wickersham et al., 2007a),
it does cause some cell death, beginning at around 16 days. The precise eect, if any, of
rabies virus infection on neuronal function is not yet known.
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1.4 Cortical Connectivity and Function
1.4.1 The Cortical Microcircuit
Despite its involvement in a great variety of sensory, motor, and cognitive processes, one
of the dening feature of the cortex is its conserved six-layered structure. Cortical laminae
contain distinct morphological classes of cells, such as the large pyramidal neurons of layer
5, smaller pyramidal neurons of layer 2/3, spiny stellate cells found only in layer 4, or the
predominantly acellular layer 1 (Oberlaender et al., 2012). This basic structure, as well as
patterns of connectivity between layers within a cortical area (Thomson and Lamy, 2007;
Douglas and Martin, 2004), as well as subcortical and interareal connecitivity (Thomson
and Lamy, 2007; Harris and Mrsic-Flogel, 2013) are generally found to be similar not just
in dierent cortical areas, but across mammalian species (Defelipe, 2011).
This basic, conserved structure has lead many to conclude that the cortex may perform
diverse computational tasks by similar mechanisms, as a result of a 'canonical' (Douglas
and Martin, 1991; Bastos et al., 2012) microcircuit. Early models (Gilbert, 1983) focussed
upon the excitatory components of the circuit, using horseradish peroxidase reconstruc-
tions of neuronal morphology and axonal projections. These models largely conform to
the predictions of the serial feedforward model of V1 function, with geniculate neurons
projecting to the largely simple cells of layers 4 and 6 directly, layer 2/3 receiving inputs
from layer 4 and, in turn, sending projections to layer 5. This basic structure remains at
the core of all models of cortical connectivity, including those modied to include the con-
nectivity of inhibitory interneurons (Douglas and Martin, 1991; Packer and Yuste, 2011),
as well as neuronal subclasses within cortical layers.
However, connectivity is not structured by cell class or laminar location alone. Bidi-
rectional connectivity between pairs of neurons located in close proximity to one another
is around four times more common than would be expected by chance (Song et al., 2005),
and more complex connectional motifs among larger groups of neurons are also over-
represented in reality. Neurons in layer 2/3 that are functionally connected are more
likely to receive common input from layer 4 and from other layer 2/3 neurons (Yoshimura
et al., 2005). Clonally related neurons are more likely to be electrically coupled than
nearby neurons descended from dierent lineages of the same cell class (Yu et al., 2012);
this nding may partially explain the greater degree to which sister neurons share tuning
properties to visual stimulation (Ohtsuki et al., 2012; Li et al., 2012a). Regardless of lin-
eage, neurons sharing response properties to both articial and naturalistic visual stimuli
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Figure 1.5: Neuronal morphology and connectivity in the visual cortex. Above: Examples of the
distinct morphologies of principal cells of dierent cortical layers, visualised by HRP lls
of individual neurons.
Below: A general model of information ow in the cortex, derived from patterns of
axonal projection. In addition to some recurrent connectivity, information ows broadly
from thalamus!L4!L2/3!L5!L6. In addition, L/3 neurons project to other cortical
areas, L5 neurons to subcortical targets (in addition to other cortical areas), and L6
projects back to the dLGN (although more recent studies restrict this projection to a
particular class of L6 excitatory neuron). This general schema remains highly inuential
in models of the cortical circuit. Adapted from Gilbert (1983)
are more likely to be connected (Ko et al., 2011; Bock et al., 2011). This nonrandom con-
nectivity suggests that the cortical population may contain interdigitating subnetworks,
not wholly separated one from another, but yet sharing a greater proportion of connectiv-
ity within the network than to other nearby neurons in general (Harris and Mrsic-Flogel,
2013).
In contrast to the specic connection patterns observed for pyramidal neurons, local
presynaptic connectivity of cortical interneurons is thought to be largely non-specic,
approaching 100% for some classes of interneuron (Fino and Yuste, 2011; Packer and
Yuste, 2011; Scholl et al., 2015). This nding has been proposed by Kerlin et al. (2010)
and others as an explanation for the greater evidence of the role of lateral inhibition in
orientation tuning in rodents (Liu et al., 2011) than in the cat (Anderson et al., 2000).
Since interneurons integrate the population activity of almost all neurons in the local area
(within approximately 100µm of their soma, Scholl et al., 2015), in rodents, which lack a
topographical arrangement of excitatory neurons by orientation preference, the summed
activity of the local network is not well tuned for orientation; therefore, the orientation
selectivity of interneurons is low (Sohya et al., 2007; Hofer et al., 2011). In contrast, in the
cat, the orientation tuning properties of neurons within the local cortical region are far
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more homogenous, resulting in inhibitory neurons that are more narrowly tuned (Cardin
et al., 2007). Therefore, the tuning of feedback inhibition on to a given pyramidal neuron
is likely to be much more similar to the excitatory feedforward input on to that same
neuron than in species lacking orientation columns, resulting in a potentially reduced role
for lateral inhibition in cats or primates.
1.4.2 Recurrent and Feedback Connectivity
Perhaps the most severe blow to a classical feedforward model is that the observed con-
nectivity of cortical neural circuits is dominated by recurrent connectivity (Douglas et al.,
1995). As noted above, lateral connectivity within a cortical area and layer is exten-
sive, particularly in L2/3 (Binzegger et al., 2004). Furthermore, even within layer 4, only
a small minority of synapses are formed by geniculate aerents. Estimates of the pre-
cise fraction vary (reviewed in Douglas and Martin, 2007), but the general consensus
is around 5% for a layer 4 spiny stellate neuron, with the remainder of the connections
originating predominantly from other spiny stellate neurons, and cells in layer 6 (Ahmed
et al., 1997). However, the thalamocortical synapse is particularly ecient, containing a
greater number of release sites, and having a higher release probability such that, overall,
synaptic transmission is around 5 times more eective than a corticocortical excitatory
synapse (Ziv et al., 1999). Despite this, geniculate aerents still contribute only a minor-
ity of the synaptic drive on to a layer 4 neuron. Similarly, layer 4 axons do project on
to L2/3 neurons, but recurrent L2/3 connectivity is thought to be far more prominent
(Binzegger et al., 2004), although this gure is more dicult to derive precisely. Douglas
and Martin (2007) suggest that rather than being solely driven by feedforward excitation,
layer 4 neurons are largely driven by recurrent cortical activity, with thalamic input being
'just enough' to drive spiking activity when suciently synchronised. Moreover, recent
experimental work in L4 neurons has demonstrated directly that optogenetically silencing
the surrounding cortex greatly reduces synaptic input evoked by visual stimuli as, and
almost totally eliminated spiking activity, thereby elegantly demonstrating the necessity
of recurrent connectivity in amplifying thalamic input to the cortex (Lien and Scanziani,
2013). The precise role of recurrent activity is not fully characterised. However, under the
just-in-time/just-enough model, it may serve to amplify weak feedforward connections,
providing a form of gain control or context-dependent modulation.
In addition to recurrent connectivity, interareal connectivity is a prominent feature
of all cortical areas, including primary sensory cortex (Harris and Mrsic-Flogel, 2013).
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Neurons in V1 have been shown to integrate non-visual sensory information (Iurilli et al.,
2011), respond to reward (Shuler and Bear, 2006), sensorimotor mismatch (Keller et al.,
2012), motion information (Saleem et al., 2013) and reward-related salience of visual stim-
uli (Poort et al., 2015). Furthermore, V1 receives feedback / top down information from
higher cortical areas that may modify even classical receptive eld properties either by
direct, long-range corticocortical connections or via subcortical structures such as the
pulvinar (reviewed in Gilbert and Li, 2013). These ndings are greatly at odds with a
mechanistic view of a feedforward model, in which V1 performs a context-invariant piece-
wise Fourier transform, and then passes information up the cortical hierarchy, with each
level of computation adding to the abstraction.
1.4.3 Neuronal Diversity
In creating a general model of cortical function, even one restricted to the specics of a
given area and species, neurons must be grouped in to classes. There are a number of
criteria by which this classication may be carried out, including morphology (Oberlaender
et al., 2012; Marx and Feldmeyer, 2013), electrophysiological properties (Cauli et al.,
2000; Nowak et al., 2003; Marx and Feldmeyer, 2013) and molecular or genetic identity
(Gonchar et al., 2007; Sohya et al., 2007; Zariwala et al., 2011; Pinto and Dan, 2015).
Such classications may be used to investigate the dierences in intrinsic and synaptically
evoked properties, as well as connectivity, between neuronal classes, in order to dissect the
neural circuit.
However, this grouping process may overlook variation within a neuronal class. For
example, although the orientation selectivity of L2/3 parvalbumin positive neurons is, on
average, less than the orientation selectivity of excitatory neurons (Hofer et al., 2011),
the OSI variability within each group is still large. This nding, and others like it, can
be explained in a number of ways. Firstly, it is possible that a particular group actually
contains multiple subgroups with distinct properties (see e.g. Helm et al., 2013). However,
assuming that variability within a proposed subgroup is small, this should result in a
multimodal distribution, with discrete peaks arising from each subgroup. This pattern
is not generally observed in distributions of intrinsic, or synaptically-evoked properties.
Whilst it is possible that the subgroups themselves are broadly distributed, this would
then beg the original question: why are distinct neuronal classes seemingly so variable?
A second possibility is that variability represents either biological noise or measurement
of a property unimportant to the underlying function of the circuit. Excitatory cell OSI
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could vary widely simply because it is not a realistic measure of the function of visual
system neurons under more naturalistic conditions, or because stochastic developmental
processes are unreliable. Whilst both of these postulates are possible, and indeed likely,
causes of some variation, serious objections must be raised to the explaining away of
within-class variation as artefact. Might there be positive reasons for a sensory neural
circuit to include neurons with diverse properties?
The role of within class diversity has been explored in a number of contexts. In
the crustacean somatogastic ganglion, Prinz et al. (2004) demonstrated that diering
the properties of a simple triad of neurons generating rhythmic output could result in
hundreds of thousands of model networks with spiking behaviours indistinguishable from
that observed experimentally - in other words, that the same computational goal may
be achieved by a diverse array of actual network implementations. Furthermore, the
expression proles of ion channels in these neurons do vary extensively from animal to
animal, but in a constrained manner such that the broad response property of a given,
identied neuron, remains relatively constant (Schulz et al., 2007). These ndings indicate
that even in the stereotyped crustacean nervous system, a single model may not suce to
explain the function of a neural circuit. Furthermore, it has been argued that the analysis
of mean properties of neurons may not simply obscure the role of variability, but create a
model neuron whose particular combination of properties is never seen in the population
(Marder and Taylor, 2011).
In the mammalian olfactory bulb, variability in the intrinsic properties of mitral cells
has been shown to decorrelate sensory input, doubling the information capacity of the
system (Padmanabhan and Urban, 2010). Physiological levels of intrinsic diversity create
populations whose decoding ability of heterogenous stimuli is increased, relative to sim-
ulations consisting of homogenous or wildly diverse populations (Tripathy et al., 2013).
This may explain the nding that dierences in the Ih current of pairs of mitral cells which
connect to the same glomerulus, and therefore receive similar sensory input, are signif-
icantly less than the dierences between mitral cell pairs of dierent glomeruli (Angelo
et al., 2012).
In contrast to the olfactory bulb, investigation of the functional impact of within-class
diversity of cortical neurons is limited. Dendritic length of parvalbumin positive inhibitory
interneurons has been shown to correlate inversely with orientation tuning (Runyan and
Sur, 2013), but most studies of cortical neuronal function focus on the general rules govern-
ing information processing, often combining data from multiple cortical layers and species
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(Priebe et al., 2004; Tan et al., 2011). The question of the role of variation within a single
cortical layer, in the mouse (or otherwise), remains ripe for exploration.
1.5 Recording Neuronal Activity In Vivo
1.5.1 Single-Unit Extracellular Recording Techniques
The rst experiments recording neuronal activity in primary visual cortex (Hubel and
Wiesel, 1959, 1962) were carried out using tungsten microelectrodes. These consist, es-
sentially, of a long, thin wire, coated with an insulating layer of laquer, epoxy, or glass
for its entire length, save the tip. Similar recordings may also be obtained using glass
(typically borosilicate) micropipettes pulled to a tip diameter of approximately 0.5-1.0µm,
lled with a conducting electrolyte (typically 2M NaCl solution). In either case, the elec-
trode is advanced in to the brain, whilst monitoring the potential at the tip, with the aim
of detecting action potentials from a single, isolated unit. One common technique is to
stimulate the system under investigation, in order to evoke spiking activity - in the case of
the visual system, using classical grating or bar stimuli (Gao et al., 2010). Once record-
ings have been made from a single neuron, additional units can be sampled by simply
advancing the electrode until another neuron is encountered. Single unit recordings have
been extensively in the study of visual cortex physiology, inter alia to describe properties
of neuronal receptive elds (Hubel and Wiesel, 1959, 1962; Drager, 1975; Movshon et al.,
1978a; Emerson et al., 1987), spatial summation in simple cells (Movshon et al., 1978b), to
map cortical representation of retinotopic position (Blasdel and Fitzpatrick, 1984), as well
as to study eects such as non-classical contextual stimuli on orientation tuning (Gilbert
and Wiesel, 1990). However, single-unit recordings remain limited by their being relatively
low-yield, as sampling is limited to one neuron.
1.5.2 Multi-Unit Extracellular Recordings
Recording the activity of multiple neurons simultaneously is advantageous for two distinct
reasons. The rst, as already alluded to, is throughput: obtaining single-cell recordings of
large numbers of neurons is laborious and time-consuming, as well as (typically) requiring
larger numbers of animals. The second principal advantage of recording large numbers
of neurons simultaneously is that the neuronal responses may be related one to another,
allowing for cross-correlational network analyses to generate and test models of information
ow within and between brain regions, such as feature binding by temporal integration
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(Gray et al., 1989; Singer and Gray, 1995).
The individual activity of several tens to hundreds of neurons may be recorded us-
ing multisite electrodes, with spiking activity assigned to individual units by statistical
techniques ('spike sorting'). This approach as enabled population-level studies of visual
cortical responses (Niell and Stryker, 2008). As the density of recording sites increases,
so does the potential yield of multisite recordings - up to thousands of neurons simulta-
neously (Einevoll et al., 2011), although more typically recordings are limited to several
hundreds of units (Marblestone et al., 2013). The technological increase in recording ca-
pacity has been described as following an exponential law similar to that described by
Moore for microprocessors, although at a slower pace, with the number of neurons that
may be sampled simulataneously doubling roughly every 7 years (Stevenson and Kording,
2011).
Whilst allowing for high-throughput recordings of large numbers of neurons simulta-
neously, multisite electrode recordings are limited by a number of factors. Firstly, spike
sorting remains a non-trivial statistical exercise, with dierent groups employing a range
of approaches that may aect experimental results (Einevoll et al., 2011). Secondly, very
sparsely ring neurons may be underrepresented by both single-unit and multi-unit record-
ings, as spiking activity is used to detect the presence of a neuron. Olshausen and Field
(2005) argue that this bias is likely present in many extracellular recordings in V1, based
upon a comparison of reported ring rates to theoretical modelling of spike rate distribu-
tions, although this eect is likely to be highly dependent upon the particular experimental
paradigm employed. Lastly, multiunit recordings provide very indirect data on the spatial
position of recorded units, although current source density information (Mitzdorf, 1985),
obtained by comparing the potentials at multiple electrodes, may provide information on
features such as the laminar ow of visual information (Niell and Stryker, 2008).
1.5.3 Imaging Neuronal Activity
Whilst neuronal action potential activity is, by denition, an electrical phenomenon, a
variety of methods have been employed to image signals evoked by, or correlated to, neu-
ronal activity. One more direct method is the use of voltage sensitive dyes. This approach
is currently restricted to single cells in cell culture or slices (Djurisic et al., 2004; Stuart
and Palmer, 2006; Bradley et al., 2009) or wide-eld imaging in vivo (Petersen et al., 2003;
Benucci et al., 2007; Katzner et al., 2009). Alternative imaging methodologies have been
used to detect correlates of neuronal activity, such as by intrinsic signal imaging (Grinvald
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et al., 1986; Toth et al., 1996; Van Hooser et al., 2005; Garrett et al., 2014), thought
to reect metabolic changes in haemodynamic activity. However, the signal-to-noise of
this methodology is very low, with responses typically only detectable following averaging
of responses to many stimulus presentations or by analysing higher-order statistical fea-
tures (Kalatsky and Stryker, 2003). Furthermore, the spatial resolution of intrinsic signal
imaging is limited to around 100µm, as the signal arises from haemodynamic changes in
response to bulk population activity. The BOLD signal change detected by functional
magnetic imaging (fMRI) is thought to derive from a similar mechanism to that of intrin-
sic signal imaging, and is therefore limited to similar spatial resolutions, and low temporal
resolution (Goense and Logothetis, 2006)
Fluorescent dyes able to report changes in intracellular calcium associated with electri-
cal activity have been in use since the 1980s (Grynkiewicz et al., 1985). A key step forward
was the ability to label populations of cells with calcium-sensitive uorescent dyes by pres-
sure ejection of acetoxymethl dye esters in vivo (Stosiek et al., 2003), labelling all cells
within approximately 200µm of the ejection site. These dyes report changes in intracellular
calcium concentrations, which reect well the spiking activity of the cell (Kerr et al., 2005;
Garaschuk et al., 2006; Rochefort et al., 2009). Furthermore, unlike electrophysiological
techniques, spatial information is obtained alongside action potential activity.
Since living cells break down synthetic dyes relatively quickly (typically over approxi-
mately 24-48 hours), in recent years, much attention has been placed on the development
of genetically encoded calcium indicators (GECIs), which would allow chronic experiments
over days or weeks. Although much progress has been made, GECIs were traditionally
unable to match the traditional synthetic dyes in terms of brightness, calcium anity,
stability or detection of small numbers of action potentials (Looger and Griesbeck, 2012).
However, recent developments such as the GECO family (Zhao et al., 2011), and the
GCaMP6 family (Chen et al., 2013; Dana et al., 2014) report much improved responsive-
ness and signal-to-noise ratios.
Two-photon microscopy (Denk et al., 1990) relies on nonlinear excitation of uo-
rophores by the absorption of two photons near-simultaneously, resulting in the emission of
one photon of shorter wavelength. This technique allows for imaging of uorescent signals
deep within living tissue, with good optical sectioning properties, and little photodam-
age (Helmchen and Denk, 2005; Svoboda and Yasuda, 2006). However, despite technical
advances allowing for functional imaging almost a millimetre deep within living cortical
tissue (Mittmann et al., 2011), no current system based on two-photon imaging can image
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the entire cortical thickness. One other drawback of two-photon calcium imaging is limited
temporal resolution. Typically, frame rates in the region of 10-30 frames per second are
achievable by raster scanning (though AOD-based devices allow for much faster imaging
e.g. Grewe et al. (2010); Kirkby et al. (2010); Botcherby et al. (2011)).
Calcium imaging remains the only imaging-based technique able to record the indi-
vidual activity of hundreds of neurons in vivo , with sucient temporal resolution to
detect individual spikes, and thus has become an extremely popular technique in neuro-
physiology. However, translating uorescence changes into spike trains remains a matter
of statistical inference (Vogelstein et al., 2010; O~nativia et al., 2013). Furthermore, im-
provements in action-potential evoked uorescence changes have been made at the cost
of baseline uorescence levels, making unambiguous detection of silent neurons dicult.
Transfection of neurons by genetically encoded dyes, either by in-utero electroporation or
viral delivery typically labels only a fraction of neurons, often in a layer-specic manner.
The production of genetically modied lines of animals, which constitutively express a
calcium indicator, has proven to be dicult, and although recent advances in this eld
have nally been made (Dana et al., 2014) these lines still only express the indicator in
around 50% of neurons. Despite such limitations, two-photon calcium imaging has allowed
the functional properties of dozens to hundreds of cells to be interrogated in vivo and even
in awake, behaving animals (Dombeck et al., 2007; Greenberg and Kerr, 2009; Andermann
et al., 2011; Keller et al., 2012; Poort et al., 2015), greatly enhancing the understanding
of neuronal responses in V1.
1.5.4 Intracellular Recordings
All the recording methodologies described thus far report patterns of spiking activity
in individual neurons, or groups of neurons, either directly or indirectly. However, this
activity represents only the output of a complex series of intracellular processes responsible
for integrating synaptic input (Hirsch et al., 1998; Silver, 2010) and converting this in to a
train of action potentials (Carandini and Ferster, 2000; Azouz and Gray, 2000; Ferguson
and Stone, 2010). Direct recording of intracellular potential responses to sensory stimuli
is therefore necessary in order to investigate the mechanisms of sensory integration in vivo
(Chadderton et al., 2014).
Intracellular recording of action potentials was initially performed in the specialised
giant axon of the Loligo (Hodgkin and Huxley, 1939). This technique allowed for a detailed
investigation of the ionic conductances which underlie the generation of the action potential
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(Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952). However, intracellular recordings were initially limited to
specialised preparations, such as the giant axon, and the cardiac Purkinje bre (Draper
and Weidmann, 1951). Intracellular recordings of electrical activity in the living brain was
rst reported in the 1950s (Buser and Albe-Fessard, 1953; Tasaki et al., 1953), using sharp
microelectrodes. In the visual cortex, sharp microelectrode recordings have been used to
characterise the relative tuning of excitatory and inhibitory conductances (Ferster, 1986),
to investigate inhibitory conductance changes (Douglas et al., 1988) and to investigate
dierential information processing in multiple cell classes (Nowak et al., 2008). However,
impalement of the neuron by sharp electrodes introduces a leak conductance that may
signicantly aect both the viability of the neuron, and measured intrinsic and synpatic
properties (Staley et al., 1992; Hirsch et al., 1998; Li et al., 2004).
An alternative technique, whole cell patch clamp, is based upon the patch clamp
technique originally developed for the study of single-channel currents (Hammill et al.,
1981). This approach relies upon the formation of a tight physico-chemical 'gigaseal' (so-
called, in reference to the high resistance of the seal, typically reaching several gigaohms).
In the whole-cell variant, the membrane at the tip of the pipette is ruptured by application
of negative pressure, allowing electrical access to the interior of the cell. This approach has
been used extensively to characterise neuronal properties in acute brain slices (Blanton
et al., 1989; Stuart et al., 1993). In vivo whole-cell recordings (Pei et al., 1991; Margrie
et al., 2002) have been used to characterise synaptic integration of receptive eld subregions
(Ferster and Jagadeesh, 1992; Hirsch et al., 1998; Martinez et al., 2005), the orientation
tuning of membrane potential responses (Carandini and Ferster, 2000), the eect of spike
threshold on response linearity (Priebe et al., 2004) and orientation tuning (Tan et al.,
2011), the tuning of inhibitory and excitatory conductances (Anderson et al., 2000; Liu
et al., 2011; Li et al., 2012b), the linearity of binocular integration (Longordo et al., 2013;
Zhao et al., 2013), and multimodal synaptic integration (Olcese et al., 2013).
Standard intracellular recording methods, just like single-unit extracellular methods,
suer from low throughput, since only a single neuron can be recorded by a single electrode.
Furthermore, unlike single-unit recordings in which further recordings may be obtained
by advancing the electrode, whole-cell recordings permit only one recording per electrode,
since contamination of the pipette tip prevents more than one attempt at formation of a
gigaseal. Lastly, although great care is taken to produce an electrolyte solution that mim-
icks the internal milieu of the neuron, dialysis of the cytoplasm by whole-cell recordings
practically limits recording time to around 30-60 minutes, depending upon the cell type
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and experimental paradigm.
The silver lining of dialysis is that it allows for the introduction of substances in to the
neuron, such as biocytin for post-hoc neuronal reconstruction (Horikawa and Armstrong,
1988; Marx et al., 2012), calcium indicators (Jia et al., 2010; Hill et al., 2013) or nucleic
acids for transfection and presynaptic tracing (Rancz et al., 2011; Velez-Fort et al., 2014).
Whilst other methods of single-cell staining and tracing exist, for example electroporation
(Haas et al., 2001; Marshel et al., 2010), only whole-cell recordings combine electrophys-
iological characterisation of membrane potential and spiking responses, along with dye
loading or transfection, making in vivo whole cell patch clamp a uniquely powerful tool.
1.6 Motivation of This Work
With new model species gaining traction, established experimental results must be re-
validated to determine whether species dierence are signicant to the question at hand;
properties determined in the macaque, cat or ferret can not simply be assumed to be true
in the rodent
Early experiments characterising the response properties of V1 neurons to visual stim-
uli were carried out mostly in the cortex of the cat (Hubel and Wiesel, 1959, 1962; Wiesel
and Hubel, 1963b) or primates such as the macaque (Hubel et al., 1977; Blasdel and Fitz-
patrick, 1984; Foster et al., 1985; Ringach et al., 2002). Observations of the nature of
these responses have lead directly to several models of cortical processing, most notably
the highly inuential serial feedforward model (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962). Since these stud-
ies, the repertoire of model species used in visual neuroscience has been expanded greatly,
with the availability of genetic manipulations and comparative ease of housing large num-
bers of animals leading to the mouse becoming one of the most popular. New types of
experiments have suggested entirely new forms of model, including those that focus on the
eects of dierent classes of inhibitory interneurons on neuronal computations (Atallah
et al., 2012; Wilson et al., 2012), the eect of locomotion (Keller et al., 2012; Saleem et al.,
2013) and of cortical state more generally (Harris and Thiele, 2011; Kimura et al., 2014;
Scholvinck et al., 2015). Most of these studies, however, still rely upon decades-old metrics
of neuronal tuning, in particular to drifting grating stimuli.
A large number of papers have been published describing, inter alia, several of the
classical tuning statistics for neurons in rodent V1. A brief summary of the major studies
in recent years is presented in table 1.1.
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Whilst this summary is not exhaustive, it demonstrates two key features. Firstly, there
have been only a few studies (Drager, 1975; Van den Bergh et al., 2010; Medini, 2011a;
Marshel et al., 2011; Roth et al., 2012) which were explicitly set out with the aim to
characterise neuronal responses in V1 in the rodent. Other studies have used population
parameters, and the change in these statistics, to probe the eect of neuronal subtypes
(mostly inhibitory subtypes) on network function (Atallah et al., 2012), as comparators
to other visual areas (Scholl et al., 2013) or to investigate the eects of altered visual
experience (Ko et al., 2014).
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Paper Parameters Examined Recording Method Study aim
Drager (1975) Tuning width, simple/complex
Extracellular (mostly
single unit)
Demonstration of response properties in mouse V1;
topography of V1
Sohya et al. (2007) mean ring rate OSI (OSIF0) Calcium Imaging Comparison of OSI of GABA+ and GABA- neurons
Niell and Stryker (2008) OSIF0, DSI, SF, TF, F1/F0
Extracellular (16-site
linear probe)
Tuning properties of neurons in mouse V1
Kerlin et al. (2010) OSIF0, SF Calcium Imaging Tuning properties of GABAergic subtypes (and pyramidal)
Van den Bergh et al. (2010) F1/F0, SF, TF, OSIF0, DSI
Extracellular (single
unit)
Tuning properties in V1 and V2; comparison to macaque
and to multi-unit recordings
Gao et al. (2010)
SF, TF, Speed, RF size, latency,
motion coherence, F1/F0
Extracellular (single
unit)
Investigation of neuronal responses and parallel
information channels in V1
Rochefort et al. (2011) OSIF0, DSI, responsiveness Calcium Imaging Eect of dark-rearing on development of tuning properties
Medini (2011a) OSIF0, DSI, F1 Whole-cell patch
Tuning properties and morphologies of L2/3 and L4
neurons
Tan et al. (2011) OSIV m0, OSIF0 Whole-cell patch Orientation Selectivity computation
Bonin et al. (2011) OSIF0, F1/F0, RF mapping Calcium Imaging Cortical topology of receptive elds
Marshel et al. (2011) OSIF0, DSI, SF, TF Calcium Imaging Tuning properties of V1 and other visual cortical areas
Zariwala et al. (2011) OSIF0, SF Calcium Imaging
Tuning properties of Parvalbumin and Wfs1+ (putative
excitatory) neurons
Roth et al. (2012) OSIF0, SF, TF, speed Calcium Imaging Tuning properties of V1 and other visual cortical areas
Atallah et al. (2012) OSIF0, Contrast Loose-cell patch
Tuning properties of PV+ and eect of photostimulation of
these neurons
Scholl et al. (2013) OSIV m0, OSIF0 Whole-cell patch
Demonstration of orientation tuning in dLGN neurons in
the mouse; comparison to V1 tuning
Ko et al. (2014) OSIF0 Calcium Imaging
The eect of visually deprived (VD) on development of
orientation tuning
Table 1.1: A summary of studies of classic tuning parameters in rodent visual cortex. F0: mean ring rate; F1: ring rate modulation at the stimulus fundamental
frequency; V m0: mean membrane potential depolarisation. All studies were carried out in the mouse, with the exception of Medini (2011a), which was carried
out in the rat. All calcium imaging studies listed here used the Oregon Green BAPTA-1 indicator, bulk loaded in to neurons in vivo (Stosiek et al., 2003)
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Secondly, few studies have been conducted in the mouse specically using in-vivo whole
cell patch clamp. Whilst this method does have some specic drawbacks, it has several
advantages. Firstly, unlike extracellular methods, there is no activity bias to neuron
selection; since formation and detection of a seal on to a neuron does not require spiking
activity, and current injections can conrm the identity of a neuron even in the absence
of spontaneous and sensory-evoked spiking activity. It may, therefore, be the case that
whole-cell recordings can therefore give a better estimate of population parameters than
other methods, including calcium imaging. It is true, however, that blind patch clamp is,
most likely, biased to neuronal morphology, in particular soma size (Wu et al., 2008; Liu
et al., 2009). Estimates of proportions of neurons based upon features which likely cluster
to subtype identity are therefore to be treated with caution. Additionally, whole-cell
recording (in common with sharp microelectrode recordings) can give detailed information
on spontaneous and evoked changes in membrane potential (at least at the soma, unless
dendritic recordings are performed), allowing for study of the mechanisms underlying the
transformation of synaptic input in to a spiking output. Lastly, whole-cell recording allows
for simultaneous lling of the neuron with markers such as biocytin, for morphological
reconstruction (Marx et al., 2012) , and transfection by engineered plasmids, allowing for
single-cell synaptic tracing (Rancz et al., 2011). Whilst such tracing is also possible using
single-cell electroporation techniques (Haas et al., 2001; Marshel et al., 2010), only whole-
cell recordings give access to the full picture for a given neuron - synaptic input, spiking
output and presynaptic connectivity.
Lastly, no studies have been carried out, in any species, which characterise the intrinsic
and evoked properties of V1 neurons of a single class, with the goal of exploring the role
of biophysical diversity in cortical information processing. It is these questions which I
attempt, at least in part, to address here.
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Chapter 2
Materials & Methods
All physiological data presented in this thesis were acquired using methods in accordance
with the Animals (Scientic Procedures) Act 1986, Home Oce and local guidelines.
2.1 Surgical Procedures
C57Bl/6 (ages P34-65) mice were used in all experiments. Where transgenic lines were
used, these were bred on to the C57Bl/6 background to minimise strain dierence.
Animals were anaesthetised by an intraperitoneal injection of a mix of fentanyl (50µg=kg)
/ midazolam (5mg=kg) / meloxicam (500µg=kg). Animals were placed in a warm (30C)
incubator and monitored until cessation of all spontaneous locomotor activity (approxi-
mately 5 minutes), and were then placed on a homothermic surgical pad maintained at
37.5  0.5C by a DC feedback thermostat (FHC Inc.).
Animals to be recovered post-surgery were additionally given 1-2mg=kg meloxicam (for
post-operative analgesia and reduction of inammation) and 2-4mg=kg (for reduction of
inammation, prevention of intracranial oedema and to reduce lung secretions) along with
the anaesthesia.
During all surgical procedures both eyes were protected by the application of ointment
(MaxitrolR, Alcon), which was then carefully removed from the right eye using a cotton
bud and suction before visual stimulation. All mice were checked for any discoloura-
tion/opacity around the pupil; any such animals were not used in experiments.
The scalp was shaved and prepared by the application of a skin disinfectant, chlorhex-
idine gluconate (Hibitane R, 0.5% in 70% ethanol). Scalp overlying the left primary visual
cortex (V1) was removed and the exposed bone was carefully cleaned and roughened using
a 10A scalpel blade, and then allowed to dry fully in the air.
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Figure 2.1: Surgical implant used for head xation in acute and chronic experiments. Markings
show length in centimetres.
A custom-designed combined imaging arena/head xation implant (see g. 2.1) was
axed to the cranium using rst a cyanoacrylate-based adhesive (Histoacryl R, Braun)
then a dental cement mixture (Simplex Rapid R, Kemdent), blackened using 2% carbon
powder. The implant and dental cement combined typically weighed 0.9  0.1g. The
implant was then xed in a custom clamp, giving excellent stability for subsequent surgical
procedures and recordings, when necessary.
A craniotomy, typically 1mm x 1mm was drilled over V1 using a dental drill (Osada)
with a 300µm burr (Cookson). Following removal of the bone, the exposed dura was
carefully washed with cortex buer (see table 2.1 for composition) until any bleeding had
ceased, to ensure that the surface remained clear of erythrocytes. Bleeding was typically
very minor and represented no danger to the animals circulating volume, however any
blood on the surface dramatically reduced the chance of obtaining a successful gigaseal.
In some animals, a small durectomy was performed before experimentation began.
During experiments, depth of anaesthesia was monitored every 10-15 minutes, and
where any toe pinch reex was observed, animals were injected with one-sixth the original
dose of anaesthesia. Typically, the initial dose provided 90-120 minutes of light anaesthesia,
with subsequent doses lasting around 60 minutes until another dose was required.
2.1.1 Recovery Procedure
For chronic or recovery experiments, the craniotomy was closed either by rst lling the
craniotomy with a small amount of a silicon polymer (Kwik-Cast R, WPI). This was then
covered with a 3mm, #1 cover glass (Warner). The cover glass was gently pressed down
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Ion Species Concentration (mM)
Na+ 125
K+ 5
Mg+ 2
Ca2+ 2
Cl- 134
S04
2- 2
HEPES 10
Glucose 10
Table 2.1: Cortex Buer (HEPES-buered ACSF) composition. pH was adjusted to 7.4 using
NaOH
ush with the margin of the craniotomy whilst the polymer was still liquid. More polymer
was then placed over the coverglass so as to ll the implant chamber, and once set a thin
layer of dental cement was placed over the top of the entire implant to prevent the animal
from removing the polymer. This arrangement seemed to minimise regrowth of connective
tissue within the craniotomy (owing to the mass eect of the polymer under the glass), as
well as any physical damage to the underlying cortex - which occurred far less often than
when the coverglass was not used (presumably because the glass would shield the cortex
from any mechanical forces).
The animal was then brought out of anaesthesia by an intraperitoneal injection of
antagonists naloxone (0.6-1.2mg=kg), umazenil (0.25-0.5mg=kg), and atipamezol (1.25-
2.5mg=kg). This dose was varied according to how recently an anaesthetic dose had been
administered. After regaining consciousness and the onset of spontaneous locomotion
the animal was placed in an incubation chamber for one hour, with wet chow and water
provided. Following this period the animal was returned to the home cage.
2.2 Electrophysiological Recording
Patch pipettes for blind in vivo whole-cell recordings were fashioned from borosilicate glass
(outer diameter: 1.5mm, inner diameter 0.86mm, Harvard Apparatus) using a two-stage
lament puller (PC10, Narashige). The resistance at the tip was 5-7M
; any pipettes
outside this range were discarded. The tip size of such pipettes was approximately 1.5µm.
Once lled with 4µL intracellular solution (see below, section 2.2.1), the pipettes were
placed in a holder attached to a preamplier (HS-2A, Axon), mounted on a manipulator
(4-axis Junior, Luigs & Neumann) and connected to an Axoclamp 2B amplier (Axon).
After applying high pressure to the pipette, it was lowered to the brain surface under a 10x
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water dipping objective (Olympus), and then rapidly advanced to 200m penetration,
corresponding approximately to the top of layer II/III (L2/3) in the mouse.
After reaching this depth, the positive pressure was reduced to a more moderate level
(approximately 30 mbar). Searching for cells was carried out in voltage-clamp mode as
described in (Margrie et al., 2002). The amplier was set to 0mV holding potential with
a +12mV square-wave pulse at 80Hz. The pipette was advanced in steps of 3µm whilst
monitoring the evoked current. A drop in current over three or more consecutive steps,
along with modulation at the heartbeat frequency of the mouse (several hundred hertz)
were indicative of a hit on a cell membrane, following which pressure was rapidly released.
Under optimal conditions this result in the near-instantaneous formation of a gigaseal
(typically > 5G
), although in roughly 50% of cases a slower seal formation occurred.
This could be encouraged by the use of very mild negative pressure and by hyperpolarising
the command potential.
Following successful formation of a gigaseal the pipette was withdrawn slowly by 3µm,
which was found to result in an easier break-in. The holding potential was set to -70mV,
and the step size increased to 40mV to better visualise the breakin. The cell membrane
at the tip of the pipette was carefully ruptured using a ramp of negative pressure until a
large capacitive transient was observed.
Once whole-cell access was obtained, the amplier was switched to current-clamp mode
and the series resistance was compensated for manually using a bridge circuit. Access re-
sistance was in the range of 15-55M
 (mean 30.3  9.4 M
 for regular spiking neurons,
n=150; 35.0  10.8 M
 for non-regular spiking neurons, n=10) and no statistical dier-
ence was observed between regular and non-regular spiking neurons (p=0.7078, Wilcoxon
rank-sum test). Compensation for electrode capacitance was not used, as the nature of
these experiments did not require highly accurate temporal resolution of fast events. All
the experiments described here were carried out in current-clamp mode, with no holding
current unless otherwise noted. Junction potential was not corrected for.
Data were low-pass ltered by the amplier at 10kHz and acquired at 25kHz using
an ITC-18 interface (Instrutech) using IGOR Pro software (Wavemetrics) running the
Neuromatic package (available at http://www.neuromatic.thinkrandom.com/). Electrical
(50Hz) noise was minimised by passive electromagnetic shielding of the sample and pre-
amplier. Additionally, a HumBug device (Quest Scientic) was used to further reduce
any residual 50Hz electrical noise.
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2.2.1 Intracellular solution composition
Intracellular solution was prepared in batches of 2x concentration and adjusted to pH
7.280.1 using KOH and/or HCl. It was then frozen in single-use aliquots at -20C for
one month or less, or -80C for longer periods. On the morning of an experiment, this
stock was diluted to 1x, and measured for osmolality (mean 289mOsm  3.64, range 281-
295mOsm ) using a vapour osmometer (Vapro 5520, Wecor). Once prepared the solution
was kept on ice for the duration of the experiment. Composition of the nal 1x solution
is shown in table 2.2.
Ion Species Concentration (mM)
K+ 110
Na+ 8.5
Mg+ 5
Ca2+ 0.04
HEPES 40
EGTA 0.05
Cl- 12.04
MeSO3
- 110
ATP 4
GTP 0.5
Table 2.2: Final composition of intracellular solution
2.2.2 Transfection and transsynaptic tracing
In some experiments, the intracellular solution was prepared with the addition of two plas-
mids: 200ng=µL RG-eGFP and 40ng=µL TVA. These plasmids allow the entry, replication,
and spread of pseudotyped replication-decient rabies virus. The whole cell patch tech-
nique was identical to using regular intracellular solution in all other respects, including
osmolality.
Following completion of recording, the pipette was slowly withdrawn under very mild
positive pressure, whilst monitoring access resistance in voltage clamp mode, until the seal
was re-established. This typically occurred after 100µm of retraction, at which point
the outside-in patch was ruptured by a large negative pressure and the pipette rapidly
withdrawn.
Following removal of the patch pipette, 100-150nL of the rabies virus, RVG-tagRFP.EnvA
was injected slowly from an injection pipette (with a long, narrow shank) broken to a tip
diameter of 20-30µm. The tip of the pipette was placed 50-100µm away from the estimated
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location of the transfected cell. The craniotomy was then closed as described above; the
animal was recovered and returned to the home cage for 10-14 days before being sacriced
and the brain removed.
2.3 Response to Current Injection
Once stable access to the cell was obtained and bridge compensation set, an IV protocol
was carried out. Square wave current pulses of 1000ms duration were applied, beginning
with a hyperpolarising step of -400pA. Further steps decreased this by 50pA, until the 9th
step in which no current was injected. Depolarising steps increased by 25pA on each step
to better resolve the rheobase. Supra-threshold current steps were carried out up to at
least 1.5x rheobase. Whilst it is conventional to use a value of 2x rheobase to characterise
spiking response to depolarising input, the low input resistance of L2/3 neurons in vivo
would necessitate very large current injections, up to over 1nA in some cases. The lower
value of 1.5x rheobase was therefore chosen as the value at which to analyse spiking
properties of these neurons.
2.4 Visual Stimulation
Visual stimulation was carried out using a 8" monitor (ADP-1081AT, DataSound Lab-
oratories) positioned 9cm from the animals left eye, subtending approximately 42 in
azimuth and 34 in elevation, positioned at 45 to the long body axis. A photodi-
ode was positioned over the lower-left corner of the monitor and data were acquired in
parallel with imaging or electrophysiological recordings to provide an accurate stimulus
timestamp.
Stimuli were generated using scripts written in MATLAB (Mathworks) using the Psy-
chophysics Toolbox (version 3, http://psychtoolbox.org/). Stimuli were generated on a
dedicated computer to ensure reliable performance.
Stimuli included both a full eld icker ('ip') visual stimulus and various drifting
grating stimuli. The ip stimulus consisted of 10 repeats of a full-eld maximal contrast
reversal (0-100% illumination) at a stimulus rate of 1Hz (i.e. 500ms black screen followed
by 500ms white screen at full illumination).
Drifting grating stimuli consisted of square-wave or sine-wave full contrast gratings,
as detailed in table 2.3. Grating stimuli consisted of a stationary oriented grating (hold),
with drift onset occurring after a predetermined period, followed by a sustained period
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Duration (s)
Stimulus Mode Abbreviation Hold Drift Directions SF (cpd) TF (Hz) Repetitions
Drifting Gratings 'HD' 2 2.5 12 0.0283 2 3-15
Spatial Frequency 'SF' 2 3 1
0.01, 0.0141, 0.02,
0.283, 0.04, 0.0566
2 5-15
Temporal Frequency 'TF' 2 3 1 0.0283 1, 1.41, 2, 2.83, 4 5-15
Combined 'F' 2 3 1
0.01, 0.0141, 0.02,
0.283, 0.04, 0.0566
1, 1.41, 2, 2.83, 4 3
Retinotopy 'Ret' - 0.4 8 0.283 2 3
Table 2.3: Drifting Grating stimulus parameters.
of drifting grating, followed directly by the next stationary grating. Retinotopy experi-
ments consisted of a rapid sequence of drifting gratings in multiple directions restricted
to a portion of visual space, with no stationary gratings. Spatial, temporal and com-
bined frequency tuning experiments were carried out at the cell's preferred orientation
and direction, as determined by online analysis (see eq. (2.6)).
Following break in and the current injection protocol, a period of progressive mem-
brane depolarisation was observed, accompanied by increasing magnitude and frequency
of spontaneous synaptic events, and increased response to icker stimulation. Neither
visual nor other stimulation protocols were carried out in until these settled at a stable
level. This period typically lasted around 8 minutes. The nding that neurons are hyper-
polarised with little spontaneous activity shortly after breakin (relative to a stable state
some minutes aftward) is common. The usual interpretation of this eect it that it arises
from network suppression caused by high levels of K+ ions in the extracellular space from
intracellular solution ejected from the patch pipette, which gradually diuses away. For
this reason, no stimulation protocols were carried out during this period. For visually
deprived animals, icker stimuli were not carried out during the baseline period, so as to
avoid exposing the animal to light before stimulation.
Baseline membrane potential relative to spike threshold (V mdist thresh), a measure of
neuronal excitability, was dened from drifting grating recordings. It was calculated as the
average dierence between spike threshold and mean membrane potential during baseline
(the nal 500ms of stationary grating preceding drift onset). Whilst related to resting
membrane potential (RMP), V mdist thresh also captures the eect of spontaneous activity.
Calculation of the V mdist thresh by this method is not susceptible to the eects of any
tuning of the baseline measure, since it is a singular metric computed across the average
of all stimuli, to all directions. Furthermore, the baseline measure used in this thesis was
not found to be signicantly tuned across the population (see below, section 2.7.4)
2.5 Auditory Stimulation
Auditory white noise stimuli were delivered by a 10W speaker connected to a custom-built
amplier. Stimuli consisted of a 100ms burst of white noise at approximately 90dB SPL.
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2.6 Visual Deprivation
For experiments involving visual deprivation, animals were transferred to cages with fully
blackened walls at P19, immediately after weaning (but after eye opening). The cages
were blackened with several layers of matt black emulsion, and covered with blackout
curtain (Thorlabs) to ensure no light could enter around the edges. The blackening of
the cages was tested using a light meter (X-Cite XR2100), revealing that minimal light
was transmitted through the cage walls even in strong sunlight (<0.005W/m2). Animals
were kept in full darkness until the experiment day, with the exception of brief daily checks
for health which were carried out under low intensity red light.
On the day of the experiment, animals were anaesthetised under red lights and placed
in a blacked out box until the anaesthetic had taken full eect. The eyes were then
covered with cream in a similar fashion to usual, but then were further covered in with
blackout material to avoid exposure to surgical lighting. This material was not removed
until immediately prior to the experiment, following which the animal was kept in the
dark as much as possible.
Experiments on visually deprived (VD) animals were performed after at least 18 days
of visual deprivation, (P37), up to P53. As the age prole of the VD animal cohort did
not precisely match that of the control dataset, all variables described in chapter 6 were
tested for correlation with age; none were signicantly correlated.
The experiments described here dier from classical dark rearing protocols in which
the animal is totally deprived of all visual stimuli from birth by elimination of light from
birth, lid suturing, or enucleation. Therefore, I favour the term 'visual deprivation' rather
than 'dark rearing'.
2.7 Data Analysis
All experiments were logged in a central database (FileMaker Pro, FileMaker) and were
analysed using MATLAB (Mathworks).
Electrophysiological data were imported from Igro PXP format and read in to MAT-
LAB using a package written by the author, based on a similar R package provided by the
laboratory of Greg Jeeris (available at: https://github.com/jeeris/IgorR).
Action potentials (APs, 'spikes') were detected using a two-step algorithm. First,
spikes were detected by nding peaks of dV=dt greater than a threshold of 8x the standard
deviation of a 100ms baseline period at the start of the trace. Spike threshold was dened
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as the membrane potential (Vm) at maximal d
2V=dt2 up to 4ms before this point. Results
of the spike detection procedure were manually veried in all cases. Before any analysis
of intrinsic or evoked membrane potential properties, spikes were clipped by removing
data points from 1ms before spike threshold till 10ms after and linearly interpolating. All
references to Vm values/changes in this text refer to spike-clipped data.
2.7.1 Spike Waveform Analysis
Classication of neurons was carried out by analysis of the waveform of the rst evoked
AP at rheobase. The only parameters used in classication were the amplitude and time-
to-peak of the after-hyperpolarisation (AHP). AHP amplitude was dened as the peak
hyperpolarisation within 10ms of the peak of the spike, relative to the steady-state mem-
brane potential (Vmss) of the neuron at rheobase. By this denition, AHPs take positive
values, whereas after-depolarisations (ADPs) take negative values. Vmss was used as the
baseline measure for calculating AHP amplitude rather than spike threshold, as some neu-
rons displayed a prominent, long-lasting ramp potential before reaching spike threshold,
which then articially increased the estimate of AHP amplitude.
Neurons were classed as regular spiking (RS), fast spiking (FS), or broad after-hyperpolarisation
(BAH) based upon peak amplitude and time-to-peak of the fast/medium AHPs as follows.
Neurons with an AHP amplitude < 5mV in the 10ms following the peak spike depolarisa-
tion were classed as regular spiking. Of the remaining neurons, those with a fast (<5ms)
time-to-peak AHP were classed as fast spiking. The remaining neurons were classed as
BAH neurons, based upon their prominent but slower after-hyperpolarisations.
2.7.2 Analysis of spontaneous activity
Spontaneous activity was assessed by analysing recordings taken during the period before
the rst stimulus (the ip stimulus). Many neurons did not re any action potentials
during the short period of recording before stimulation began. When considering the
estimation of ring rate for sparse or silent cells, the duration of recording is an important
factor. Whilst the absence of action potentials during any nite duration recording can
not categorically demonstrate a spontaneous rate of 0Hz intuitively, as recording length
increases, the upper bound of the estimated ring rate decreases.
Assuming a homogenous Poisson process, the probability of observing n spikes depends
upton both the time period, t and the true mean ring rate r:
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Figure 2.2: 95% condence upper bound of mean ring rate (r), as a function of recording length
t, assuming a homogenous poisson process
P (n) = ert
(rt)n
n!
(2.1)
For 0 spikes, this simplies to P (0) = e rt, giving an upper bound of r at the 95%
condence level as:
 log(0:05)
t
(2.2)
In other words, the condence with with a neuron can be described as having a sponta-
neous ring rate of 0Hz varies with 1=t, as shown in g. 2.2. Recording length in all cases
was at least 5 seconds, giving an upper bound of 0.60Hz for 'silent' neurons. Including
only those neurons with at least 10 seconds baseline recording (giving an upper bound of
0.30Hz) did not aect the results presented in section 6.2.4.
2.7.3 Analysis of Responses to Ballistic Stimuli
Before recording responses to drifting grating stimuli, neuronal responses were recorded
to ip visual stimulation and auditory white noise. Flip stimuli consisted of a period of
baseline recording at 0% illumination, followed by 10 repetitions of a full-contrast reversal
to 100% illumination, and back to 0%, at a frequency of 1Hz (500ms 100% illumination,
500ms 0%). The rst repetition was excluded from further analysis.
Membrane potential depolarisations in response to dark-to-light ('up') and light-to-
dark ('down') transitions were dened relative to the mean membrane potential during
baseline. Stimulus evoked spike rate was similarly dened relative the the spontaneous
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ring rate during baseline (although for most neurons this rate was 0Hz).
For neurons which did re at least one action potential, an up/down (UD) ratio was
dened as:
UD =
nup   ndown
nup + ndown
(2.3)
where nup and ndown represent the number of spikes red in response after dark-to-light
and light-to-dark transitions respectively.
Auditory stimuli consisted of a period of 2000ms baseline recording, 100ms white noise
stimulus and 2000ms post-stimulus recording.
2.7.4 Analysis of grating-evoked responses
Mean Vm response to stimulation (Vm0) was dened as follows. For each trial of each
stimulus condition, Vm0 was calculated as:
V m0 = V mevoked   V mbaseline (2.4)
where Vmbaseline was dened as the mean membrane potential of the nal 500ms before
stimulus drift onset. V mevoked was dened as mean membrane potential from 500ms after
drift onset until the termination of the particular drifting grating stimulus. This provided a
convenient, if a little one-dimensional, scalar measure of mean response to a given stimulus,
compared to baseline activity.
One concern in dening the baseline in this way is that it may dier in an orientation
selective manner - in other words, that the neuron is tuned for stationary stimuli. In turn,
an orientation-dependent baseline measure may introduce an apparent tuning in a cell not
otherwise tuned for drift orientation, or mask the orientation tuning of a cell which is tuned.
Whilst this seems unlikely, as the baseline analysis window was chosen so as to include
only the membrane potential following adaptation of the response to a stationary grating,
it should not be discounted out of hand. Therefore, in order to investigate this possibility,
the probability of the baseline of each neuron being tuned was calculated using a one-way
ANOVA, testing the hypothesis that the baseline diered across orientation conditions. At
the 0.05 signicance level only 3/139 neurons were found to have a baseline which varied
across conditions, fewer than the predicted number of type I errors (7). Indeed, fewer cells
were found to have a stimulus-responsive baseline than would be predicted by the type I
error rate at all signicance levels. Therefore, the possibility that the measure of baseline
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used here is in fact tuned should be discounted.
In dening a spiking response to a stimulus, many authors subtract the spontaneous
or prestimulus activity (Van Hooser et al., 2005; Niell and Stryker, 2008; Li et al., 2012b),
particularly when using calcium indicators to image action potential activity in vivo (Roth
et al., 2012; Runyan and Sur, 2013). Some, however, do not (Ringach et al., 2002), arguing
that orientation tuning should be measure of preference for one stimulus over another, and
therefore that baseline activity is not directly relevant.
When considering what is the response of a system to a stimulus, it is important to
consider the activity of a cell absent that stimulus. For example, consider a hypothetical
pair of neurons, A and B. Neuron A res spontaneously at 2Hz, and indeed res at 2Hz
during visual stimulation, perhaps because it does not receive any visual input. Neuron B
also res at 2Hz to all visual stimuli. However, it only res at a spontaneous rate of 1Hz.
Naively, one might consider that both neurons are perfectly untuned cells that respond to
all visual stimuli, at 2Hz. However, if spontaneous rates are subtracted it becomes clear
that neuron A does not respond to a visual stimulus at all.
Furthermore, the membrane potential response can only be dened relative to some
reference value (since Vm is always negative, except during an action potential). Since
evoked depolarisations were dened relative to mean membrane potential at baseline,
measuring evoked ring rate relative to baseline ring rates means that Vm0 and F0 are
dened similarly. For these reasons, mean pre-stimulus ring rate was subtracted before
further analysis.
Since spontaneous ring in these neurons was low (see section 6.2.4), baseline ring
rates were rst averaged across all trials, to give:
F0 = Fevoked   F baseline (2.5)
2.7.4.1 Responsiveness to Drifting Gratings
Neurons were classied as responsive to drifting gratings based upon whether changes in
mean ring rate during the drifting gratings (F0) where statistically signicant. Responses
to all trials of all directions were converted into an absolute change in ring rates (jF0j),
which was then tested for signicance using a Wilcoxon Sign Rank test:
H0 : jF0j = 0
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H1 : jF0j 6= 0
2.7.4.2 Preferred Orientation and Orientation Selectivity
Preferred orientation and Orientation Selectivity Index (OSI) were both calculated using
vector methods.
PO =
1
2
arg(S) (2.6)
OSI = jSj (2.7)
where S is the normalised vector average of the responses, over orientation space:
S =
R()e2i
R()
(2.8)
Preferred direction was dened as either the preferred orientation or the preferred
orientation + 180, by comparing responses to the closest stimulus conditions to these
two directions. For example, a neuron with a preferred orientation of 20 would have a
preferred direction of 200 if the response to drifting gratings at 210 exceeded the response
to gratings at 30; otherwise the preferred direction would be dened as 20.
The denition of OSI given in eq. (2.7) is closely related to the Circular Variance
(CV) - indeed, CV is simply 1   OSI. This method of dening OSI is commonly used
(see e.g. Ringach et al., 2002; Sohya et al., 2007; Li et al., 2012b; Lien and Scanziani,
2013) and may be most favoured denition (Grabska-Barwiska et al., 2012). However, a
variety of alternative methods are also commonly used to calculated measures of tuning
width. Some authors measure a peak-to-trough ratio, comparing the ratio of the maximal
response to those at the orthogonal direction. This can be done by simply dening pref
as the orientation at which the response is maximal, and orth = pref + 90
. A measure
of orientation selectivity is then given by:
OSIm =
Rpref  Rorth
Rpref +Rorth
Some authors (Van Hooser et al., 2005) use only only Rpref as the denominator, a measure
commonly referred to as the Orientation Index (OI) Here I use orientation selectivity, peak-
trough method (OSIpt) to refer to this specic method of calculating OSI, to dierentiate
it from the vector method.
Whilst OSIpt is easy to calculate, it is not a robust measure as it does not use any
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information from responses other the 'preferred' and 'orthogonal'. Furthermore, whilst
providing a good measure of the tuning of a responsive neurons with moderate to high
tuning, the OSIpt tends to drastically overestimate the tuning of weakly responsive or
non-selective neurons (Mazurek et al., 2014). This occurs since, in this approach, Rpref
is chosen as the empirical maximum response. It is therefore axiomatic that the other
responses will be less than this value, giving an impression of tuning that arises solely
from the eect of reversion to the mean.
An improvement on this general approach is to rst t the data with an appropriate
model function - most commonly a wrapped gaussian in orientation space, or a wrapped
double gaussian in direction space (see Swindale, 1998, for a review of commonly used
models). Rpref and Rortho can then be read from the tted curve. This method is used
quite extensively (Carandini and Ferster, 2000; Niell and Stryker, 2008; Ko et al., 2011;
Liu et al., 2011) in the literature, and is certainly a useful metric. However, (Mazurek
et al., 2014) argue persuasively that even using curve tting, OSIpt is both susceptible to
overestimating the selectivity of weakly responsive or weakly selective neurons, and less
useful in estimating the 'true' orientation tuning of a neuron in the presence of moderate
noise conditions. Furthermore, the curve tting approach requires making a priori as-
sumptions about the shape of the distribution. Here, I use the vector method in order to
avoid these issues.
Nominally, OSI takes a value in the range [0,1]. However, it can exceed 1 in circum-
stances where the response to one or more conditions is negative Mazurek et al. (2014),
which typically occurs at directions close to the orthogonal Carandini and Ferster (2000).
Indeed, this was the case in a small number (3/134) of cells. OSIs from such cells are plot-
ted with a value of 1 for readability, but the values are unchanged in underlying statistical
calculations.
Response reliability was calculated using a vector-method related to the calculation of
OSI, outlined in Grabska-Barwiska et al. (2012). Briey, individual estimates of preferred
orientation, are obtained for each individual trial 1,2, ..., k and plotted as vectors of unit
length. The length of the normalised vector average of these estimates is then used as
a measure of the spread of individual estimates. This test statistic, preferred orientation
reproducibility (RPO) can then be compared to empirical distributions obtained by Monte
Carlo methods, since the shape of the distribution is not analytically soluble and is highly
dependent on the number of trials. This was done using the software package and lookup
tables developed by Grabska-Barwiska et al. (2012) to give a p-scored value preferred
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orientation reproducibility probability (p(RPO)), allowing for a statistical test of tuning
reliability not directly based upon tuning width.
Spiking modulation ratio (F1/F0) was calculated by dividing the ring rate modula-
tion at the stimulus fundamental frequency (F1), at the preferred direction, by the F0 at
the same direction. F0 was dened simply as the mean evoked spike rate, as used in cal-
culating OSI. To obtain F1, a single-sided amplitude spectrum was calculated based upon
the binned spike rate (bin size 20ms, spikes pooled across repetitions) during the stimulus
analysis window. The value of this function at the rst fundamental frequency the stim-
ulus temporal frequency was then used as the F1. Membrane potential modulation ratio
(Vm1/Vm0) was dened similarly, based upon the ratio of the membrane potential mod-
ulation at the stimulus fundamental frequency (Vm1) and the mean membrane potential
response to stimulation (Vm0).
2.7.4.3 Total Evoked Depolarisation
In order to obtain a measure of the total Vm0 a cell receives to all stimuli, the total
mean evoked depolarisation (V m0) was calculated as the area within the polar plot of
Vm0 responses. This metric is not directly related to OSI - a broad response (low OSI)
with a small amplitude to all directions will still have a low V m0. However, for a given
maximum response amplitude, responses with a higher OSI will have a lower V m0.
2.7.5 Response Model
In order to predict the mean evoked spiking response (F0) of a neuron to an arbitrary
combination of mean membrane depolarisation (Vm0) and membrane potential modula-
tion (Vm1), a double power-law response model was tted to the data. For each neuron,
responses to all trials of all orientations were pooled and tted with a power-law model
with a threshold nonlinearity (Priebe et al., 2004; Tan et al., 2011):
F0 = k0[V m0]
p0
+ + k1[V m1]
p1
+ (2.9)
Fits were calculated using a nonlinear curve-tting algorithm (lsqcurvet, MATLAB),
with all parameters constrained to positive values. The addition of a nonlinear component
(either the quotient or the product of the Vm0 and the Vm1) did not improve the overall
quality of the curve tting (assessed using the adjusted R-squared).
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2.8 Ex vivo imaging
In order to quantify the number and location of presynaptic neurons projecting on to
single L2/3 neurons, animals were perfused transcardially under deep ketamine/xylazine
anaesthesia with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA). The brains were removed and further xed
in 4% PFA overnight, then stored at 4C in phosphate-buered saline (100mM) with 0.01%
sodium azide (NaN3) to prevent bacterial or other contamination.
Following this, most brains were imaged using Serial Two Photon Tomography (STPT)
(TissueCyte, TissueVision) as described in Ragan et al. (2012). Briey, the whole brain
was embedded in 4% type 1 agarose (Sigma) and placed in to an automated two-photon
microscope with integrated vibratome. Imaging was carried out using a 10x 0.6NA objec-
tive (Olympus) at 800nm illumination.
The brain was scanned coronally in a mosaic pattern of 9x6 image tiles, each 1500x1500µm
with an xy pixel spacing of approximately 1µm. At each tile position 10 optical sections
were acquired 5µm apart to give a voxel size of 1x1x5µm. Following acquisition of all
10 optical layers of all tiles in a single physical section, the sample was transferred to
a vibratome, which removed the top layer of the tissue, and the process repeated 50µm
deeper. Importantly, the imaging plane is set below the cut brain surface, ensuring that
at the time of acquisition the sample is entirely undamaged. Thus the entire brain can be
imaged at cellular resolution, with minimal damage artefacts.
The STPT system used was based around a two-photon microscope with a single ex-
citation wavelength and simultaneous collection of emitted uorescence in three channels.
Therefore, excitation of all uorophores occurred simultaneously (unlike in most modern
confocal microscopes, in which sequential illumination of dierent lasers can be used in or-
der better to separate signals arising from dierent uorophores). Optical bleed-through of
eGFP signal in to the red emission channel (and vice-versa, of the red tagRFP or mCherry
carried by the virus, in to the green channel) was substantial, making identication of the
host neuron dicult (g. 2.3, top row).
In order to separate the green and red signals, a linear unmixing algorithm was applied
to the data (Dickinson et al., 2001; Garini et al., 2006). First, specimens containing only
one uorophore were imaged (slices of GAD67-GFP transgenic mice, and distal presynaptic
neurons in wild type mice infected with RV-tagRFP or RV-mCherry). The emission of
the pure uorophore was measured across all three (red, green, blue) channels in order to
create an emission prole.
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This algorithm relies on assumptions that uorescent emission is linear according to
concentration of dierent uorophores. Firstly, this means that an fractional change in
concentration of one uorophore should result in a proportional change in emission. This
assumption therefore relies on the absence of processes such as photobleaching or satu-
ration. Furthermore, the emission of two or more dierent uorophores should summate
linearly. The presence of a pair of uorophores that constitute a uorescence resonance
energy transfer (FRET) system will, therefore, prevent the use of a simple linear unmixing
approach. Most well-congured uorescence-based imaging systems should conform to all
of these assumptions, including the STPT system used here. Indeed, using a simple linear
unmixing algorithm was very eective in separating out tagRFP or mCherry emission
from eGFP emission (g. 2.3, bottom row). Comparison of the results of this algorithm
with confocal images taken using sequential illumination and narrower lters demonstrated
that validity of the approach (g. 2.3, right). Quantitative analysis (g. 2.4) of the red
and green intensity in host (ROI 1, containing eGFP and tagRFP), presynaptic (ROIs
2-4, containing only tagRFP), and background (ROIs 5-7, containing neither uorophore)
regions of interest demonstrated a selective reduction in the green, but not red, inten-
sity in presynaptic ROIs, whilst preserving the signal in both channels in the host ROI
(g. 2.4a). The intensity of presynaptic ROIs in the green channel was reduced to a level
comaparable to background (g. 2.4c, cf. g. 2.3), making unambiguous identication of
the host neuron trivial.
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Figure 2.3: (Previous page.) Host cell identication Raw STPT data show a group of presynaptic
neurons in red (top left), but several of these have signicant signal in the green channel
(top middle), a result of optical bleed-through. This prevents unambiguous identication
of the host neuron, which expresses eGFP and, as such, should be the only green signal
in the image, shown with both channels overlayed on the right.
By unmixing the images using a linear deconvolution approach, a single genuine green
cell body is revealed unambiguously (bottom, middle), without aecting negatively the
signal in the red channel (bottom left, overlay shown bottom right).
Following STPT imaging, the 50µm slices were manually sorted and re-imaged using
conventional epiuorescence and confocal microscopy, enhanced using anti-RFP (red)
and anti-eGFP (green) immunohistochemistry. The host neuron can be seen clearly
labelled in the enlarged confocal image on the right, taken on a Leica SP5 using sequential
illumination.
This particular host neuron (from the experiment shown in g. 4.1) is a supercial
pyramidal neuron near the border of layer 1, with an unusual second apical dendrite,
along with multiple basal dendrites. The axon can be seen clearly descending from the
ventral surface of the neuron. All scale bars 100µm.
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Figure 2.4: Verication of Unmixing Procedure on data acquired by STPT
(a) Red and green channel intensity of seven example regions of interest (ROIs) before and
after unmixing, from the same image as in g. 2.3. ROI 1 was chosen as the host neuron,
as identied by confocal imaging (g. 2.3). ROIs 2-4 were taken from presynaptic neurons
spaced across the eld of view; ROIs 5-7 were taken from ROIs of identical size to those
of 2-4, oset slightly from the soma in order to sample the background. Unmixing did not
greatly aect the intensity of either channel in the host neuron (ROI 1), in which both
eGFP and tagRFP are present. However, it greatly reduced the green channel intensity in
presynaptic neurons (ROIs 2-4), without aecting the red channel intensity arising from
the tagRFP labelling. Unmixing also reduced the intensity of the background in all ROIs
(5-7), further increasing the signal-to-noise ratio of the images.
(b)Red/Green overlay (before unmixing) of STPT image, showing the position of ROIs
1-7.
(c)Vector plot of Green (x axis) and Red (y-axis) intensities of ROIs 1-7. Vectors denote
the change in intensity resulting from unmixing. The reduction in green intensity, but not
red intensity, of presynaptic neuron ROIs (2-4) aids separation from the host ROI (1), in
which little change in either channel occurs. Background ROI intensity is reduced in both
channels (5-7)
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Following completion of the scan, slices were manually collected and sorted. In some
cases, immunohistochemistry was performed including a DAPI stain to better visualise
the precise location of the layer 4 striation in primary visual cortex. The slices were
then mounted on glass slides and imaged using an automated slide scanning uorescence
microscope (VS-120, Olympus). Quoted cell counts were obtained from either the STPT
or manual (wideeld uorescence) imaging of xed slices, before immunohistochemistry.
2.9 Statistical Analyses
Statistics were calculated using MATLAB; parametric tests were used where appropriate,
and in cases where normality could not be assumed a Lillefors test was used to determine
the appropriateness of such measures. Results are presented as mean  SD or SEM (as
appropriate), unless non-parametric tests were used, in which case median and range are
quoted. A standard signicance value of p < 0:05 is used, and denoted by a single asterisk;
p-values <0.01 and <0.001 are denoted by double and triple asterisks respectively.
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Chapter 3
Intrinsic Properties of Layer 2/3
Neurons
3.1 Introduction
The data presented in this chapter outline the electrophysiological characteristics of neu-
rons in layer II/III (L2/3) of mouse V1, recorded using blind in-vivo whole-cell patch
clamp and assessed using analysis of membrane potential responses to current injections.
The classication of neurons in to distinct and non-overlapping subtypes based on these
electrophysiological characteristics alone is attempted and discussed.
The division of neurons in to discrete groups is not without diculty or controversy.
Pharmacological interventions and precise spike-timing characterisation are much more
problematic in the in-vivo preparation, where ongoing network activity obscures subtle
dierences in response. Therefore, the data and analysis presented here should not be
considered as a concrete attempt to validate previous classication schemes, or to apply
them without question to the mouse primary visual cortex. Rather these data represent
a dramatis neuronae to the upcoming chapters, which focus on the responses of these
neurons to sensory stimuli, and the presynaptic connectivity which may, in part, underpin
these responses.
3.1.1 Electrophysiological Classication of Neuronal Subtypes in the
Cortex
Many electrophysiological parameters have been used to classify neurons (Connors and
Gutnick, 1990). The shape of the action potential, and parameters relating to spontaneous
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or sensory-evoked ring rates (such as spontaneous ring rate, maximum ring rate, and
burstiness) are readily quantied using extracellular recordings alone. Whilst the majority
of neurons in the cortex are regular spiking (RS) neurons, some have a characteristically
'thin' (narrow) AP waveform as described by (Mountcastle et al., 1969) and a higher
spontaneous and evoked ring rate (Simons, 1978). Such neurons are typically described
as fast spiking (FS).
The use of intracellular recording electrodes to record from neurons in the cortex (Ling
and Gerard, 1949; Buser and Albe-Fessard, 1953) allows for the injection of current to de-
polarise or hyperpolarise the cell, whilst recording the resulting changes in membrane
potential. Whilst extracellular recordings did reveal subgroups of RS neurons that red
in bursts, the heterogeneity of such behaviour in vivo made rigorous classication di-
cult. The controlled application of depolarising current steps in vitro made the possible
the recognition of two subgroups of RS neurons - the intrinsically bursting (IB) neuron,
typically found in cortical layer V (L5) (Connors et al., 1982), although not exclusively
(Nowak et al., 2003). The chattering (CH) neuron, also known as the fast-rhythmic burst-
ing (FRB) neuron (Cardin et al., 2005). These neurons appear to be found only in L2/3
and occasionally layer IV (L4) in V1 (Gray and McCormick, 1996), particularly in or
near the border between these two layers (Nowak et al., 2003). However, they are seen
throughout the cortical depth in motor and association cortex (Steriade et al., 1998).
The direct recording of membrane potential (Vm) permitted by the use of intracellu-
lar recording techniques also allows for the measurement of a wide range of bio[physical
properties beyond AP shape and pattern. These include input resistance (Ri), membrane
capacitance, rheobase and frequency-current slope (f-I). Such measures provide an insight
in manner by which individual neurons of similar or dierent classes may process their
inputs to produce the observed spiking outputs.
3.1.2 Morphological and Laminar Classication
The history of morphological classication of cortical neurons stretches back to the pio-
neering work of Ramon y Cajal using Golgi staining. Cajal distinguished between neurons
with a long axon (projection neurons) and those with a shorter, more localised axon (in-
trinsic neurons). This distinction has remained to this day; L2/3 projection neurons have
a characteristic pyramidal morphology, with a single large apical dendrite which rises to-
wards the pial surface and branches in to a tuft in or near the border of layer 1 (Spruston,
2008). These apical dendrites, as well as any number of smaller basal dendrites, are cov-
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ered in dendritic spines of varying density (Larkman, 1991). The single long, often highly
branching axon of the pyramidal neuron emerges from the basal (deep) surface of the
neuron. It may ramify locally before sending at least one branch to other cortical layers or
areas, or to subcortical targets. The numerous synaptic connections made to other neu-
rons are gluatamatergic excitatory connections; in L2/3 and L5 pyramidal neurons are the
only excitatory neurons (Oberlaender et al., 2012). L4 excitatory neurons, in contrast, are
typically of a spiny stellate morphology, and in layer VI (L6) excitatory neurons are of a
variety of morphological types, including pyramids but also inverted pyramids, tangential,
horizontal or multipolar neurons (Marx and Feldmeyer, 2013).
In contrast to the pyramidal neuron, which accounts for approximately 80% of neu-
rons in L2/3 and a similar proportion in L5 (Feldman, 1984), aspiny, the term 'interneuron
encompasses a great diversity of morphological types. These neurons are united by two
factors alone the use of  aminobutyrate (GABA) as a primary, inhibitory, neurotrans-
mitter; and their lack of dendritic spines (leading to their being commonly termed 'as-
piny'). Indeed, so varied are the morphologies (dened primarily by dendritic arborisation,
but also by somatic morphology and axonal projection) of the inhibitory interneurons that
classication schemes used vary widely between groups and publications, making direct
comparison dicult:
'...dierent investigators use their own, mutually inconsistent schemes for classifying
neurons based on morphological criteria' (DeFelipe et al., 2013)
Nonetheless, several major grouping are near-universally recognised, including basket,
chandelier, bitufted, Marinotti, neurogliaform and bipolar neurons (Markram et al., 2004).
Early studies (Mountcastle et al., 1969) initially suggested that RS units corresponded
to pyramidal neurons, with FS recordings deriving from the spiny stellate neurons of L4.
Later it was suggested that such L4 neurons produced an intrinsically bursting (IB) phe-
notype, and that FS recordings rather originated from aspiny interneurons in all cortical
layers (Connors and Gutnick, 1990). It is now recognised that it is only the parvalbumin-
positive basket and chandelier morphological classes that produce a fast-spiking output
(Kawaguchi and Kubota, 1997), with other aspiny neurons generating an RS-like discharge
pattern (including so-called low-threshold spiking neurons) (Contreras, 2004; Gentet et al.,
2010) that can be dicult to distinguish from that of a pyramidal neuron, at least in vivo
.
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3.1.3 Molecular Classication
The use of molecular markers adds a third dimension to the classication of interneuron
subtypes.
Neurons which express the calcium-binding protein parvalbumin are almost exclusively
of a basket or chandelier morphology (DeFelipe et al., 1989), and do not co-express any
other molecular markers associated with interneurons except for calbindinin (Gonchar
et al., 2007). These PV+, FS (Gentet et al., 2010) neurons make up around 40% of the
GABAergic population in the adult mouse. The remaining 60% of neurons expressing a
variety of markers including somatostatin (SST), calretinin (CR), cholecystokinin (CCK),
vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP) , neuropeptide Y (NPY), and choline acetyltransferase
(ChAT) (Kawaguchi and Kubota, 1997; Tamamaki et al., 2003; Markram et al., 2004;
Gonchar et al., 2007; Gentet, 2012). Expression of these particular markers is often highly
overlapping, and corresponds to morphological classes including Martinotti, bipolar, and
neurogliaform cells.
The precise subdivision of the GABAergic interneurons according to molecular and/or
morphological identity is a hotly contested and complex eld, and is far beyond the scope
of this thesis. Indeed, it has been suggested that interneuron classes may be no more than
clumps on a continuum (Markram et al., 2004) . However, the parvalbumin (PV)+ FS
basket/chandelier neurons do seem to be distinct enough so as to be easily identiable as
a seperate subgroup (albeit not completely homogenous).
3.2 Results
Blind in vivo patch clamp was used to investigate the diversity of intrinsic and sensory-
evoked properties (chapter 5) in L2/3 neurons, in conjunction with post-hoc morphological
assessment and single-cell transsynaptic tracing (chapter 4). The results presented in this
chapter focus on intrinsic biophysical properties of these neurons, assessed using current
injections in the current-clamp conguration.
3.2.1 Identication of L2/3 V1 neurons
In order to ensure that recordings were in the correct brain region and layer, a subset
of neurons recorded consecutively were lled with biocytin at the time of recording, by
inclusion of the biocytin (0.2%) in the intracellular solution (Horikawa and Armstrong,
1988). Following perfusion and slicing, the lled neurons could be visualised post-hoc
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using uorescent streptavidin staining. Counter-staining cell nuclei with 4',6-diamidino-2-
phenylindole (DAPI) allowed the cortical layers to identied (g. 3.1a); area identity was
conrmed by reference to a standard brain atlas (Paxinos and Franklin, 2008).
In all cases (7/7), the recorded neurons were indeed found to be within L2/3 of cortical
area V1. Furthermore, all these neurons were classed as pyramidal based on soma shape
and size, the presence of a distinct apical dendrite (g. 3.1b), and the presence of dendritic
spines (inset).
These these 7 neurons, along with 2 host neurons unambiguously identifed from single-
cell Rabies Virus assisted Circuit Mapping (RVCM) experiments (see chapter 4) were used
to calibrate the penetration depth (read from the manipulator during the experiment)
against true depth perpendicular to the pia (g. 3.1c). By tting a line to these data, the
relationship between axial penetration and true depth could be approximated. According
to this relationship, the lower limit of L2/3 (taken to be 350µm) corresponded to 616µm
axial penetration; thus 600µm axial penetration was used as a cut-o for classifying cells
as being within L2/3. By this criterion, 6/166 neurons were excluded from the dataset.
3.2.2 Electrophysiological Subtype Classication
Neurons were classied by spike waveform in to distinct groups (g. 3.2, see also sec-
tion 2.7.1) by the size and shape of the after-hyperpolarisation (AHP). Whilst pyramidal
neuron action potentials can involve both AHPs and after-depolarisations (ADPs), these
are much slower than those observed in non-pyramidal neurons (Contreras, 2004). Of the
160 neurons recorded in L2/3, 150 had a regular spiking spike waveform with little or no
AHP/ADP (peak AHP magnitude mean -2.48  5.2mV, g. 3.2a). As such, these were
assigned as putative pyramidal neurons / RS; here, I use the terms interchangeably.
10 neurons had a distinct fast AHP, with a peak amplitude of at least 5mV within
10ms of the action potential (AP) peak. Of these, 6 (g. 3.2b) had a waveform typical of
either a basket or chandelier parvalbumin-positive (PV+) neuron (Gentet, 2012), with a
large (peak magnitude 12.6  3.1mV), very fast (time-to-peak 1.64  0.80ms) AHP.
Of the remaining 4 non-fast spiking (NFS) neurons, 3 showed a prominent (peak
magnitude 9.68  3.9mV), monophasic, but slower (time-to-peak 9.12  0.93ms) AHP
(g. 3.2c). However, the AHP of two of these neurons had not reached peak amplitude
by the end of the 10ms analysis window. When extended to a 25ms window, the time-to-
peak of these neurons was found to be of 11.6  3.1ms was obtained. These I term broad
after-hyperpolarisation (BAH) neurons.
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Figure 3.1: Identication of recorded neurons
(a) Overview image of a single neuron, recorded in vivo using whole-cell patch-clamp,
with 0.2% biocytin in the intracellular solution for post-hoc visualisation. Blue: DAPI;
green: streptavidin-GFP. The pial surface, the borders between cortical layers 1-6, and
between layer 6 and the white matter (WM) are indicated by line markers. Scale bar:
200µm
(b) Maximum intensity projection of the neuron shown in (a), from an 80µm-deep
confocal stack. Scale bar, 50µm. Note that although some weakly-lled ghost neurons
do appear alongside, the lled cell is clearly distinguishable. Inset - an enlarged view of
the primary fork point of the apical dendrite, showing clearly the characteristic dendritic
spines. Scale bar 10µm.
(c) Scatter plot of electrode axial penetration against cell actual depth from pia. Seven
neurons were visualised post-hoc using biocytin-streptavidin labelling (green); two host
neurons (red) were unambiguously identied from single-cell tracing experiments (see
chapter 4). The border between L2/3 and L4 was determined by the change in density
of DAPI staining as apparent in (a).
One neuron showed a combination of both fast- and medium- latency AHP, quite
distinct to the others (g. 3.2d). The time-to-(rst) peak of this neuron was 1.40ms, with
a magnitude of 8.32mV. A second peak of magnitude 6.14mV was observed at 21.3ms.
Since only one example of this neuronal type was observed I am not able to quantitatively
assess the intrinsic properties of this cell type, assuming in fact that this is a separate
class of cell.
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Figure 3.2: Spike waveforms of
recorded neurons
(a) Regular spiking
(RS) neurons, dened
as having a fast AHP
with a peak amplitude
less than 5mV. Dotted
line indicates the spike
threshold
(b) Fast spiking (FS)
neurons, dened as
having a fast AHP
with a peak amplitude
of at least 5mV, and
a time-to-peak of less
than 5ms
(c) Neurons with an
AHP of at least 5mV
but whose timecourse
was considerably
slower (time-to-peak
>5ms)
(d) One neuron
displayed an unusual
waveform, with both a
fast and a prominent
slower AHP
All traces show the
mean (bold) waveform
of the rst evoked AP
at rheobase. The
shaded region in (a-c)
indicates mean  SD.
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Figure 3.3: Cell classication by Electrophysiological Properties
(a) Classication protocol. Cells were initially classied as regular-spiking (blue) or non
regular-spiking by the maximal amplitude of the afterhyperpolarisation (x-axis, cuto
value 5mV denoted by the dotted line).
Non regular-spiking cells were then subdivided in to FS or BAH subsets by the latency
to AHP peak, with a cuto value of 5ms (y-axis, dotted line). This division was clearly
bimodal, with FS neurons (red) having a fast time-to-peak of less than 4ms in all cases,
whereas BAH neurons had a time-to-peak of at least 8ms.
(b) Verication of classication. The full-width at half maximum is plotted on the y-axis
against the amplitude of the AHP. FWHM was not used in the classication procedure;
nonetheless the separation between FS and BAH neurons was also seen in the FWHM.
Furthermore, RS neurons with a short latency to peak AHP (outliers in the bottom left
quadrant of g. 3.3a) are seen to have a wide spike waveform in all cases, conrming the
accuracy of their classication as RS.
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3.2.3 Characterisation of Neuronal Subtype Properties
Intrinsic properties were assessed by means of an IV analysis, performed by injecting
steps of current into the cell and monitoring the membrane potential (in the current-clamp
conguration). This was performed immediately after rupturing the cell membrane (break-
in), during which period spontaneous synaptic activity is low. Square-wave current pulses
of 1000ms duration were injected in to the cell, starting with a 400pA hyperpolarising step.
Subsequent step magnitude decreased by 50pA until the no-current step, after which steps
increased by 25pA/step, in order to better estimate rheobase.
Example results for the three types of neurons are shown in (g. 3.4), with intrinsic
and spiking properties summarised in table 3.1 and shown in dotplot format in g. 3.5.
Of note, putative fast-spiking neurons had a narrow AP, with full-width at half maxi-
mum (FWHM) being around half that of either regular-spiking or BAH neurons, a known
characteristic of this cell type.
In response to a current injection of 150% rheobase, FS neurons seemed to exhibit
much higher mean and maximum ring rates than RS neurons. FS ring rate did not
accommodate, with negative accommodation (acceleration) being evident in some cases.
In contrast, RS neurons accommodated quickly, on average to around half their initial ring
rate. BAH neurons showed a spiking phenotype similar to RS neurons, with low max and
mean ring rates. However, there was a tendency for these neurons to accommodate less
than regular-spiking neurons.
Property RS (n=150) FS (n=6) BAH (n=3)
AHP Peak Amplitude (mV) -2.48  5.2 12.6  3.1 9.68  3.9
AP FWHM (ms) 1.28  0.21 0.617  0.068 1.23  0.28
Resting Membrane Potential (RMP) (mV) -75.6  7.6 -66.7  3.8 -59.8  4.2
Input Resistance (Ri) (M
) 57.6  28 53.4  13 107  27
Rheobase (pA) 285  111 475  151 208  63
Mean Firing Rate (Hz) 19.3  7.6 91.0  20 16.0  3.5
Max. Firing Rate (Hz) 50.4  23 152  60 25.4  3.5
Early Accommodation (%) 48.6  17 -6.13  22 17.8  14
Late Accommodation (%) 51.1  49 -51.5  86.8 14.7  1.0
Table 3.1: Intrinsic Spiking Properties of RS, FS and BAH Neurons. Mean Firing Rate, Max.
Firing Rate, Early and Late Accommodation are all calculated at 150% rheobase. Since
not all neurons were depolarised to this level, these number of neurons included in these
measures is slightly lower (RS n=134; FS n=4; BAH n=3). These results are shown as
dotplots in (g. 3.5a-i).
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Figure 3.4: Sample Results from Current Injection Experiments.
(a) An example of the membrane potential response of a regular spiking (RS) neuron.
Shown are the rst hyperpolarising step, the no-current step, the rheobase step and the
150% rheobase step. The dotted line indicates 0mV.
(b) An example of a fast spiking (FS) neuron.
(b) An example of a broad after-hyperpolarisation (BAH) neuron.
(d) Mean ring rate response of the three example neurons to increasing current steps.
Current injections have been normalised to rheobase. Note the markedly steeper slope
of the FS neuron (red), compared to the RS (blue) and BAH (green) neurons.
(e) Firing rates of the three example neurons over time at 150% rheobase. Instantaneous
ring rates (1/interpsike interval) are plotted against time. Firing rates have been
averaged using a 3-element running average for presentation purposes only. finitial and
ffinal are dened as the reciprocal of the rst and last interspike intervals respectively;
f200 is dened as the reciprocal of the interspike interval which encompasses the 200ms
timepoint.
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Figure 3.5: Individual electrophysiological properties of all recorded neurons, split by subtype
(blue: RS, red: FS, green: BAH).
(a) After-hyperpolarisation peak amplitude
(b) Full-Width at Half-Maximum of the rst action potential at rheobase
(c) Resting membrane potential during 0-pA current injection
(d) Input resistance, measured in response to the rst hyperpolarising current injection
(e) Rheobase (the current required to elicit at least one action potential)
(f) Mean ring rate at 150% rheobase
(g) Maximum ring rate at 150% rheobase
(h) Early spike rate accommodation at 150% rheobase
(i) Late spike rate accommodation at 150% rheobase.
Means are shown for each group by a black horizontal bar. Summary statistics for these
data are found in table 3.1.
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3.3 Discussion
3.3.1 Neuronal Subtype Classication
In this chapter, I describe the classication criteria by which recordings were targeted to
L2/3 of V1, and how regular spiking (RS) neurons were identied. It is these neurons
which make up the basis for the vast majority of the following chapters.
Whilst some authors do not explicitly mention the removal or segregation of non-
regular spiking neurons from datasets (Tan et al., 2011), in many electrophysiological
studies involving blind electrophysiological recordings (Steriade et al., 2001; Nowak et al.,
2003, 2008; Niell and Stryker, 2008) neurons are identied as regular-spiking or fast-spiking
(and in some cases as intrinsically bursting or chattering). Non-fast spiking inhibitory
interneurons can not be identied by such criteria, as their spike waveforms and ring
rates are thought to closely resemble those of regular spiking pyramidal neurons.
Two-photon targeted patch-clamp (Margrie et al., 2003; Komai et al., 2006) has been
used to record in the cell-attached conguration from identied regular-spiking GABAergic
neurons in V1 neurons (Liu et al., 2009) and in the whole-cell conguration in barrel cor-
tex (Gentet et al., 2010). Other authors have correlated properties recorded in vivo with
post-hoc anatomical reconstruction (Medini, 2011a; Velez-Fort et al., 2014), or identied
non-fast spiking interneuron classes by optogentic stimulation (Pi et al., 2013). Whilst
powerful, such methods are laborious as compared to blind recordings, dramatically re-
ducing the number of neurons that can be sampled.
Every property examined diered signicantly between the three subtype groups here
identied by AHP magnitude and time-to-peak (RS, FS, BAH), using a Kruskal-Wallis
one-way analysis of variance. However, the small numbers of FS and especially BAH
neurons made post-hoc analysis impossible. For spiking properties, with 7 data points in
total, no signicant outcome was possible whatever the rank separation. Whilst parametric
t-tests would allow greater statistical power to detect a dierence in sample means, with
such small groups it is impossible to verify normality, a key assumption in the use of the
t-test. Furthermore, for the large RS group, normality was rejected by the Lillefors test
for all parameters except for the rheobase, and early accommodation.
Despite these limitations, taken in aggregate, it is clear that the three subtypes, dened
by AHP magnitude and time-to-peak alone have quite dierent sets of properties. The
purpose of this chapter is not to quantitatively assess the precise dierences between
neuronal subtypes, nor to examine the basis of neuronal identication. Such a study
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would require a greatly higher number of both FS and BAH neurons, most probably by
carrying out targeted in vivo patch clamp in transgenic animals. However, this was never
the motivation for my project. I only wish to demonstrate that the neurons which make up
the datasets that follow have been rigorously classied as being regular-spiking, putative
pyramidal neurons. The experiments and results described in the rest of this thesis focus
almost entirely on variations within the RS group.
BAH neurons may constitute a subdivision of either regular-spiking or fast-spiking
neurons, although their low ring rates would argue against the latter possibility. How-
ever, their biophysical signature may suggest that they represent at a group of non-fast
spiking interneurons (NFS). Gentet et al. (2010) reported NFS neurons in awake mouse
barrel cortex to have a similar cluster of properties as the BAH neurons described here:
broad action potential waveforms, high input resistance, a depolarised resting membrane
potential and low AP frequency. However, without directly visualising recorded cells, ei-
ther during the recording or afterwards, it is impossible to make any categorical statement
assigning BAH neurons to a particular morphological or molecular class of neuron.
Whether or not BAH neurons are, indeed, NFS neurons, it is striking that regular-
spiking neurons accounted for 150 of the 160 neurons recorded in L2/3 (93.8%). This may
seem puzzling, since interneurons are thought to comprise roughly 15-20% of all neurons in
this layer (Gonchar et al., 2007; Gentet, 2012). However, the large tip size (5-7M
) used
in these experiments reduces the probability of obtaining a recording from interneurons
(Wu et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2009), which have smaller somata.
3.3.2 Absence of Intrinsically Bursting or Chattering Responses
In no case did a recorded neuron in L2/3 of mouse V1 exhibit properties characteristic
of intrinsically bursting (IB) or chattering (CH) neurons. Although some RS neurons
did exhibit high instantaneous ring frequencies at 150% rheobase (over 100Hz in 4/134
cases), these values are much lower than the reported ring rates during bursts in IB and
CH neurons (200-350Hz and 400-700Hz respecitvely) (Nowak et al., 2003; Cardin et al.,
2005).
The absence of these neuronal may be explained by their laminar distributions. Con-
nors et al. (1982) reported IB neurons to be located in L4 and supercial L5 in guinea pig
cortex. Later reports described IB phenotypes to be conned to L5 (Connors and Gut-
nick, 1990; Agmon and Connors, 1992), although (Nowak et al., 2003) reported nding a
number of IB neurons in L2/3 of cat V1.
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CH neurons have been reported to be found in a 'narrow band' in lower L2/3 and L4
in cat visual cortex by some authors (Nowak et al., 2003). It is possible that restricting
recordings by penetration depth means that deeper CH neurons near the L2/3/L4 border
are missed. However, in that study, 42% of neurons in L2/3 overall were reported to have
a chattering phenotype, and the cuto of 600µm, whilst being slightly conservative, should
not exclude the entirety of deep layer 3. Furthermore, other studies have reported CH
responses throughout layers 2-6 (Cardin et al., 2005).
Therefore, it is not clear that one should expect an absence of either IB or CH neurons
in mouse L2/3. Their absence from this dataset may indicate that these classes are not
found in supragranular mouse V1, but this nding may also arise from reduced probability
of being recorded owing to small soma size, or simply as a result of limited sampling. It is
also possible that these spiking phenotypes do not represent immutable neuronal classes,
but rather may be impacted by anaesthesia or the sleep/wake cycle. (Steriade et al., 2001)
found that both IB and CH phenotypes were much more rare in the awake cat cortex than
in either deeply anaesthetised animals or acute brain slices, and that most (4/5) individual
IB neurons recorded during transition from slow-wave sleep to either REM sleep or to wake
converted to a regular spiking phenotype.
Other classes of neuronal response beyond these, such as low threshold spiking (LTS),
as well as more precise subdivisions of spiking characteristics (Markram et al., 2004) are
commonly used in in vitro studies, but are dicult to detect in in vivo preparations, in
which spontaneous activity may mask subtle dierences in properties such as spike delay
or spike-width accommodation.
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Chapter 4
Monosynaptic Input on to
Individual L2/3 Neurons
4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 Identication of Presynaptic Connectivity of Single Cells
The ow of information through neuronal circuits is governed by the connectivity of the
circuit components. Whilst intracellular processing of synaptic inputs is complex and
dynamic (London et al., 2005), the connectivity of a neuron denes the substrate upon
which these computations may be performed. For this reason, characterising the presy-
naptic connectivity as well as the projection targets of either individual neurons or groups
of an identiable class, remains key in building an understanding of cortical processing.
A number of techniques have been used in this endeavour (see section 1.3 for an outline
of developments in this eld). One of the most promising is the use of genetically engi-
neered viruses, most particularly the Rabies Virus (RV), targeted to molecularly identied
neurons using techniques such as the Cre-Lox system or single-cell transfection (Wicker-
sham et al., 2007b; Marshel et al., 2010; Rancz et al., 2011).
This single-cell approach may be of particular importance in studying the function
of real, as opposed to averaged, neuronal circuits, as molecular identity is only part of
the story of neuronal heterogeneity. Within the (molecularly homogenous) grouping of
layer II/III (L2/3) neurons there remains considerable variability in input and spiking
output parameters. Population tracing studies can only give an indication of the average
connectivity of a group of presynaptic neurons (although very small injections may restrict
this to low tens of hosts, rather than hundreds).
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Single cell tracing, therefore, oers the possibility both of characterising presynaptic
connectivity, and of examining variability in this parameter. Transfection for tracing has
been carried out by other authors using electroporation (Haas et al., 2001; Kitamura et al.,
2008; Marshel et al., 2010; Wertz et al., 2015). However, this technique does not oer the
possibility of recording the function of the transfected host neuron. Whilst it is possible
to combine tracing with calcium imaging (as in Wertz et al. (2015), who use a rabies
virus carrying GCaMP6s rather than a conventional uorophore), it is not known if, and
how, the function of the neuron may be aected by infection with rabies virus, and any
attendant toxicity that may occur. Therefore, it is preferable to record neuronal function
prior to viral infection. Furthermore, only whole-cell patch clamp allows for the recording
of intrinsic electrophysiological properties and sensory-evoked depolarisations, as well as
transfection.
4.1.2 Classication of Neurons in to Brain Regions, Layers and Classes
Following the detection of presynaptic inputs on to a neuron, or group of neurons, the next
logical step is to dene the number and class of the presynaptic neurons, and thereafter
to examine how this may dier between dierent host neurons. When considering the
classication of neurons, several parameters are of immediate interest. Firstly, and most
obviously, is the brain area in which the neuron is located. The specialisation of regions
in terms of sensory modality or other function has been recognised since the beginnings of
modern neuroscience. Cytoarchitectonic parcellation of the brain in to distinct areas based
upon histological consideration was described in detail by (Brodmann, 1909), and indeed
this broad scheme of classication remains to this day. Whilst it is certainly true that most
brain processes of any complexity involve the concerted activity of many interconnected
brain regions (Sporns, 2011; Bullmore and Sporns, 2012; Staord et al., 2014), regional
identity remains a key component in the description of a particular neuron, and the nature
of the information processing in which it may be likely to be involved.
However, the denition of brain regions can be dicult and controversial. Whilst
some regions, such as primary sensory cortices, are quite easily dened by cytoarchitectonic
discontinuities, others are less easily dierentiated. Until recently, extrastriate visual areas
in the mouse were simply dened by broad homology to primate/carnivore areas (Caviness,
1975; Drager, 1975), or as medial or lateral as compared to primary visual cortex (V1)
(Paxinos and Franklin, 2008) . More recent studies have described a number of individual
cortical areas, dened by mapping of retrograde dextran labelling (Wang and Burkhalter,
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2007; Wang et al., 2007), immunostaining density changes (Wang et al., 2011), wideeld
intrinsic (Marshel et al., 2011) or combined intrinsic and calcium imaging (Andermann
et al., 2011). These schemes dier not only in the particular nomenclature for individual
areas, but in the position of the borders and even in the numbers of extrastriate visual
areas. Indeed, the number and position of higher-order visual areas may in fact be quite
variable from animal to animal, even using the exact same methodology (Garrett et al.,
2014). Therefore, in assessing areal identity of presynaptic connectivity, some caution
must be taken in being overly precise.
Laminar identity is far more easy to dene, although still not entirely straightforward.
Whilst the broad scheme of the six-layered cerebral neocortex is well agreed upon, some
borders (such as the border between layers 5 and 6) can be dicult to dene precisely
without specialist stains. However, gross laminar identity is fairly well agreed upon in the
eld.
Lastly, the neuron itself can be classied by morphology and molecular identity. Whilst
this depends to some degree upon layer and area (for example, pyramidal neurons are
only found in layers 2,3,5 and 6 of the cerebral cortex, as well as the hippocampus and
amygdala Spruston, 2008), class will still vary within one layer of one region. Most impor-
tantly, within L2/3 there are excitatory pyramidal neurons, and a variety of subclasses of
GABAergic inhibitory interneurons. The postsynaptic eect of input from excitatory and
inhibitory neurons on to a postsynaptic cell is clearly quite dierent, and so it is important
to build an understanding not just of where a presynaptic neuron may be located, but what
that neuron is, and how it may aect the membrane potential and spiking probability of
its target.
In this chapter, I outline the results of single-cell monosynaptic tracing in mouse layer
II/III. The data described here constitutes one of the rst datasets of its kind and, there-
fore, may represent a useful descriptive dataset for the scientic community. Moreover,
I set out to test specic hypotheses with the experiments. Firstly, does the laminar
distribution of presynaptic neurons dier between local (V1) neurons and more distant
connections, and between individual distant areas? Secondly, is the distribution of local
excitatory and inhibitory presynaptic neurons similar, or does it dier? Lastly, can any
anatomical correlate of orientation tuning be found?
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4.2 Results
A subset of recorded neurons were transfected by the inclusion of two plasmid constructs
in the intracellular solution. The rst of these encoded for the avian receptor TVA (allow-
ing for entry of pseudotyped rabies virus), and the second for rabies glycoprotein (allowing
for replication and spread of the deletion-mutant virus from the host neuron alone), along
with eGFP in order to label the host neuron. Following a successful recording and pull-o,
rabies virus was injected close to the location of the recorded/transfected neuron (see sec-
tion 2.2.2), and the animal recovered (section 2.1.1). Animals were then returned to the
home cage, and kept for 10-14 days to allow for replication and spread of the virus. Follow-
ing this period, the brain was xed using transcardial perfusion of 4% paraformaldehyde
(PFA), removed from the cranium, and imaged.
Where possible, Serial Two Photon Tomography (STPT) was used in order to obtain
a cellular-level resolution dataset from the whole, intact brain (since physical sectioning
only occurs after imaging of a particular layer); in some cases perfused brains were sliced
manually (by Danielle Carmignac) and imaged using conventional epiuorescence and
confocal microscopy. Where STPT was used, slices were recovered from the imaging
chamber, roughly sorted, stained and mounted for further confocal imaging.
Selected images from an experiment imaged using STPT, representative of various re-
gions in which presynaptic neurons were observed, are shown in g. 4.1a-g. 4.1c. The
particular host neuron in this experiments was a regular spiking (RS) putative pyra-
midal neuron, with a clear regular-spiking pattern in response to current step injections
(g. 4.1d). In response to visual stimulation, membrane potential (Vm) responses were rel-
atively large (maximum mean evoked depolarisation 9.4mV) and signicantly reproducible
for preferred orientation (p=0.024); however no evoked spikes were observed (g. 4.1e).
This may be partly explained by the orientation-tuning stimulus not being optimal in this
case, since a frequency-tuning stimulus set at the preferred membrane potential orientation
did evoke some limited ring (g. 4.1e). However, even at the preferred spatiotemporal
frequency, this neuron only red twice in three trials. A more satisfactory explanation is
this neurons very hyperpolarised resting potential, 38.6mV below spike threshold. This is
one of the most extreme values observed in any experiment (g. 5.13c).
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Figure 4.1: (Caption on the following page)
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Figure 4.1: (Previous page.) Combined Single-Cell Electrophysiology and Presynaptic Tracing
(a-c) Representative coronal slices from whole-brain serial two-photon tomography of
neuronal inputs to a single neuron (RV-tagRFP). Inset (red), expanded views of (a) a
layer 2/3 pyramidal cell in secondary auditory cortex, dorsal (Au2D); (b) the centre of
the local cloud of presynaptic cells in primary visual cortex (V1), including the host cell;
and (c) two neurons in the lateral geniculate nucleus, dorsal region (dLGN).
(d) IV relationship summary plot for the host cell, showing responses to hyperpolarising,
no-current, rheobase and 150% rheobase current steps.
(e) Polar plot of responses to drifting grating stimuli. Evoked depolarisations to oriented
drifting gratings showed a clear orientation preference (preferred orientation probabil-
ity 0.0239*, OSI 0.12), although no evoked spikes were observed (n=5 repeats of each
orientation at a xed spatiotemporal frequency).
(f) Spiking activity was elicited by drifting gratings at the preferred direction of the
depolarisation, at other spatial/temporal frequencies (frequency pair used for orientation
tuning experiments denoted by *).
4.2.1 Host Survival and Identication
Patch clamp recordings were typically performed blind, with no imaging of the host neuron.
Therefore, the plasmids used included eGFP, in order to label the host for subsequent
identication.
Host neurons were detected in 2/2 experiments carried out in wild-type animals (RS2
and RS6). The other 7 experiments were carried out in GAD67-GFP transgenic animals
in order to identify the inhibitory vs. putative excitatory presynaptic connectivity (see
section 4.2.4). This made identication of the host neuron dicult, as all inhibitory
neurons were also labelled with eGFP. In two cases (RS5 and RS9), the host neuron
could be identied as the only green neuron with a clear pyramidal morphology, with a
large soma and a prominent apical dendrite. In the remaining 3 experiments imaged using
STPT, the identity of the host neuron could not be determined unambiguously. Therefore,
from these data it would appear that in at least the majority of cases, the host neuron
remains labelled for the 10-14 days of incubation, in contrast to Wertz et al. (2015), who
report an almost complete loss of all host neurons by day 11. Whether the physiological
function of the neuron remains unaected by the procedure is, of course, unknown.
4.2.2 Area Distribution of Presynaptic Neurons
Combined whole-cell recordings and presynaptic tracing data were obtained from 10 host
neurons in 10 animals, 9 of which were regular-spiking (RS) neurons and one a fast-
spiking neuron (FS), with an average of 140 presynaptic neurons (range 54-351). In the
rst instance, presynaptic neurons were assigned to seven regions, based upon a standard
mouse brain atlas (Paxinos and Franklin, 2008). This areas were: V1; medial secondary
visual areas (V2M); lateral secondary visual areas (V2L); retrosplenial cortex (RSP); other
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ipsilateral cortical areas (IpsiCx), incorporating auditory, somatosensory and association
cortices ipsilateral to the host neuron; dorsolateral geniculate nucleus of the thalamus
(dLGN); and other brain areas (other), including contralateral cortex and non-dLGN
subcortical neurons. The percentage of presynaptic neurons in each of these areas is
shown for all neurons individually in g. 4.2, with polar plots outlining the orientation
tuning of the neuron shown below, where available. The experiment outlined in gure
g. 4.1 corresponds to RS6.
For regular spiking neurons, a large majority (mean 90.6  7 %) of presynaptic neurons
were found within V1. These neurons typically appeared clustered in a cloud surrounding
(but not necessarily wholly centred upon) the host neuron. However, individual neurons
and small, distinct clusters not contiguous with the main cloud were observed 7/9 clouds,
constituting approximately 5% of neurons within V1 (5.2  5.0 % of V1 neurons averaged
across all experiments, 6.6  4.7 % of V1 neurons in the 7 experiments in which any were
observed).
Input fractions from other areas were quite variable. 8/9 neurons had at least one
presynaptic neuron in V2L, and these constituted 3.3  2.5 % of inputs overall (3.7  2.3
% in inputs in experiments with any neurons in V2L). The second most common extrastri-
ate area was V2M, with 3.2  4.2 % of inputs overall (5.7  4.1 % in the 5/9 experiments
in which any neurons were detected in V2M). Smaller numbers of neurons were observed
in ipsilateral retrosplenial cortex; other cortical areas including primary and secondary
auditory cortices and somatosensory cortex as well as temporal and parietal association
areas; contralateral V1 and piriform cortex. Presynaptic neurons were detected in dLGN
in 6/9 experiments, with neurons detected in ventral geniculate nucleus of the thalamus
(vLGN) and lateral posterior nucleus, mediorostral part (LPMR) in one experiment. Per-
centages of neurons in these areas, across all experiments and across only experiments in
which any neurons were detected, are summarised in table 4.1.
In the one fast spiking (FS) neuron from which presynaptic connectivity data were
obtained, results were strikingly dierent (g. 4.2 , right). Most notably, 11.2% of input
neurons (28/250) were located in the dLGN (dorsolateral core region, close to the border
of the shell; examples are shown in g. 4.3a-b). This contrasts with 1.1  1.0% for regular
spiking neurons. A formal hypothesis test is, unfortunately, impossible in this case, since
only one example was observed. However, if the data are z-scored according to the observed
distribution for RS neurons a value of 9.82 is obtained. The distribution of RS values
for fractional input from the dLGN did not show a signicant deviation from normality
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Area % overall n % in experiments with > 0 neurons
V2L 3.3  2.5 8/9 3.7  2.3
V2M 3.2  4.2 5/9 5.7  4.1
RSP 0.5  1.2 2/9 2.2  1.7
IpsiCx 1.1  1.8 3/9 3.2  1.9
dLGN 1.1  1.0 6/9 1.6  0.8
other 0.24  0.48 2/9 1.1  0.1
Table 4.1: Distribution of Presynaptic Neurons in Extrastriate Brain Regions. Percentages are
given averaged across all experiments, as well as averaged only across experiments in which
at least 1 neuron was detected in the particular brain area. The fractions of experiments
which constitute this group are also given ('n').
(Lillefors test p=0.19). However, even allowing for some possible small deviation from a
normal distribution, masked by low numbers, and allowing for some limited skew in the
distribution of z-values, this extreme value is highly provocative.
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Figure 4.2: Area Distribution of Presynaptic Input
Individual distributions of presynaptic connectivity is
shown for all 9 regular spiking, and 1 fast spiking neu-
rons in which Rabies Virus assisted Circuit Mapping
(RVCM) was successful. The percentage of neurons in
primary visual is shown in blue (truncated), with the
percentage in other brain regions displayed as a stacked
bar chart.
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4.2.3 Laminar Distribution of Presynaptic Neurons
The laminar structure of the cortex arranges with some precision a varied array of neuronal
cell types (DeFelipe et al., 2002; Oberlaender et al., 2012), which is reected by dierent
intrinsic and functional properties (Mangini and Pearlman, 1980; Ringach et al., 2002;
Martinez et al., 2005; Niell and Stryker, 2008). Furthermore, synaptic contacts are known
to be made on to dierent regions of the dendritic arbor of an individual neuron in a
layer-specic manner (Shepherd and Svoboda, 2005; Katzel et al., 2011), which is likely
to have functional signicance and has even been proposed as a fundamental organising
principle of cortical processing (Larkum, 2012). Therefore, the laminar distribution of
presynaptic inputs to a neuron is a key question in dissecting information ow in cortex.
Presynaptic neurons located in cortical areas were assigned to laminae based upon
standard classication criteria. Where possible, this classication was carried out on
slides recovered from STPT imaging and mounted on glass slides. Before mounting, slices
were incubated with 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI), a nuclear marker. Layers were
then identied based upon variation in cell density, and neurons were counted again,
and assigned to layer 1 (L1), L2/3, layer IV (L4), layer V (L5) or layer VI (L6). Such
an assignment, even with the use of DAPI as a counterstain, can not be perfect, as
some borders (such as the L5/L6 border) are less than stark. Furthermore textbook
descriptions of the borders between laminae as being sharp and well-dened prove to be
less than binary in reality, with borders being more a matter of relative probability than
micrometre resolution watersheds (Oberlaender et al., 2012; Wertz et al., 2015). However,
even granting this caveat, laminar identity oers a great improvement over assignation by
depth alone.
Laminar identity was investigated for four cortical areas/groupings: V2L, V2M, V1
itself, and all other ipsilateral cortical regions, pooling neurons in retrosplenial, sensori-
motor, auditory and association cortices.
In V2M and in non-visual ipsilateral cortical areas, the majority of presynaptic neurons
were located in L2/3 (65% and 62% respectively). In V1, the plurality of presynaptic
neurons were also in L2/3, falling just short of an absolute majority at 46%. The most
distinct dierence was, of course, the large fraction (19%) of neurons in L4 of V1. In
contrast, no L4 neurons were observed in either V2M or the non-visual cortical areas, and
only 1 neuron in V2L. V2L diered from all the other cortical in that the largest fraction
of presynaptic inputs in this area were found in L5.
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Figure 4.3:
Substantial Presynaptic Input from dLGN in a Single Fast-Spiking Interneuron
(a) Wideeld epiuorescence image of a single 100µm coronal slice from FS1, showing
presynaptic cortical neurons in V2M and V1, as well as a cluster of neurons in the dLGN.
This cluster, outlined in red, is shown enlarged in a confocal maximum-intensity projection
in (b), where 8 well-labelled cell bodies can be seen, along with extensive arborisations.
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Comparing the fraction of L2/3 and L5 between V2M and V2L indicated that this
dierence was signicant (2 p=0.042*). However, no signicant dierence was found
between V1 and either V2L or V2M in terms of the ratio of L2/3 to L5. The fraction
of neurons in non-visual cortical areas was not formally tested, as these came from a
highly diverse set of regions such that pooling may make any results dicult to interpret.
Furthermore, low numbers would make observation of statistical dierences dicult.
4.2.4 Precise Location of Local Excitatory and Inhibitory Presynaptic
Neurons
Assignment of a presynaptic neuron to a particular layer and region is a useful exercise,
but it is a rather crude method for studying complex patterns of connectivity, particularly
for local connections (in this context, referring to intra-areal or recurrent connectivity).
Furthermore, no distinction can be made reliably between excitatory and inhibitory presy-
naptic neurons (although many neurons can be seen to have a clear pyramidal morphology
when labelled with RV-tagRFP, a cell without such clear morphology may be a stellate
neuron, an interneuron, or simply a poorly labelled / sectioned pyramid).
Therefore, local connectivity was examined in ve experiments (RS1,RS3,RS4,RS5,RS9),
which had been performed in GAD67-GFP animals, and imaged using STPT. Images were
rst unmixed (see section 4.2.1) in order to separate true eGFP signal from bleed-through
from bright tagRFP or mCherry labelling (g. 4.5a). Image stacks were then rotated such
that the cortical surface was horizontal (g. 4.5b), and inhibitory and non-inhibitory (pu-
tative excitatory) presynaptic neurons were manually identied. In a few instances the
interpretation of unmixed data was dicult as very brightly labelled neurons saturated the
photomultipliers, causing spurious inferred eGFP signal in the resulting unmixed image.
However, this was rare, and most typical in large L5 pyramidal neurons, whose size and
morphology made manual classication as excitatory neurons trivial.
Overall, the spread of excitatory neurons was greater than that of inhibitory neurons
in all three cardinal directions (medio-lateral (ML), anter-posterior (AP), dorso-ventral /
depth (DV), g. 4.5c). The degree of dierence was roughly similar: in the ML axis the
median values were 91µm for excitatory neurons and 64µm for inhibitory, a dierence of
41%; AP 183µm vs. 121µm (51%); DV 88µm vs. 60µm (47%).
Comparing the distribution of distances within each group revealed that connectivity
was highly non-isomorphic. (Kruskal-Wallis test p = 7x10 26 for excitatory neurons, p =
7x10 9 for inhibitory). Interestingly, this result was driven by the spread of connectivity
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Figure 4.4: Laminar Distribution of Presynaptic Inputs
Above: Laminar distribution of presynaptic neurons in medial secondary visual areas
('V2M'), primary visual cortex ('V1'), lateral secondary visual areas ('V2M') and all
other ipsilateral cortical areas ('Other Cx'). For areas other than V1, neurons have rst
been pooled across experiments owing to the small numbers of neurons in these. For V1,
percentages have been calculated individually for each experiment, and then averaged;
error bars indicate SD. The total number of neurons in each cortical area is shown above
the plot, with the number of experiments with any neurons given in brackets.
Below: Individual experiment laminar distributions of presynaptic neurons, demonstrat-
ing signicant variability.
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along the AP axis, which was signicantly greater than either ML or DV for both cell types
(Wilcoxon rank-sum test). However, ML and DV distributions did not dier signicantly
in either cell type. Whether this indicates that AP connectivity specically diers from
the other dimensions is unclear, as V1 is elongated in this direction (Drager, 1975; Mangini
and Pearlman, 1980; Paxinos and Franklin, 2008), and so it is possible that 'stretched'
connectivity along the AP axis merely preserves some kind of uniform local connectivity
rule.
This analysis was limited to intra-V1 connections. However, when all neurons outside
V1 were examined for molecular identity, in no case was an eGFP-positive cell found.
These pooled distances do, however, mask individual dierences in the shapes of the
local cloud of presynaptic connectivity (g. 4.6). AP spread was the most consistent
across experiments, with density being roughly equal in both the anterior and posterior
dimension, and inhibitory density being narrower in most cases (with the exception of
RS4).
In contrast, the distribution of connectivity with depth diered greatly across experi-
ments, with some neurons (RS1, RS3) receiving excitatory inputs from across the cortical
depth, and others (RS4,RS5) being far narrower in this parameter (g. 4.6, left). In all
cases, the peak of the presynaptic excitatory density was centred around L4. However,
inhibitory density was more variable, being centred in L2/3 for RS3 and RS9, in L4 for
RS4 and RS5, and near the L2/3/L4 border for RS1. Again, inhibitory spread was in
general more restricted than excitatory, although not in all cases. In RS4, two presynap-
tic inhibitory neurons were observed in L6, near the dorsal border with L5. Martinotti
in L6 cells are known to project widely throughout the cortical depth (Markram et al.,
2004; Wang et al., 2004), although translaminar inhibition by a subgroup of fast-spiking
parvalbumin positive neurons has also been described recently (Bortone et al., 2014).
ML connectivity was more mixed. In general, excitatory connectivity was slightly left
(medial) skewed, with inhibitory connectivity being narrower and more evently spread.
Inihibitory density was quite variable in this dimension, although excitatory density was
comparatively consistent.
Overall, these data show that the presynaptic density of local inhibitory connectivity
is, in general, more conned than that of excitatory connectivity; that this is somewhat
variable between individual neurons, and that presynaptic connectivity densities vary with
depth in quite a dierent fashion for individual neurons.
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Figure 4.5: Location of GABAergic and non-GABAergic Presynaptic Cells in V1
(a) Single image from an unmixed STPT stack, showing several labelled presynaptic
excitatory neurons labelled with RV-tagRFP (red), and many non-labelled inhibitory
interneurons (green). One inhibitory neuron is also labelled with RV-tagRFP (yellow,
indicated by the arrow).
(b) Maximum intensity projection showing all neurons identied as putative excitatory
(blue) or inhibitory (red) and their location within V1. The image has been rotated,
and cardinal directions are indicated.
(c) Distance of inhibitory (red) and putative excitatory (blue) neurons from the centre
of mass. Individual signicance was calculated using Wilcoxon Rank-Sum (with Holm-
Bonferroni correction in the case of the post-hoc tests, above). Horizontal bars indicate
median values.
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Figure 4.6: Connectivity density plots for all 5 individual experiments that comprise the pooled
data of g. 4.5. Densities are estimated using a kernel density estimate algorithm,
separately for excitatory (blue) and inhibitory (red) neurons. Left: DV. The approximate
borders of the cortical layers are indicated by dotted lines; the estimated depth of the
recorded host neuron is indicated by the arrow. Middle: ML, with the centre of mass
indicated by a dotted line; right: AP. Y-axis: inferred CDF.
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4.3 Discussion
4.3.1 Limitations of RVCM
The experiments described here were obtained from a larger dataset of around 60 exper-
iments in which tracing was attempted. This therefore translates to a success rate of
approximately 1 in 6. However, this excludes experiments in which tracing could not be
attempted, such as, for example, when a recording is unintentionally terminated prema-
turely. In such cases, since it is not known at the time of recording whether the neuron
has survived, tracing can not be attempted in another neuron in the same animal without
the possibility that the presynaptic connectivity revealed may include neurons presynap-
tic to more than one host cell. Therefore, including all such exclusion criteria pushes the
success rate of the technique, at this stage, in L2/3 in my hands to approximately 1 in 10,
perhaps even fewer. This rate of success, should make experiments of the kind described
here and in (Wertz et al., 2015) possible, revealing for the rst time the connectivity of
individual neurons. However, it makes it very dicult to obtain large enough numbers of
experiments to make quantitative statements about the variability of presynaptic connec-
tivity, or the anatomical correlates of neuronal function, one of the original aims of my
project (see g. A.1 for orientation tuning of individual neurons alongside a summary of
their areal distribution of presynaptic neurons). It remains to be seen whether, and how,
the technique can be honed to bring this ratio to a more favourable level.
Another concern for these data is the low numbers of neurons labelled by the rabies
virus. The dendrites of pyramidal neurons in L2/3 are known to contain thousands of
denritic spines (Spruston, 2008), with estimates for L2/3 neurons in the rat numbering
around 4,000-10,000 (Schuz and Palm, 1989; Larkman, 1991; Defelipe and Fari~nas, 1992).
Whilst pyramidal neurons make synapses on to dendritic spines, interneurons may also
synapse on to various locations including the axon initial segment, the soma, and the den-
dritic shaft; therefore there are many more synapses than spines. Although it is likely that
neurons may make more than one synaptic contact on to another (Feldmeyer et al., 2002;
Bock et al., 2011) a conservative estimate of the average number of distinct presynaptic
neurons of a particular L2/3 would be somewhere in the region of 800-1500 (Marshel et al.,
2010).
The numbers reported here are certainly lower than the true number of presynaptic
neurons, but are in the mid range of reported numbers of presynaptic neurons labelled
by single-cell rabies-virus circuit mapping. Marshel et al. (2010), using electroporation
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to transfect, report numbers ranging from 36-97 neurons per host. Wertz et al. (2015)
report 417  74 cells (range 70-846) in immunostained slices. Whilst immunostaining was
carried out on a subset on the experiments described in this thesis, it did not signicantly
increase the number of labelled neurons.
The low numbers of neurons reported here present two distinct but related problems.
The rst is one of limited sampling. Rare connections may be missed if only a small subset
(in the region of around 10% by these estimates) are labelled. This may explain why some
authors report 100% of L2/3 V1 hosts as having dLGN input (Wertz et al., 2015). It
is also plausible that the subset of labelled neurons is not a fully representative sample.
There is currently no data on whether or not this may be the case. It should be noted that
neurons were commonly labelled in extrastriate and even subcortical locations including
dLGN. This would seem to argue against the possibility that the glycoprotein only reaches
very proximal regions of the dendrite. However, the possibility of a more subtle gradient
in labelling eciency can not be ruled out. Therefore, great caution must be applied when
comparing the numbers of presynaptic neurons of dierent classes or in dierent locations.
Ongoing eorts by other groups (Osakada et al., 2011; Ghanem and Conzelmann, 2015)
to improve the eciency of transmission and labelling may settle some of these issues in
the near future.
4.3.2 Presynaptic Connectivity of Layer 2/3 Neurons
Despite these limitations, the data presented in this chapter provide a number of conclu-
sions about the connectivity of layer 2/3 regular spiking neurons. Firstly, connectivity
on to these neurons is predominantly intra-areal, with the overwhelming majority of con-
nections (around 90%) from other neurons within V1. This nding is roughly consistent
with the nding of Marshel et al. (2010), who report that 81% of presynaptic neurons are
located within 200µm of the host cell, with the discrepancy likely being explained by the
more stringent criterion used by Marshel et al. to dene 'local' connectivity.
Within V1, the peak density of both excitatory and inhibitory presynaptic connec-
tivity was typically found to be in layer 4, or deep in layer 3 (g. 4.6). However, the
plurality of presynaptic neurons was observed in layer 2/3 (g. 4.4); this apparently con-
tradictory nding is explained simply by the smaller absolute thickness of layer 4 leading
to a lower number of neurons, despite a higher density. Whilst the rabies-virus labelling
does not provide information on the strength of the functional connection, this nding re-
inforces previous reports that the L2/3!L2/3 recurrent connection is particularly strong
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(Binzegger et al., 2004), and that features such as orientation selectivity may be explained
satisfactorily by biased excitatory input from other L2/3 excitatory neurons alone (Ko
et al., 2011; Cossell et al., 2015). This is not to ignore the role of feedforward connectivity.
Clearly, visual input must arrive in to the circuit at some point, either directly from the
thalamus or via layer 4, in order for visually-evoked responses to occur. However, it is
clear that the notion of a simple feedforward chain of connectivity must be replaced by a
model in which recurrent connectivity plays a central role, perhaps being modulated by
feedforward inputs that are just-enough/just-in-time (Douglas and Martin, 2007) in order
to drive responses in V1.
One outstanding question with regard to local connectivity is the spread of excitatory
and inhibitory connections - and whether these may dier. Inhibitory interneurons have
been found to form 'hot spots' in layers 2 and 5A (Meyer et al., 2011), as well as to cluster
non-randomly in L2/3 (Ebina et al., 2014). However, the distribution of excitatory and
inhibitory neurons presynaptic to a single cell has not yet been described. The data pre-
sented in gs. 4.5 and 4.6 demonstrate that the somata of inhibitory presynaptic neurons
are signicantly closer to the postsynaptic neuron than excitatory inputs. Whilst rodent
V1 is arranged in a salt-and-pepper topography, with no functional columns as regards
orientation (Ohki et al., 2005), ocular dominance (Hofer et al., 2006), or precise retinotopic
location (Smith and Hausser, 2010), this nding would further argue against a possible
role for lateral inhibition, since the inhibitory input on to a given regular-spiking neuron
is more narrowly conned than the excitatory input. It is also notable that presynaptic
GABAergic (GAD67+) neurons were never detected outside of V1.
In addition to intra-areal connectivity, a smaller number of connections were typically
found in other cortical areas, most prominently medial and lateral secondary visual cor-
tices, as well as associative and retrosplenial cortex. Direct investigation of the functional
relevance of such connections is only beginning to be explored in the mouse. Many models
of feedback connectivity from 'higher' to 'lower' visual areas focus on modulatory processes
such as spatial attention-related gain control (Gilbert and Li, 2013). However, the nding
that neurons in mouse V1 may directly encode features such as sensorimotor mismatch
(Keller et al., 2012) or reward (Poort et al., 2015) implies that the V1 circuit must have
access to higher-order information, perhaps subserved in part by the connections described
in this chapter. For example, it has recently been shown that retrosplenial input on to
layer 2/3 neurons is increased, as compared to layer 4 input, during learning (Makino
and Komiyama, 2015). Further experiments will be needed in order to investigate the
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functional roles of these, and other feedback connections.
Subcortical presynaptic neurons were also detected in a number of experiments. The
majority (6/9) of RS neurons had at least one presynaptic neuron in the dLGN, indicating
that direct feedforward input on to L2/3 neurons is a feature of visual cortex. In addition
to the classical inputs on to layer 4 and layer 6 neurons, direct thalamic inputs have been
reported in layer 5 in the somatosensory cortex (Constantinople and Bruno, 2013), however
these experiments did not demonstrate direct feedforward input on to layer 2/3 neurons.
This may reect an anatomical dierence between the sensory cortices, or perhaps weaker
Thal!L2/3 inputs being missed by the spike-triggered averaging used. Using rabies-
virus tracing, Wertz et al. (2015) report 100% of V1 L2/3 neurons as having at least one
presynaptic input from dLGN. The nding here that 3/9 neurons do not have any thalamic
input can not be explained as a function of smaller total numbers of presynaptic neurons,
as Wertz et al. report total numbers as low as 70 still as including at least one dLGN
input. The possibility remains, therefore, that thalamic input may be an important, but
not universal, feature of L2/3 RS neurons.
Whilst it is clear that patterns of presynaptic connectivity do vary between individual
neurons (gs. 4.2, 4.4 and 4.6), the relatively low numbers of experiments described in
this chapter unfortunately preclude a quantitative assessment of variability in patterns
of connectivity, and investigation of any potential correlation between such variability
and functional response properties (see appendix, g. A.1). Further renement of the
RV tracing system may, hopefully, allow for more precise quantitation of the nature, and
possible eect, of such variability in V1, and in cortical circuits more generally.
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Chapter 5
Responses to Drifting Grating
Stimuli
5.1 Introduction
As outlined in the general introduction, (table 1.1), the responses of neurons in the primary
visual cortex (V1) of the rodent to classic drifting grating stimuli have been characterised in
numerous studies. Many of these were carried out using extracellular recording techniques,
either of single units (Drager, 1975; Gao et al., 2010; Van den Bergh et al., 2010), or
utilising multisite electrodes to record many units simultaneously (Niell and Stryker, 2008).
The invention of two-photon microscopy (Denk et al., 1990) and its use to image deep
in to living brain tissue (Theer et al., 2003; Helmchen and Denk, 2005), in conjunction
with the use of bulk-loaded synthetic calcium indicators (Stosiek et al., 2003; Ohki et al.,
2005) revealed that responses of individual neurons in rodent V1 may be well tuned for
orientation, just as in the cat (Ohki et al., 2005). Two-photon calcium imaging has fostered
a proliferation of studies of the responses of groups of individual neurons to visual stimuli,
particularly in the mouse (Stosiek et al., 2003; Sohya et al., 2007; Kerlin et al., 2010; Bonin
et al., 2011; Ko et al., 2011; Marshel et al., 2011; Rochefort et al., 2011; Roth et al., 2012;
Ko et al., 2014). The use of genetically-encoded (Tian et al., 2009; Zariwala et al., 2011;
Chen et al., 2012, 2013) calcium indicators has expanded the capabilities of imaging based
studies, enhancing signal-to-noise whilst providing stable expression over days to weeks,
and the ability to target molecularly identied neuronal subtypes.
Response properties in the rodent visual cortex, recorded using whole-cell patch clamp
in vivo have been reported by a more limited number of papers (Jia et al., 2010; Liu
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et al., 2011; Medini, 2011a; Tan et al., 2011; Smith et al., 2013; Velez-Fort et al., 2014;
Cossell et al., 2015). To date, none of these provide a detailed description of the synaptic
depolarisation and spiking properties of a large number of layer II/III (L2/3) neurons to
visual stimuli.
Medini (2011a) describes neuronal morphology in the rat in some detail, along with
a number of evoked and biophysical properties. However, this characterisation is patchy
in parts, with a limited discussion of population distributions, and discussion of neuronal
processing focuses on the mean dierences between L2/3 and layer IV (L4) neurons (for
example, the nding that peak evoked depolarisations are of similar magnitude in both cell
types, but that peak evoked ring rate is higher in L4). Tan et al. (2011) provide a more
complete description of the manner in which the mean membrane potential depolarisation
OSI (OSIV m0) and resting membrane potential (RMP) (or, at least p, a parameter which
probably derives in large part from RMP) combine to set mean ring rate OSI (OSIF0).
However, this discussion is limited to orientation selectivity, the cells are recorded in L2/3
and L4 in both cats and mice, and the authors do not investigate directly the origin of their
key exponent variable p. Whole-cell patch clamp has been used to investigate dendritic
processing of visually evoked synaptic inputs (Jia et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2013), as well
as to demonstrate the eect of broad inhibition on orientation selectivity (Liu et al. (2011);
see also Tan et al. (2011)) . However, these studies were all performed in small numbers
of cells in order to investigate specic hypotheses regarding neuronal processing. A larger-
scale investigation of neuronal processing has recently been published by colleagues in
our laboratory (Velez-Fort et al., 2014), investigating the intrinsic and visually-evoked
properties of two classes of layer VI (L6) excitatory neurons, as well as characterising
their presynaptic connectivity. However, similar studies have not been undertaken in
L2/3.
Intracellular recording of the responses of a large number of neurons to visual stimuli
is of value for two principal reasons. Firstly, it may provide estimates of population prop-
erties less prone to selection bias, since neurons with very low spontaneous or evoked ring
rates may not be detected with the same probability as more active units by extracellular
recording methods. Whilst calcium imaging techniques can, in principle, reveal silent or
sparsely active neurons, modern genetically encoded indicators such as GCaMP6s have
very low baseline uorescence levels (Chen et al., 2013), making unambiguous detection of
neurons dicult in the absence of spiking activity. Furthermore, the reconstruction of the
underlying action potential train from continuous changes in uorescence levels remains
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challenging under potentially noisy conditions in vivo , although various statistical tech-
niques have been developed to this end (Grewe et al., 2010; Vogelstein et al., 2010). The
long decay time of calcium indicators poses an additional problem in studying temporal
frequency dependent changes, as well as spiking modulation ratio (F1/F0). These poten-
tial limitations may introduce uncertainty in to estimates of the population distribution
of tuning parameters. For example, the distribution of F1/F0 in the mouse, as well as
the laminar distribution of this parameter, remain mostly unknown. Using single unit
recordings, (Van den Bergh et al., 2010) report that the large majority of L2/3 neurons in
the mouse have complex-type responses (with F1/F0 < 1). Similarly, (Gao et al., 2010)
found that the overwhelming majority (94%) of neurons in mouse V1 are complex, and
whilst they state that all recorded simple cells were located in L2/3 and L4, they do not
break down further the fraction of simple and complex responses by layer. In contrast,
Niell and Stryker (2008) report that the majority of L2/3 neurons are simple cells (F1/F0
> 1), using multisite silicon electrodes. These basic uncertainties over the distribution of
commonly-used metrics in mouse V1 present a challenge to the eld.
Secondly, whole-cell patch clamp recordings provide information on the intrinsic bio-
physical properties and evoked synaptic activity of neurons that can allow for investigation
of information processing within the neuron (Chadderton et al., 2014). Intracellular record-
ings have been used to study the excitatory and inhibitory components of sensory-evoked
inputs on to V1 neurons (Ferster, 1986; Borg-Graham et al., 1996), as well as integration
of these components (Ferster and Jagadeesh, 1992; Hirsch et al., 1998); the eect of con-
trast and orientation on input conductance and gain control (Anderson et al., 2000); the
role of threshold in sharpening spiking orientation tuning (Carandini and Ferster, 2000),
and dening F1/F0 (Priebe et al., 2004). However, these studies were all carried out in
the cat; similar data for neurons in mouse V1 remains scarce. Furthermore, most either
do not specify the laminar location of the recorded neurons (Priebe et al., 2004) or pool
recordings from multiple layers (Tan et al., 2011). Neurons located in dierent layers
of the cortex vary in terms of their presynaptic connectivity (Douglas and Martin, 1991;
Katzel et al., 2011), morphology (Medini, 2011a; Oberlaender et al., 2012) and biophysical
properties (McCormick et al., 1985; Medini, 2011a). Whilst the general rules of informa-
tion processing may be addressed by examining a mixed population, the eect of variation
in biophysical properties and synaptic input is best studied in an otherwise homogenous
population.
Therefore, I sought rstly to characterise classical tuning properties (preferred spatial
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and temporal frequency, orientation selectivity, frequency-dependent modulation) system-
atically for evoked spiking and membrane potential (Vm) responses in mouse L2/3 regular
spiking (RS) neurons. Secondly, I undertook a statistical analysis of the correlates of the
most diverse of these parameters - orientation tuning - in order to try to understand the
mechanisms by which a heterogenous spiking distribution may be created by an appar-
ently homogenous group of neurons. Recording from a large number (>100) of neurons
provided unprecedented statistical power for a study of this kind.
The orientation tuning of the spiking output of regular spiking / pyramidal neurons
in L2/3 is known to be extremely variable (Niell and Stryker, 2008; Zariwala et al., 2011;
Hofer et al., 2011), with responses in some neurons being highly sensitive to the orienta-
tion of the stimulus, whilst in others responses are practically equal to drifting gratings of
all orientations. The distribution of spiking orientation selectivities, as measured by the
Orientation Selectivity Index (OSI), is quite at, with no obvious 'tuned' or 'untuned' sub-
groups (Zariwala et al., 2011; Ko et al., 2014). The mechanisms by which the orientation
tuning of a neuron is generated have been investigated in the mouse and the cat by (Tan
et al., 2011), with a focus on the interaction of the orientation tuning of the mean evoked
synaptic depolarisation (Vm0) and variation in the threshold nonlinearity. However, their
ndings may be driven, in part, by laminar and species dierence. Furthermore, they do
not investigate the possible eects of other intrinsic biophysical parameters, such as input
resistance or rheobase, or of the modulation of the membrane potential. This parameter
has been investigated in the context of the spiking F1/F0, both theoretically (Mechler and
Ringach, 2002) and experimentally (Priebe et al., 2004); however its role in dening the
mean spike rate of a neuron in response to visual stimulation remains largely unexplored.
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5.2 Results
5.2.1 Tuning Properties of L2/3 Neurons
Once the resting membrane potential and spontaneous activity had recovered to a stable
level (section 2.4), and responses to ballistic stimuli were recorded (see section 6.2.2.2),
membrane potential responses to drifting grating stimuli were recorded in the current
clamp mode (g. 5.1).
Orientation tuning properties, and the factors which may contribute to their denition,
are described in detail later in this chaper (sections 5.2.2 to 5.2.4). Before discussing these,
I rst outline other tuning properties of L2/3 neurons.
5.2.1.1 Spatial and Temporal Frequency Tuning
Following recording of responses to gratings of dierent orientation and direction, an
online analysis was made to determine the preferred direction of the mean spike rate (F0)
response to drifting gratings. Gratings of dierent spatial and temporal frequencies were
then used to investigate the spatiotemporal tuning properties of neurons, at the cell's
preferred direction.
Recordings were made in 72 neurons using 5 temporal frequencies and 6 spatial fre-
quencies, presented in all combinations ('ST frequency pairs') in a pseudorandom order.
Whilst variable, neurons typically responded to all frequencies with at least some mem-
brane potential activity (g. 5.2). Spiking responses to stimuli were more sparse (g. 5.3),
however most neurons did spike to the majority of ST frequency pairs.
The synaptic and spiking preferred ST frequency pair of individual neurons was deter-
mined as the condition which evoked the maximum mean depolarising (Vm0) or spiking
(F0) response respectively (g. 5.4). Responses maps were typically smooth and convex,
with a single global maximum, although this was not always the case. Responses did not
appear to be obviously speed tuned, although this was not quantied rigorously.
The modal preferred spatial frequency for both Vm0 and F0 was 0.0283 cycles/degree
(g. 5.5a), the exact same frequency used in orientation tuning experiments. For temporal
frequency, the modal preferred frequency was 2.83Hz (g. 5.5b), slightly higher than that
used in orienation tuning experiments (2Hz).
The eect of varying spatial and temporal frequency alone was investigated by taking
responses to all spatial frequencies at the neuron's preferred temporal frequency, and vice
versa, separately for Vm0 and F0. (g. 5.4, dotted lines). Responses were then averaged
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Figure 5.1: Example response of a neuron to a single trial at the preferred orientation and direc-
tion, before and after spike detection and clipping.
(a) Raw current-clamp recording, showing membrane potential and spiking responses
to drift onset. The epochs used to dene baseline activity and stimulus-evoked activity
are outlined by the rst and second gray boxes respectively. The rst 500ms of drift
were excluded from analysis of specic stimulus-evoked activity.
(b) Spike-clipped membrane potential (above) and spike raster (below) of the same trial.
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across neurons to give a population mean response to stimuli of varying frequency. These
population mean responses (gs. 5.5c and 5.5d) were generally similar to the distributions
of preferred frequency, but more broadly spread. For spatial frequency (g. 5.5c) the
peak ring response was observed at the same frequency as the modal preferred (0.0283
cpd). However, the peak mean depolarisation (blue) was slightly lower, at 0.02cpd. For
temporal frequency, both the population mean Vm0 and F0 peak were at the same value as
the modal preferred, 2.83Hz (g. 5.5d). For both spatial and temporal frequency changes
the bandwidth of spiking responses was slightly lower than that for mean depolarisations.
These experiments therefore should provide some reassurance that the spatial and
temporal frequencies used in orientation tuning experiments following were appropriate
for this population. They also are in broad agreement with tuning properties calculated
for mouse V1 using extracellular methods by (Niell and Stryker, 2008; Gao et al., 2010).
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Figure 5.2: Membrane Potential Responses (spike-clipped) of an example neuron to varying spa-
tial and temporal stimulus frequency.
All three individual trials are shown overlaid in gray, with the exception of one frequency
pair (TF 2.83Hz, SF 0.0283cpd) in which one recording had to be excluded due to
stimulus presentation jitter.
Mean responses are shown overlaid in black. Baseline and drifting grating analysis
epochs are denoted by gray boxes; drift onset began at the end of the baseline epoch.
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Figure 5.3: Spike raster, showing responses of the same neuron as in g. 5.2 to individual trials
of varying spatial and temporal stimulus frequency. Baseline and drifting grating epochs
are denoted by gray boxes; drift onset began at the end of the baseline epoch.
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Figure 5.4: Frequency tuning response prole for the same neuron as in gs. 5.2 and 5.3
(a) Mean evoked depolarisation (Vm0) response. Peak response is denoted with an
asterisk; dotted lines indicate the conditions used to calculate response to varying either
spatial or temporal frequency alone (g. 5.5c)
(b)Mean evoked spike rate (F0) response. In this particular case, the preferred temporal
frequency of the F0 response is identical to that of the Vm0 response. However, the
preferred spatial frequency of the F0 is higher than the preferred spatial frequency of
the Vm0.
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Figure 5.5: Spatial and Temporal Tuning of L2/3 neurons
(a) Preferred spatial frequency of Vm0 (blue) and F0 (red) responses in all neurons in
which frequency tuning recordings were obtained (n=72). The dashed line indicates the
spatial frequency used in orientation tuning experiments.
(b) Preferred temporal frequency ofVm0 (blue) and F0 responses in all neurons. The
dashed line indicates the temporal frequency used in orientation tuning experiments.
(c) Response prole, averaged across all neurons, for responses to varying spatial fre-
quency at the particular neuron's preferred temporal frequency. Error bars indicate
standard deviation.
(d) Response prole, averaged across all neurons, for responses to varying temporal
frequency at the particular neuron's preferred spatial frequency.
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5.2.1.2 F1/F0
As described in the introduction to this chapter, the distribution of F1/F0 values in L2/3
of the mouse has been investigated in few studies (Niell and Stryker, 2008; Van den Bergh
et al., 2010), with mixed results. In order to investigate the ratio of simple:complex
cells, spiking F1/F0 was quantied at the preferred direction for all neurons responsive
to oriented drifting grating stimuli at a spatial frequency of 0.0283cpd, and a temporal
frequency of 2Hz (n=112). Of these 112 neurons, 9 neurons red so sparsely that spiking
ring rate modulation at the stimulus fundamental frequency (F1) could not be dened.
Although the number of cells with F1/F0 values <1 (complex responses according
to this standard criterion) was low, the F1/F0 distribution did appear to be bimodally
distributed (g. 5.6). When formally tested for bimodality, this eect was determined to be
signicant (Hartigan's Dip test, p=0.026*), supporting the classical nding of an apparent
dichotomy between simple and complex responses (Skottun et al. (1991), although see also
Mechler and Ringach (2002); Priebe et al. (2004)). Taking a critical value of 1, 17/103 cells
would be considered complex (16.5%), and 86 simple (83.5%). It would appear, therefore,
that complex responses make up only a small minority of regular spiking neurons in L2/3
of mouse V1.
0 1 2 3.7Spiking F1/F0
Figure 5.6: Distribution of F1/F0 values for L2/3 neurons
Above: Individual F1/F0 values of responses to stimuli of the preferred direction, at
0.0283cpd, 2Hz, plotted for all responsive cells with a denable F1/F0 (n=103).
Below: Kernel Smoothing Density estimate of the same data, showing a peak at around
1.7 and a second, smaller peak at around 0.5, indicative of a dichotomy between simple-
and complex-type responses.
As demonstrated in g. 5.5, neurons in L2/3 of mouse V1 display a range of preferred
spatial and temporal frequencies. It is therefore questionable whether the F1/F0 mea-
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sure made at the standard spatial and temporal frequencies used in orientation tuning
experiments (0.0283cpd, 2Hz) is appropriate for all neurons.
Therefore, the F1/F0 dened from the orientation tuning dataset (the measure used in
g. 5.6) was compared to the F1/F0 measure obtained at the preferred direction, spatial
and temporal frequency of the neuron. The preferred ST frequency pair was dened as
that which evoked the greatest mean spike rate (as in g. 5.4). F1/F0 values measured
at standard (0.0283cpd, 2Hz) and preferred conditions were compared in 61 neurons,
and were found to be highly linearly correlated (Pearson's r 0.609, p=1.88x10 7, g. 5.7),
indicating that F1/F0 measured at a single spatial and temporal frequency is a good proxy
for F1/F0 at the individual neuron's preferred spatial and temporal frequency. However,
F1/F0 values recorded at the neuron's preferred ST frequency pair were systematically
lower than those at standard conditions (0.0283cpd, 2Hz), with the slope of the relation
having a gradient of 0.51 (95% condence interval 0.337-0.639). This indicates that whilst
the two measures are well related, they can not be said to be identical, since this condence
interval excludes the possibility that the true gradient of the slope is unity. Even the
additional (possibly articial) constraint of xing the y-intercept at 0 did not yield a slope
with a 95% condence interval including 1 (0.789-0.905 using this method).
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of spiking F1/F0 at standard and preferred spatiotemporal conditions.
Spiking response modulation (F1/F0), at the preferred orientation condition but stan-
dard spatial and temporal frequency (0.0283cpd, 2Hz) is compared to the F1/F0 at the
preferred ST frequency pair, for neurons in which frequency tuning experiments were
carried out. The preferred frequency conditions were dened as the ST pair which evoked
the greatest mean spike rate (F0).
The line of best t is shown in black, with a line of unity shown in gray for comparison.
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5.2.1.3 Temporal Frequency Dependence of F1/F0
As established in the previous section, F1/F0 is not an invariant property of neuronal
responses, but rather can vary with stimulus conditions. This should be expected under
all models of V1 function for changes in orientation, however it is not clear that changing
spatial and temporal frequency should aect F1/F0. Whilst almost no neurons showed
anything resembling a at F1/F0 response to varying spatial and temporal frequencies,
analysing the signicance of such changes is dicult, since F1 is calculated on pooled
responses to multiple trials. The frequency tuning experiments described previously (sec-
tion 5.2.1.1) consisted only of 3 repeats of each ST frequency pair, in order to complete
the recording in a reasonable length of time.
Therefore, we decided to test whether, in fact, varying temporal frequency did aect
the measured F1/F0. By restricting the experiment to temporal frequency alone, a larger
number of trials could be conducted to each stimulus condition. The eect of spatial
frequency on F1/F0 was not examined (see discussion).
Responses to changing temporal frequency alone (g. 5.8) were measured in 8 neurons.
In all cases, at least 5 repeats of the stimulus were made, up to 15 for some neurons. Of
these, 5 responded with a signicant F0 to at least 4/5 stimuli (of the same temporal
frequencies as used in the frequency tuning experiments - 1, 1.41, 2, 2.83 and 4 Hz) and
were included in subsequent analysis.
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Figure 5.8: Membrane potential and spiking response to changing temporal frequency.
Above: Spike-clipped membrane potential responses (gray) to 15 repeats of stimuli at
varying temporal frequency for a single neuron, with mean response overlaid in black.
Drift onset is indicated by the arrows.
Below: Spike raster for this same cell
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In order to assess the variability of F1/F0 to a particular temporal frequency stimulus,
a bootstrap analysis was performed. For each condition, 100 repeats were carried out
sampling from all trials for that condition chosen randomly (with replacement). The
F1/F0 of each of the 100 ensembles of responses was then calculated, allowing for a
Kruskal-Wallis analysis in order to test the hypothesis that F1/F0 changed signicantly
with varying temporal frequency (g. 5.9).
In all 5 neurons examined, the variation of F1/F0 with temporal frequency (g. 5.10)
was highly signicant (p<10 10 in all cases). When the same Kruskal-Wallis test was
performed on bootstrapped samples of responses that were rst shued across stimulus
conditions it was not signicant in any case (p > 0.1 in all 5 cases). Therefore, this analysis
shows a specic eect of temporal frequency on F1/F0.
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Figure 5.9: Example Analysis of Bootstrapped F1/F0 Estimates
100 bootstrapped estimates of F1/F0 were made at each stimulus condition. These
bootstrapped F1/F0 estimates are plotted as box-and whisker plots in gray. Outliers
(values more extreme than 150% of the interquartile range from the 25th and 75th
percentiles) are plotted as crosses.
For comparison, the F1/F0 calculated on the pooled (non-bootstrapped) responses is
plotted in black, agreeing very closely with the median values of the bootstrapped sam-
ples (gray lines in the centre of each box plot).
Signicance of the changes was determined by a Kruskal-Wallis test (p< 10 10 in this
neuron, as well as all 4 other neurons tested).
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Figure 5.10: Temporal-Frequency Dependence of
F1/F0
The eect of varying temporal frequency
on F1/F0 is plotted for all 5 neurons
which responded with a signicant F0 to
at least 4/5 temporal frequencies.
For each neuron, the F1/F0 calculated
by pooling all trials to a given stimu-
lus is plotted against temporal frequency.
Error bars are derived from a bootstrap
analysis (see text), and indicate 150% in-
terquartile range.
Whilst all neurons showed a statistically
signicant variation in F1/F0 according
to temporal frequency (p<10 10 in all
cases, Kruskal-Wallis test), no overall
trend could be discerned, with some neu-
rons (150324 1 c0, top) exhibiting a clear
rise in F1/F0 with increasing temporal
frequency, and others (150114 1 c0, mid-
dle) a clear decrease in F1/F0 with in-
creasing temporal frequency.
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5.2.2 Orientation Tuning
As established in g. 5.6, a large majority of neurons in L2/3 are 'simple' cells. How-
ever, the population distribution of orientation tuning (dened by the OSI measure) of
pyramidal/regular-spiking cells in this layer is known to be highly heterogenous (Niell
and Stryker, 2008; Hofer et al., 2011; Roth et al., 2012), making this property an attrac-
tive target in the study of if, and how, diverse outputs can be produced by a seemingly
homogenous neuronal population.
The data and analyses that follow in this section were all taken from drifting grating
stimuli presented at 2Hz temporal frequency and 0.0283 cycles/deg spatial frequency.
Responses to oriented gratings (g. 5.11) were recorded in 128 neurons, with at least 3
repeats of the stimulus in 12 directions in all cases, and at least 5 repeats in the large
majority. Typically, neurons spiked infrequently during the baseline period before visual
stimulation. The onset of grating drift evoked a depolarisation in most neurons to all
directions, although in a few neurons some stimuli evoked very little depolarisation or even
a small hyperpolarisation, most commonly at orientations orthogonal to the preferred.
In agreement with published data, OSIF0 values covered the entire range of possible
values and were quite broadly distributed within this range, (g. 5.12a) with a median
value of 0.41 and an interquartile range of 0.39.
In addition, OSIV m0 and membrane potential modulation OSI (OSIV m1) values were
calculated for all recorded neurons. OSIV m0 values were similar to the more limited reports
for this parameter in the mouse (Tan et al., 2011), tending to be quite low with values
ranging between 0.0055 to 0.33 (g. 5.12b). The distribution was highly right-skewed,
with a median value of 0.068 and an interquartile range of just 0.072. OSIV m1 values were
more broadly distributed (g. 5.12c), although not quite to the same extent as OSIF0
(g. 5.12a). Median OSIV m1 was 0.20, and the IQR was 0.16.
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Figure 5.11: Orientation Tuning of a single L2/3 neuron.
Three repeats of spike-clipped membrane potential responses (blue) and spike rasters
(red) are shown for the same neuron as in g. 5.1, for each of the cardinal directions.
Firing rate estimates, obtained using a causal  lter with 1/=50ms are shown below
each raster.
Centre: Polar plot showing Vm0 (blue) and F0 (red) responses to all 12 directions,
averaged across trials.
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Figure 5.12: Population Distributions of OSI determined from F0, Vm0 and membrane potential
modulation at the stimulus fundamental frequency (Vm1) responses
(a) Distribution of OSIF0 values for neurons whose spiking activity was signicantly
altered by drifting grating stimuli (n=112). Values are displayed as a dot plot showing
individual data points, alongisde a kernel smoothing density estimate. Three neurons
had a OSIF0 > 1, these are displayed as crosses, truncated to a value of 1 here.
(b) Distribution of OSIVm0 values for all recorded neurons (n=128).
(c) Distribution of OSIVm1 for all recorded neurons (n=128).
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5.2.2.1 Correlates of Mean Spike Rate OSI
In order to investigate the origins of this diversity in spiking orientation tuning, correlation
measures were made using a non-parametric approach (Spearman rank correlation). Po-
tential correlations were investigated between OSIF0 and all quantied intrinsic properties
(as determined from the current injection experiments, table 3.1), as well as OSIV m0 and
OSIV m1.
OSIV m0 has already been reported to be well correlated with OSIF0 (Tan et al., 2011),
an intuitive nding. In my data, this correlation was also found to be highly signicant
(g. 5.13a,  0.323, p=0.00054***, n=112).
The relationship between OSIV m1 and OSIF0 was found to be similar to that between
OSIV m0 and OSIF0 (g. 5.13b,  0.340, p=0.00026***, n=112). This result demonstrates
that it is not just the mean depolarisation that is crucial in setting the output tuning of
a neuron, but also the tuning of the modulation of the membrane potential. Importantly,
OSIV m0 and OSIV m1 were not correlated (Spearman's  0.104, p=0.27), implying that
these variables are at least somewhat independently related to OSIF0.
It is clear from these results that, whilst signicantly correlated, neither measure alone
nor both in concert can explain the observed variation in mean spike rate OSI. Diversity in
neuronal processing has been implicated in setting orientation tuning properties (Tan et al.,
2011). However, none of the intrinsic parameters derived from IV recordings correlated
with OSIF0 (RMP  -0.102, p=0.30; input resistance  0.125, p=0.20; rheobase  -0.026,
p=0.79 all n=102).
However, the correlation of baseline membrane potential relative to spike threshold
(V mdist thresh) (a measure of intrinsic neuronal excitability, see section 2.4), measured
during the visual stimulation recording, with spiking OSIF0 was the strongest of all tested
(g. 5.13c,  0.449, p=8.9x10 7, n=112). Whilst numerically higher than the correlation
between OSIV m0 and OSIF0 ( 0.323 and 0.340 respectively), the dierence in correlation
strength was not signicant (Fisher's transformation p=0.27). V mdist thresh therefore can
be said only to be at least no less important in setting output tuning width than either
mean depolarisation or membrane potential modulation tuning. However, this nding
alone is thought-provoking.
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5.2.2.2 Reliability of Orientation Tuning
Whilst the orientation selectivity of the mean responses (OSIF0, but also OSIV m0) to
drifting gratings is probably the most commonly used parameter by which orientation
tuning is quantied, this singular measure obscures the trial-to-trial variability underlying.
In order to investigate the reliability of tuning, a reproducibility score was calculated
by comparing the similarity of the preferred orientation (PO) of each individual set of
responses to the 12 stimulus directions (section 2.7.4.2). By comparing this measure to a
computationally generated random distribution, the preferred orientation reproducibility
probability (p(RPO)) of a set of responses can be quantied (Grabska-Barwiska et al.,
2012) and tested for statistical signicance.
All visually responsive neurons with a signicant change in ring rate in response to
drift onset and at least 5 complete repetitions of the stimulus set were included in the
analysis of PO reliability. Of these, 69/102 were reliably tuned in terms of their spiking
PO (g. 5.14, points above the horizontal dotted line). However, only 22/102 neurons had
a signicantly reliable Vm0 PO (g. 5.14, points to the right of the vertical dotted line).
When compared directly, the reliability of the spiking PO was higher than the Vm0
PO reliability in 74/102 neurons. Therefore, it can be said that the preferred orientation
of the spiking output of an individual neuron is much more reliable, on average, than
the mean evoked synaptic drive recorded at the soma in that same neuron (p=5.9x10 6,
binomial test). Moreover, there was absolutely no correlation between input reliability
and output reliability (Spearman's  0.008, p=0.939); neurons with a reliably tuned Vm0
were no more likely to have a reliably tuned F0.
The preferred orientation of the Vm1 can be dened in the same way as Vm0. Since
Vm1 tuning appears to have a signicant eect upon OSIF0 (g. 5.13b), it makes sense
to ask how trial-to-trial variability in Vm1 preferred orientation aects the reliability of
the preferred orientation of the spiking output. The results of this comparison diered
quite dramatically from the results comparing F0 and Vm0 reliability. Firstly, a majority
of neurons had a reliable Vm1 PO (58/102, g. 5.15, points to the right of the horizontal
line). This is almost triple the number of neurons with a reliable Vm0 PO (22/102). Sec-
ondly, Vm1 reliability was well correlated with F0 PO reliability ( 0.523, p=1.7x10 8,
Spearman's rank correlation). This nding provides further evidence that membrane po-
tential modulation plays an important role in dening the tuning of the spiking output of
L2/3 neurons.
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Figure 5.14: Reliability of mean evoked depolarisation Vm0 and spike rate F0 preferred orienta-
tions
The probability that an observed reliability measure has occurred by chance - p(Rpo)
- is plotted for Vm0 against F0 reliability on a negative log scale, such that higher
numbers correspond to more reliably tuned cells. Dotted lines indicate the p=0.05
criterion, above or to the right of the reliability of the F0 and Vm0 PO respectively
are considered to be signicant.
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Figure 5.15: Reliability of membrane potential modulation (Vm1) and mean evoked spike rate
F0 preferred orientations
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5.2.2.3 Correlation of Vm0 and Vm1 with F0 during individual trials
It is intuitive that there may be some correlation between abstracted properties of mem-
brane potential tuning and spiking tuning, such as OSI or preferred orientation reliability.
However these correlations, where they exist, derive from a more fundamental relation-
ship between membrane potential changes in the soma, near the axon initial segment, and
generation of action potentials. The neuron in isolation does not know anything about the
orientation of the stimulus. Rather, in a complex series of computations, excitatory and
inhibitory inputs are integrated to produce a somatic membrane potential change (Silver
(2010); see also section 1.2.3). This, in turn, sets the probability that a spike will be
generated at a given time point.
Therefore, rather than simply measure correlations between membrane potential tun-
ing properties and their spiking equivalents, the relationship between Vm0, Vm1 and F0
were examined directly, pooling responses to all trials to all orientations in each neuron.
The aim of this analysis was to determine which of Vm0 or Vm1 variation is most well
related to changes in F0. Spearman rank coecients were determined for Vm0 against
F0, and Vm1 against F0 separately (g. 5.16). These coecients (V m0 F0 and V m1 F0)
were then compared across all 102 responsive neurons with at least ve complete sets of
stimuli (giving at least 60 data points from which to construct each correlation coe-
cient). However, one neuron was excluded from this analysis as its evoked F0 did not vary
suciently to give a correlation coecient.
When compared directly, Vm1 was a better predictor than Vm0 of F0 in 71/101 cases
(g. 5.17, points above the line of unity). This fraction was highly signicant (p=5.5x10 5,
binomial test), demonstrating that the F0 response to visual stimulation may be more
dependent upon variation in membrane potential modulation than variation in the mean
evoked depolarisation.
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Figure 5.16: Example comparison of Vm0-F0 and Vm1-F0 correlation in a single neuron
(a) Correlation between Vm0 and F0 in one neuron. All trials to all orientations have
been pooled together (n=60). In this example, there was no signicant correlation
between mean membrane depolarisation and mean spike rate.
(b) Correlation between Vm1 and F0 in this same neuron. The correlation, in this
case, was highly signicant, despite the smaller range of Vm1 values as compared to
Vm0 (x-axis scaling identical for both gures).
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Figure 5.17: Comparison of Vm0-F0 and Vm1-F0 correlation coecients. Vm0 F0 is plotted
agains Vm1 F0 for all neurons responsive to grating drift with at least 5 complete sets
of 12 orientations (black circles). The line of unity is marked in gray. In 71/101 cases
Vm1 was a better predictor than Vm0 of F0.
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5.2.3 Eect of V mdist thresh on synaptic and spike tuning
Unlike Vm0 and Vm1, the distance from baseline membrane potential to spike threshold
(V mdist thresh) is a property of the neuron which, by denition does not vary by stimulus
condition (as it is not related in any way to activity during the stimulus itself). Fur-
thermore, although dened for the entire recording as the average distance between mean
baseline membrane potential and spike threshold, when calculated for individual baseline
conditions prior to each stimulus, the standard error of the mean was less than 1mV in
all cells (mean V mdist thresh SEM 0.40mV).
Therefore, it is not meaningful to ask how V mdist thresh aects responses to individ-
ual stimuli. Whilst the correlation between in V mdist thresh and OSIF0 across neurons
was higher than that for either OSIV m0 or OSIV m1, this was not signicant by Fisher's
transformation method. Other methods, therefore, are needed in order to investigate the
potential importance of the distance to AP threshold in setting the output tuning of the
neuron.
To investigate this, V mdist thresh was varied by applying a constant holding current
in order to moderately depolarise or hyperpolarise the cell. This experiment was carried
out primarily in order to investigate whether variation in V mdist thresh does, in fact,
cause changes in OSIF0, or merely correlates with it. 34 recordings were obtained from 14
neurons in which a current injection was used to alter V mdist thresh, and compared to the
passive recording in order to obtain the relative changes in OSIF0 and V mdist thresh. After
excluding 5 recordings in which evoked spiking was reduced to minimal levels at which
spiking OSI could not reliably be dened, we nd that distance to threshold has a profound
eect on OSIF0 (g. 5.18a  0.693 p=5.0x10
 5, n=29 Spearman's rank correlation).
It is possible that this eect could be due in part to changes in voltage-dependent
processing of synaptic inputs. However, in contrast to the eect on OSIF0, altered
V mdist thresh did not signicantly increase OSIV m0 or (g. 5.18b,  -0.003 p=0.988, n=34)
or OSIV m1 (g. 5.18c,  -0.303 p=0.082, n=34), implying that the small changes in base-
line membrane potential in this experiment did not systematically alter the input tuning
of the neuron.
It is dicult to relate these data directly to the analysis of the relative importance
of Vm0 and Vm1 in setting neuronal orientation tuning. However, in order to obtain
a measure of how much a neuron's V mdist thresh needs to change in order to have a
meaningful impact on the cell's tuning, the changes in OSIF0 were analysed by counting
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Figure 5.18: The Eect of V mdist thresh on OSI.
(a) The eect of moderate depolarisation (left) or hyperpolarisation (right) on
OSIF0. Values are plotted relative to the zero-current passive recording, with zero
V mdist thresh and OSIF0 change indicated by gray dotted lines.
(b) The eect of current injection on OSIVm0.
(c) The eect of current injection on OSIVm1
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Figure 5.19: Critical Value Analysis of the
eect of altered V mdist thresh on
OSIF0. Data from g. 5.18a were
analysed by counting the number
of positive OSIF0 within a 5-
element sliding window. Horizon-
tal dashed lines indicate the critical
values dened as indicating a reli-
able increase in OSIF0 (4/5 positive
OSIF0, top) and a reliable decrease
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tom). Vertical dashed lines high-
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change in V mdist thresh caused a re-
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the number of points with a positive OSIF0 within a 5-element sliding window. This
allowed a determination to be made of the depolarisation needed for a neuron to become
reliably less tuned (a decrease in OSIF0 in 4/5 points), and the hyperpolarisation needed
to cause the neuron to become reliably more tuned (an increase in OSIF0 in 4/5 points).
These values may be of some assistance in interpreting the relative eect of Vm0, Vm1
and V mdist thresh on OSIF0. A depolarisation of around 3mV was found to be sucient
to reduce the OSIF0 of a neuron (g. 5.19), whilst a hyperpolarisation of around 5mV was
necessary to signicantly sharpen the OSIF0.
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5.2.4 Cell-to-cell variation in V mdist thresh
Since V mdist thresh variation of only a few millivolts can signicantly alter the OSIF0
of a neuron, and V mdist thresh varies widely between neurons within L2/3 (10.1mV in-
terquartile range, overall range 5.4-37.9mV, g. 5.13c), the origin of this variation may be
relevant in understanding how the observed broad OSIF0 distribution is produced. One
recent nding in whisker somatosensory cortex (Elstrott et al., 2014) described a seem-
ingly paradoxical inverse relationship between the activation threshold of L2/3 neurons
to electrical stimulation in L4, and the V mdist thresh of the same neurons. The authors
of this study suggest a possible homeostatic mechanism whereby intrinsic excitability is
regulated in order to compensate for variability in feedforward input strength or mean
evoked spike rate.
To test whether V mdist thresh may be inversely related to the strength of the synaptic
input received by a particular neuron, the total mean evoked depolarisation (V m0) was
calculated as the area of the Vm0 response polar plot (see section 2.7.4.3). This measure
varied widely across the population, although the distribution was distinctly right-skewed
(333  258mV2, mean  standard deviation; range 16-1230mV2, g. 5.20).
A homeostatic mechanism regulating intrinsic excitability would be predicted to in-
crease the V mdist thresh in neurons with larger V m0. Therefore, a one-tailed Spearman's
rank test was used (g. 5.21). This was highly signicant ( 0.519, p=2.8x10 10, n=127),
indicating that neurons which experienced large mean evoked depolarisations across all
visual stimuli were less intrinsically excitable (as determined by V mdist thresh).
One possible explanation of this nding is that spike threshold could eectively saturate
the Vm0 in neurons whose baseline membrane potential was close to spike threshold; in
contrast, more hyperpolarised neurons, whose baseline membrane potential was further
from spike threshold can experience a greater Vm0, generating a spurious correlation.
This possibility seems unlikely, as V m0 values were far below the theoretical maximum
(the V m0 that would be obtained by a neuron experiencing an evoked depolarisation
equal to 100% of the V mdist thresh to all stimuli), or even 75% of this value, in all cases
(g. 5.21).
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Figure 5.20: Total Mean Evoked Depolarisation in V1 neurons.
Above: Polar plots of Vm0 responses for a neuron with a low total mean evoked depo-
larisation(Vm0) (left, 168mV
2), a neuron with a moderate Vm0 (middle, 536mV
2),
and a neuron with a high Vm0 (right, 1146mV
2)
The OSIVm0 of all three of these neurons was roughly similar, close to the population
median.
Below: Vm0 values for all neurons (n=128). Values for the example neurons shown
above are highlighted.
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Figure 5.21: Total Mean Evoked Depolarisation (Vm0) correlates with Baseline Distance to
Threshold (V mdist thresh).
Vm0 was plotted agains V mdist thresh for all 127 neurons with a dened V mdist thresh
(one neuron did not re any action potentials whatsoever during drifting grating stim-
ulation, and so this value could not be calculated for this neuron). The relationship
was highly signicant (one-tailed Spearman rank correlation p=2.8x10 10). The three
examples illustrated in g. 5.20 are highlighted.
For comparison, dotted lines indicate the theoretical Vm0 of responses at 100% and
75% V mdist thresh to all stimuli, indicating that this eect can not be explained as
resulting from saturating Vm0 in neurons whose baseline was close to spike threshold.
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To test directly for the eect of input saturation, V m0 was measured again in a subset
of neurons in which a hyperpolarising current injection was used in order to increase
V mdist thresh to a level at which action potential frequency was minimal (increase in
V mdist thresh 18.7  11.8 mV, mean  standard deviation; mean evoked ring rate during
drifting grating stimuli 0.0229Hz, n=16 neurons). If the observed relationship between
V mdist thresh and total mean evoked depolarisation (V m0) were, in fact caused by input
saturation, hyperpolarisation should increase total mean evoked depolarisation specically
in neurons with a low V mdist thresh.
However, total mean evoked depolarisation during hyperpolarised recordings was well-
related to the same measure during passive recordings, with no evidence of any increase
(Pearson's coecient 0.918, p<10 10, g. 5.22a). This nding conrms that the observed
relation between V mdist thresh and V m0 can not be explained by input saturation. In
fact, hyperpolarisation reduced the total mean evoked depolarisation (Wilcoxon sign-rank
test, p=0.002**). In 5 neurons, no action potentials whatsoever were recorded during
stimulation. As a result, in these neurons, the change in V mdist thresh could not be
calculated. In the remaining 11 neurons, the observed decrease in total mean evoked
depolarisation was related to the magnitude of the increase in V mdist thresh (p=0.031*,
Spearman's rank correlation, g. 5.22b). Input tuning, as measured by OSIV m0, was
not aected by hyperpolarisation (g. 5.22c, p=0.56, n=16, Wilcoxon sign-rank test),
consistent with the results of more modest perturbation of V mdist thresh (g. 5.18b).
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Figure 5.22: The Eect of Hyperpolarisation on total mean evoked depolarisation and OSIVm0
(a) Plot showing Total Mean Evoked Depolarisation (Vm0) during visual stimulation
in neurons hyperpolarised to eliminate the possible eect of Vm0 saturation in 16
neurons in which a constant hyperpolarising current was used to reduce action potential
frequency to minimal levels, plotted against Vm0 recorded with no current injection.
The dotted line indicates unity; the solid line indicates the tted line (gradient 0.57). In
contrast to a possible eect of input saturation, hyperpolarisation signicantly reduced
the Vm0.
(b) Plot showing the eect of the magnitude of the hyperpolarisation on the total
evoked depolarisation. Greater hyperpolarisation resulted in a greater reduction of
Vm0 (n=11).
(c) Plot showing no signicant eect of hyperpolarisation upon the tuning of Vm0
(n=16).
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5.3 Discussion
5.3.1 Spatial and Temporal Frequency Tuning
In this chapter, I have explored the spatial and temporal frequency, and orientation tuning
properties of L2/3 RS neurons, as well as the spiking modulation ratio (F1/F0) using blind
whole cell recordings in vivo . The preferred spatial and temporal frequency of neurons in
L2/3 was found to be quite consistent with previous reports of these parameters. Estimates
of preferred spatial frequency generally report peaks at around 0.04cpd (Niell and Stryker,
2008; Zariwala et al., 2011; Kerlin et al., 2010; Roth et al., 2012) in L2/3, slightly higher
than the observed peak at 0.0283cpd described here. However, this dierence is a matter of
only one stimulus condition, and so should be treated cautiously. The preferred temporal
frequency of L2/3 neurons was reported in the mouse by (Niell and Stryker, 2008) to be
around 1.6Hz, using multisite silicon electrodes. In contrast, (Marshel et al., 2011; Roth
et al., 2012) report a mean value of 0.69Hz, and median value of 0.25Hz respectively, using
two-photon calcium imaging. This nding is not supported by my data, in which I nd the
population modal response to be at around 2.83Hz. Although I did not test frequencies
lower than 1Hz, few neurons responded preferentially to stimulation even at this temporal
frequency. This discrepancy may arise, in part, due to the slow kinetics of calcium-sensitive
indicators, and it highlights the need for robust quantication of neuronal properties using
a variety of experimental approaches. The nding that the modal preferred spatial and
temporal frequencies were close to those used in the orientation tuning experiments should
reassure the reader that the ndings in the remainder of the chapter were obtained using
appropriate stimuli. Neurons in my dataset showed no sign of speed tuning (Priebe et al.,
2006; Roth et al., 2012), although the relatively crude sampling (6 spatial frequencies,
5 temporal frequencies) necessitated by the time limits imposed by the whole-cell patch
clamp technique may be insucient to detect a more subtle speed tuning eect.
5.3.2 F1/F0
Whilst F1/F0 was initially proposed as a robust measure revealing the a bimodal dis-
tribution of responses (Skottun et al., 1991) supportive of the notion of distinct classes
of cell within visual cortical areas (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962), theoretical (Mechler and
Ringach, 2002) and experimental (Priebe et al., 2004) studies have questioned the validity
of this simple classication. Nevertheless, F1/F0 remains an important measure of neu-
ronal function in studies of V1 physiology (Bardy et al., 2006), extrastriate areas (Romo
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et al., 2011), and comparative studies of visual cortical function (Ibbotson et al., 2005).
In mouse L2/3, I nd the overwhelming majority of L2/3 neurons to be simple cells,
with a F1/F0 > 1, although enough complex responses were apparent to create a sta-
tistically bimodal distribution (g. 5.6). Measuring F1/F0 at the preferred spatial and
temporal frequency of the neuron systematically lowered this measure, but in a manner
which preserved a good correlation to the measurement at a single spatiotemporal stimu-
lus frequency close to the modal population preferred values (0.0283cpd, 2Hz). However,
since preferred frequency was dened as that which evoked the greatest mean evoked spike
rate - F0, it may be inevitable that this measure would have a systematic tendency to be
lower. Repeating the analysis, but dening preferred frequency condition as that which
causes the greatest F1 was not possible, as it is dicult to compare F1 of conditions with
greatly dierent numbers of action potentials in a meaningful way. Dening preferred
frequency by F1/F0 and then measuring F1/F0 at that frequency is least appealing of all.
If the 'preferred' spatiotemporal frequency were to be dened as that at which the F1/F0
was maximal, it is inevitable that this measure would be equal to or greater than the
F1/F0 at standard conditions. Furthermore, as the F1/F0 is highly sensitive to the value
of the denominator, maximal F1/F0 would be likely to be produced during very weak F0
responses, a fact which would not, intuitively, t in with the denition of a condition being
the preferred.
However, these data do demonstrate F1/F0 may not be an invariate, immutable prop-
erty of the neuron. Changing the temporal frequency of the input across realistic ranges
altered F1/F0 in 5/5 neurons tested. The maximum temporal frequency used was 4Hz
- a 250ms cycle time. It seems dicult to argue that this duration even approaches the
integration windows of transduction and synaptic transmission along the visual pathway,
and within V1. It therefore is likely that this observed change can not be explained away
as a result of the input to the visual system being blurred by excessive speed. Rather, it
may point to the role of nonlinearities in temporal processing in cells in the visual cortex
- even in simple cells, often described as linear integrators of synaptic input.
The eect of spatial frequency on F1/F0 was not examined, since dierences in F1/F0
with varying spatial frequency can be explained simply. Assuming a simple receptive eld
of xed spatial frequency, as the grating size increases the spatial frequency resonance
will vary, varying F1/F0. Therefore, the potential nding that F1/F0 varies with spatial
frequency should be expected. For temporal frequency, however, this is not the case. The
stimulus is precisely the same, but is presented at dierent velocities. Linear (or even
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linear-nonlinear-Poisson) models of neuronal processing should predict that varying the
temporal frequency of the stimulus should not aect the linearity of the response (for
stimuli that do not vary so greatly in velocity so as to exceed the integration window of
the system).
5.3.3 Orientation Tuning
The large majority of neurons were found to be responsive to oriented grating stimuli, in
terms of a statistically signicant eect upon evoked spike rate (112/128, 88%). This is
far higher than previous reports of around 50% using unit recordings (Gao et al., 2010) or
using two-photon imaging of OGB1-AM (Rochefort et al., 2011). Whilst newer calcium
indicators report a greater fraction of responsive neurons (around 60% using GCaMP6s,
Chen et al. (2013)), this still fall short of the fraction described here.
In contrast to spatial and temporal frequency tuning, and F1/F0 distribution, the
orientation tuning of the mean evoked spike rate (OSIF0) was found to be extremely
heterogenous in L2/3 (g. 5.12a), conrming previous reports (Niell and Stryker, 2008;
Zariwala et al., 2011; Hofer et al., 2011). OSIF0 therefore made for a tempting target
to investigate the interplay of intrinsic properties and sensory-evoked input in creating
diverse neuronal responses in a neuronal population.
5.3.3.1 Intrinsic determinants of orientation tuning
Of the 'intrinsic' properties tested, only the baseline membrane potential relative to spike
threshold (V mdist thresh) played a role in setting OSIF0. This eect was comparable in
magnitude to that of the tuning of the mean evoked depolarisations (Vm0). Pyramidal
neurons in sensory cortex show considerable variation in both their baseline membrane
potential and spike threshold (Elstrott et al., 2014). In concert, these two parameters can
set the excitability of the neuron, by dening the distance from spike threshold at which
it rests. More hyperpolarised neurons should tend to have a more narrowly tuned spik-
ing output for the same membrane potential input, due to the 'iceberg' eect (Carandini
and Ferster, 2000; Liu et al., 2011; Priebe and Ferster, 2012). It is, however, possible that
for small changes in V mdist thresh, within physiological ranges, compensatory mechanisms
may adapt the tuning of the neuron in order to preserve a certain orientation tuning. How-
ever, this was found not to be the case; rather, physiological variation in the V mdist thresh
of a single cell has a deterministic eect upon OSIF0 (g. 5.18).
Variation in V mdist thresh has been proposed as a homeostatic mechanism by which
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neuronal excitability may be reduced in neurons with large evoked depolarisations or spike
rates, and increased in more sparsely active neurons (Yassin et al., 2010; Elstrott et al.,
2014). This may be desirable in creating a more egalitarian distribution of ring rates, in
conjunction with a number of other mechanisms (Turrigiano and Nelson, 2000), as well as
in preventing positive feedback loops which may generate epileptiform discharge patterns.
In the data presented here, the total evoked mean depolarisation was found to correlate
with the V mdist thresh (g. 5.21), supporting this hypothesis.
5.3.3.2 The role of membrane potential modulation in orientation tuning
As well as OSIV m0 and V mdist thresh, the tuning of the Vm1 response was also found to
covary with OSIF0. The evidence presented here would seem to imply further that Vm1 is,
in fact, more critical in setting OSIF0 than Vm0 (gs. 5.14, 5.15 and 5.17 . Vm1 variation
has been studied for its eect on F1/F0 in concert with spike threshold variation (Priebe
et al., 2004) but although the phenomenon of orientation-dependent variation of Vm1 has
been reported previously (Lien and Scanziani, 2013; Cossell et al., 2015) the idea that
it plays a key role in orientation tuning is, to my knowledge, novel. Highly modulated
membrane potential responses imply that, for the same mean depolarisation, there will be
phases during which the maximal depolarisation will be much greater than that reached
during less modulated responses. Since spike rate depends partly upon instantaneous
membrane potential, it seems likely that modulation tuning should play a role in setting
spiking orientation tuning. Furthermore, the probability of spike generation has been
shown to depend not only upon instantaneous membrane potential, but also upon the
dVm/dT (Azouz and Gray, 2000) in visual cortical neurons in vivo , owing to the gating
kinetics of voltage-dependent sodium and potassium channels (Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952;
Noble and Stein, 1966), further enhancing the role of membrane potential modulation in
the setting of the mean evoked ring rate.
5.3.4 Other forms of orientation tuning
The eect of Vm0, Vm1 and V mdist thresh was studied only on spiking F0 OSI. It may
seem protable to broaden this study, and to investigate the eect of intrinsic properties
and evoked depolarisations on F1 OSI. However, this would be dicult to realise. Firstly,
many neurons re very sparsely, if at all, to orthogonal directions. Analysing the F1 of
sparse responses is fraught with diculty, as dening the F1 of fewer than around 10
events over a stimulus cycle does not produce a reliable estimate. Furthemore, OSIF0 is
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one of the most commonly used measures in the wider literature, being used as a measure of
neuronal function in V1 when examining the nature thalamic input to the cortex (Lien and
Scanziani, 2013), the role of specic interneuron subtypes on cortical processing (Cottam
et al., 2013; Runyan and Sur, 2013), the organisation of inputs along dendrites (Jia et al.,
2010) or comparing the properties of cells in 'higher' visual areas to cells in V1 (Andermann
et al., 2011; Roth et al., 2012). Greater understanding of the origins of OSIF0 is therefore
an important goal in deducing what, precisely, an experimental eect on this parameter
may mean.
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Chapter 6
The Eect of Altered Visual
Experience on Intrinsic Properties
and Sensory-Evoked Responses of
L2/3 Neurons
6.1 Introduction
Intrinsic properties and functional connectivity of neurons within mature sensory circuits
may be determined by genetically encoded developmental processes honed over evolu-
tionary time, but also by the eect of sensory stimulation during development. Whilst
some sensory systems, particularly those of invertebrates, develop in a highly stereotyped
manner, cortical sensory areas are known to be aected dramatically by loss (Wiesel and
Hubel, 1963a; Borges and Berry, 1978; Fagiolini et al., 1994; Lendvai et al., 2000; Tra-
chtenberg et al., 2002; Medini, 2011b; Margolis et al., 2012) or alteration (Sengpiel et al.,
1999; Kreile et al., 2011) of sensory input, especially at particular developmental time
points (Blakemore and Van Sluyters, 1974; Berardi et al., 2000)
The developmental of synaptic plasticity has been studied using a variety of experi-
mental paradigms. In the visual cortex, monocular deprivation - either by enucleation or
lid-suturing - is perhaps the most commonly studied and most extreme form of perturba-
tion of the developing visual system. This latter is particularly useful, as it can be reversed
in order to stimulate the deprived eye. In a seminal series of papers, David Hubel and
Torsten Wiesel demonstrated that neurons in primary visual cortex (V1) of visually naive
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kittens were broadly similar to those of adult cats (Hubel and Wiesel, 1963), but that su-
turing the lid of one eye caused marked anatomical 'atrophy' in the dorsolateral geniculate
nucleus of the thalamus (dLGN) (Wiesel and Hubel, 1963a), along with a marked shift in
ocular dominance of cells in V1 (Wiesel and Hubel, 1963b). Ocular dominance plasticity
has since become an important experimental paradigm in the study of plasticity in the
visual system (Hofer et al., 2006).
The eects of other forms of altered visual experience have also been studied exten-
sively. Stripe rearing, in which kittens are reared in an cages surrounded by oriented bars
of a single, uniform orientation, or with cylindrical lenses over the eyes has been shown
to alter the distribution of orientation maps in the cat (Sengpiel et al., 1999). However,
whilst signicant, this eect was by no means absolute, with large regions of the cortex
remaining responsive to orientations that were presumably never experienced by the ani-
mal. This eect has also been observed in the mouse, using two-photon calcium imaging
(Kreile et al., 2011). Since there are no orientation columns in the rodent, orientation tun-
ing must be studied on the level of the individual neuron. Kreile et al. (2011) suggest that
the eect is best explained by instructive changes in orientation preference, rather than by
a responsiveness mechanism, in which neuronal tuning remains xed, but neurons tuned
to orientations not encountered during development become preferentially silenced. A re-
lated method, drum-rearing, involves surrounding the animals with a rotating drum for
several hours per day. This has been shown to have a signicant eect on the directional
sensitivity of neurons in cat V1 (Daw and Wyatt, 1976).
Varying forms of anatomical and physiological plasticity, including monocular-deprivation
evoked ocular dominance plasticity, orientation and directional plasticity are all easiest to
evoke during an early period of development, the 'critical period' (Berardi et al., 2000) . In
the cat, this stage lasts for several months (Daw, 1994), with a peak at around 4-5 weeks.
The transition from an early period of heightened plasticity to a less plastic 'adult' brain
is mediated by a variety of signalling cascades (Sur et al., 2013) , with Brain-Derived Neu-
rotrophic Factor (BDNF) thought to play a key role (Berardi et al., 2000; Gianfranceschi
et al., 2003). The critical period is not a singular, discrete epoch, but rather represents a
discretisation of a continuous period from early childhood through to adolescence during
which various forms of plasticity are heightened. Plasticity endures long after the end of
the classical critical period; observable ocular dominance plasticity has been reported to
be evoked in cats aged one year (Daw et al., 1992), although this requires a longer pe-
riod of monocular deprivation. Furthermore, dierent paradigms of plasticity have been
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shown to follow dierent timecourses of criticality. It is in the context of plasticity in
which the majority of studies involving dark-rearing have been carried out. Dark-rearing
has been found to delay the end of the critical period for ocular dominance plasticity
(Mower, 1991). The end of the critical period is associated with increased GABAergic
signalling in layer II/III (L2/3), a process found to be dependent upon sensory experience
(Morales et al., 2002). Later studies have focussed upon the role of perisomatic inhibition
by parvalbumin-positive basket and chandelier cells (Hensch, 2005; Kuhlman et al., 2013).
Some studies report a reduction in the normal developmental renement of visual
acuity (Fregnac and Imbert, 1978) and a reduction in the proportion of neurons classied as
orientation tuned (Fagiolini et al., 1994) as a result of dark rearing. However, more recent
studies (Rochefort et al., 2011; Ko et al., 2014) have reported an unchanged distribution of
Orientation Selectivity Index (OSI) in L2/3 neurons of mice dark reared from eye-opening,
with normal renement of orientation selectivity being unaected by visual deprivation.
Some aspect of this discrepancy may be ascribed to recording methodology, although
species dierences may also have an eect. Even granting that visual deprivation does
not aect orientation tuning distributions in mouse V1, the possibility remains that a
reduction in sensory input aects more nuanced aspects of tuning, or that input tuning
to neurons does dier, but neuronal processing of this input is altered in order to produce
a certain distribution of orientation tuning properties. To date, to my knowledge, there
have been no studies of the eect of visual deprivation on the visually evoked synaptic
activity and intrinsic properties of L2/3 neurons in V1 recorded in vivo , although in the
acute slice widespread changes in synaptic properties in A1 have been reported following
7 days of visual deprivation, accompanied by more limited changes in V1 (Petrus et al.,
2015).
The results described in the previous chapter demonstrate that the orientation tuning
of an individual neuron is determined, in large part, by the baseline membrane potential
relative to spike threshold (V mdist thresh) of that neuron (g. 5.13c). This parameter was
investigated by Elstrott et al. (2014), who showed that, in the barrel cortex, V mdist thresh
is correlated with the strength of feedforward connectivity from layer IV (L4). The sug-
gestion is that V mdist thresh acts as a homeostatic mechanism, by which the gain of a
neuron can be tuned to account for the strength of input it receives. My data support
this notion in visual cortex, in which I nd a correlation between total input across all
orientations, and V mdist thresh (g. 5.21). I therefore hypothesised that by depriving a
group of animals of visual input, the total input on to L2/3 cortical neurons would be
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reduced, and therefore the V mdist thresh might be systematically reduced, as homeostatic
mechanisms eectively compensate by increasing the intrinsic gain control. This was the
primary motivation for conducting the visual deprivation paradigm described in this chap-
ter. In conducting these experiments, I was further able to test for a number of potential
changes in intrinsic and sensory-evoked properties in animals deprived of visual input.
6.2 Results
6.2.1 Altered Intrinsic Properties of V1 Neurons in Visually Deprived
Animals
In order to assess the eect of visual deprivation on properties of RS neurons, groups
of mice were housed in groups in blackened-out cages from weaning (P19) for at least
two weeks (see section 2.6). Visual deprivation therefore began several days following
eye opening, which typically occurs at P13-15 in the mouse (Rochefort et al., 2009; Ko
et al., 2014). Experiments in these animals were not interdigitated with animals kept
in standard housing, although the intracellular solution used was from the same batch.
For comparison, results from visually deprived animals were compared with the dataset
obtained from the experiments described in the previous chapters, hereafter referred to as
the 'control' dataset. Current injection experiments were rst performed in the same man-
ner as described in section 3.2.3, in order to characterise biophysical dierences (table 6.1
and g. 6.1). Neurons in visually deprived (VD) animals were found to have a signicantly
more depolarised resting membrane potential (RMP) at breakin in comparison to control
neurons (g. 6.1a, mean -71.8mV compared to -75.6mV, p=0.0018**, MW test). However,
this was accompanied by a similar rise in the membrane voltage threshold of the rst spike
elicited at rheobase (g. 6.1b), such that overall there was no dierence in the distance
from RMP to spike threshold during the current injection experiment (p=0.64, MW test).
Rheobase was, however, signicantly lower in neurons in visually deprived animals than
in controls (g. 6.1c mean 240pA vs. 285pA, p=0.008**).
Input resistance measured at the rst hyperpolarising step was not aected by visual
deprivation (p=0.71, g. 6.1d). However, examining the entire IV curve averaged across
neurons grouped by experimental group (g. 6.2) revealed a clear increase in input resis-
tance to depolarising steps in visually deprived animals, but no change in input resistance
to hyperpolarising steps. The general dierence between control and visually deprived
was highly signicant when tested using a two-way ANOVA (eect of visual deprivation
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p=0.0002***). This eect appeared to increase with increasing steps of positive current
injection / depolarisation, however post-hoc testing (t-tests with Holm-Bonferroni correc-
tion for multiple comparisons) did not reveal a specic set point for this dierence.
Spiking activity at 150% rheobase was also aected by visual deprivation. Mean ring
rate was reduced in VD neurons (g. 6.1e, mean 14.9Hz vs. 19.3Hz in control, p=0.0015**),
as was maximal ring rate (g. 6.1f, mean 37.4Hz vs. 50.4Hz, p=0.003**). However,
neither early nor late accommodation were aected by visual deprivation (p=0.33 and
0.20 respectively).
After-hyperpolarisation (AHP) amplitude and spike full width at half-maximum (FWHM)
were not analysed for these data, as these parameters were used to classify neurons as reg-
ular spiking or otherwise.
In summary, these results demonstrate that visual deprivation aects the resting mem-
brane potential of L2/3 neurons as well as causing a steeper current-voltage relation for
depolarising, but not hyperpolarising current injections.
Property Control (n=150) VD (n=40) P
Resting Membrane Potential (RMP) (mV) -75.6  7.6 -71.8  6.9 0.0018 **
First Spike Threshold (mV) -27.4  6.9 -22.4  6.2 0.00015***
Rheobase (pA) 285  111 240  75 0.008 **
Hyperpolarising input resistance (Ri) (M
) 57.6  28 57.9  23 0.71
Mean Firing Rate (Hz) 19.3  7.6 14.9  7.5 0.0015 **
Max. Firing Rate (Hz) 50.4  23 37.4  17 0.003 **
Early Accommodation (%) 48.6  17 44.5  19 0.33
Late Accommodation (%) 51.1  49 42.1  46 0.20
Table 6.1: Intrinsic Spiking Properties of Neurons in Visually-Deprived and Control Animals
Two VD and sixteen control neurons were not suciently depolarised for analysis of spike
rate and accommodation properties properties at 150% rheobase; measures based upon
this reduced dataset are shown in the bottom half of the table. All values given as mean
 standard deviation; control values are as in table 3.1.
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Figure 6.1: Intrinsic Properties of Neurons in Visually Deprived and Control Animals
(a) Plot showing the resting membrane potential (steady-state membrane potential
(Vmss) at 0pA current injection) of all control (gray, n=150) and VD (black, n=40)
neurons.
(b) Plot showing the distributions of the threshold of the rst spike elicited at rheobase
for all control and VD neurons.
(c) Plot showing the minimal current injection required to elicit at least one action
potential for all control and VD neurons.
(d) Plot of the input resistance, measured at the maximal hyperpolarising current in-
jection step (-400pA) for all control and VD neurons.
(e) Plot of the mean ring rate at 150% rheobase for control (n=134) and VD (n=38)
neurons depolarised to 150% rheobase.
(f) Maximum instantaneous ring rate at 150% rheobase of the same subset of neurons
as in (e).
In each panel, gray and black dots indicate the value of single control and visually
deprived regular spiking neurons respectively; horizontal bars indicate sample mean.
Signicance levels are determined by a Mann-Whitney test.
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Figure 6.2: Mean IV response of neurons in control and visually deprived amials.
(a) Voltage responses to current injections were aligned to the Vmss at 0pA injection
(resting membrane potential). Voltage responses in control animals are displayed in
gray, visually deprived in black. Error bars standard error of the mean. Only current
steps below rheobase for each particular neuron were included in this analysis.
(b) Enlarged view of the voltage responses to depolarising current only in neurons in
control (gray) and visually deprived (black) animals.
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6.2.2 Responses to Ballistic Stimuli
As a rst pass, in order to assess the impact of visual deprivation on visual and non-visual
sensory processing in L2/3 of V1 in general, two forms of simple 'ballistic' stimuli were
used. These consisted of a full eld icker ('ip') visual stimulus and a series of brief
auditory white noise stimuli.
The majority of neurons in both control and visually deprived animals red at least one
spike during presentation of the icker stimulus (excluding the rst presentation, control
95/150 [63%], VD 23/40 [58%]). However, a variety of spiking responses were observed in
response to ip stimulation (g. 6.3) in both control and VD animals.
Dividing neurons in to four classes - (i) non-spikers, (ii) those which responded to
down only, (iii) up only, or (iv) both ('mixed') did not reveal a signicant dierence in
proportions between control and visually deprived animals. Firstly, the eect of visual
deprivation was examined by means of a two-by-two contingency table, comparing the
fraction of cells in each experimental group that were totally silent (as opposed to those
which red any spikes at all during the recording, groups ii-iv). This was not signicantly
dierent (p=0.50 ns, 2 test). A Cochran-Armitage test for trend in up/down fraction was
performed in order to assess whether visual deprivation shifted the response of neurons
which did spike. This, too, was not signicant(Down vs. Mixed vs. Up 0=0.14 ns,
Cochran-Armitage test). Lastly, a Mann Whitney test of the ungrouped up/down ratio
values for all neurons which did spike was not signicant (p=0.062). Overall, therefore,
there is no evidence in my data to support the notion that visual deprivation alters the
fraction of neurons which spike in response to full-eld icker. Furthermore, there is no
evidence that visual deprivation aects the distribution of up/down transition responses,
at a population level.
Pooling data within experimental groups did, however, reveal a clear population-level
dierence in spiking time course over the duration of the response. Whilst neurons in
control animals red a similar number of action potentials to both up and dark transitions
(population total 608 vs. 571, p=0.15 ns, binomial test), the response to up transitions
had a shorter latency, and was more sharply-peaked (g. 6.4; median spike time 155ms
compared to 251ms for an o transition, p=1.2x10 35, responses pooled from 95 neurons).
In contrast, VD neurons red preferentially to down transitions (101 vs. 246, p=2.1x10 15,
responses pooled from 23 neurons). This dierence was extremely signicant when the
total number of spikes follow up versus down transitions, across all neurons, was directly
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compared between experimental groups (p=1.7x10 13, 2 test).
It should be noted that in control animals, responses to up and down icker stimuli were
not independent. Neurons were more likely to re either to both up and down stimuli, or
to neither, than to up or down alone ('mixed') (Fisher's exact test, p=0.0008***, g. 6.5).
6.2.2.1 Membrane Potential Response to Full-Field Flicker
Analysis of the underlying membrane potential (g. 6.6) may provide an insight in to the
mechanisms that underlie this apparent change in spiking behaviour. In control animals,
a larger (median integral 3.12mVs vs. 2.32 mVs, Wilcoxon rank sum test p=3.9x10 5,
n=150, g. 6.7a), more rapid (median time-to-peak 137ms vs. 206ms, p=2.3x10 12***,
g. 6.7b) depolarisation was observed in response to an up transition than to a down
transition. The shapes of these depolarisations qualitatively matched closely the kinetics
of the control spike PSTH (g. 6.4, top).
In visually deprived animals, the membrane potential response to up transitions was
not altered greatly, with no signicant change in integral (p=0.32) and a modest change
in time-to-peak (121ms in VD vs. 137ms in control, p=0.006**, both n=40 VD, 150
control). However, responses to down transitions were more greatly altered, particularly
the integral (median 3.57mVs in VD, compared to 2.32mVs in control animals, Wilcoxon
rank sum test p=4.4x10 5***).
Taken together, these results demonstrate that L2/3 neurons in visually deprived mice
process ballistic visual stimuli slightly dierently, being more responsive to light oset
than neurons in control animals.
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Figure 6.3: Population spiking responses to full-eld icker stimuli.
(a) Spike raster of neuronal responses to full-eld icker stimulus in control animals.
Neurons are sorted rst by their up/down ratio, and then by the number of recorded
spikes. Note that spikes are shown superimposed for all 9 analysed repetitions. Transi-
tions are denoted by solid vertical lines: gray for 'up' (dark-to-light) and black for 'down'
(light-to-dark). For neurons which red at least one action potential, the up-to-down
(UD) ratio was dened as outlined in section 2.7.3 . This ratio is displayed to the right.
(b) Spike raster and UD ratio of neuronal responses to full-eld icker in VD animals.
(c) Comparison of Up/Down ratio distributions in control and visually deprived animals.
Dashed lines indicate (1) the boundary between down only and mixed responses, (2)
equal UD ratio, and (3) between mixed and up only responses. C, Control; VD, visually
deprived.
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Figure 6.7: The Eect of Visual Deprivation on Flip-Evoked Depolarisations
(a) In cells recorded in control animals (n=145, gray bars), the integral of the evoked de-
polarisation was signicantly smaller for down (light-to-dark) transitions than up transi-
tions (dark-to-light). This pattern was reversed by visual deprivation (black bars), which
did not cause a signicant change in the synaptic integral in response to up transitions,
but a large, signicant increase in the integral in response to down transitions.
(b) The time-to-peak of the evoked depolarisation was also aected by visuall depriva-
tion. For control animals, the evoked depolarisation to up transitions was signicantly
quicker than to down transitions. Deprivation enhanced this eect, signicantly reducing
the time-to-peak for up transitions, but increasing the time-to-peak for down transitions
In both panels, bars display the median value. Error bars indicate standard deviation.
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6.2.2.2 Membrane Potential and Spiking Responses to Auditory White Noise
stimulus
The possibility of a more general change in cortical sensory processing was investigated
by recording neuronal responses to auditory white noise stimuli, immediately after the ip
stimulus. This provided a convenient measure of cross-modal input in to primary visual
cortex (Olcese et al., 2013).
These recordings consisted of a baseline period of 2000ms, followed by a 100ms burst
of white noise, then a post-stimulus recording period of 2000ms. Trials were separated by
5s to ensure that any evoked activity returned to baseline levels. In general, most L2/3
neurons displayed large, slow spontaneous depolarisations at rest (g. 6.8a-c). These spon-
taneous depolarisations qualitatively resembled cortical up and down states as described
previously (Steriade et al., 1993; Crochet and Petersen, 2006; Poulet and Petersen, 2008;
Saleem et al., 2010). In the majority of neurons, white noise stimuli appeared to reset the
phase of these depolarising events, with events following the stimulus being of a similar
magnitude to spontaneous events, but aligned trial-to-trial. However, some neurons did
show evoked depolarisations in the absence of spontaneous activity (g. 6.8d).
As a result of this alignment eect, when averaged across trials (g. 6.9a), a membrane
potential rise was observed, beginning shortly after the stimulus onset and peaking around
250ms later. This peak was followed by a small trough, reaching 3mV below the average
prestimulus membrane potential, 700ms following stimulus onset.
Population responses to white noise stimuli in visually deprived animals did not dier
to those of controls in terms of the integral (g. 6.11a, n=77 control, 38 visually deprived,
p=0.90 ns, Wilcoxon rank-sum test) or the time-to-peak (g. 6.11b, p=0.99 ns) of the
mean membrane potential change following stimulus onset. This lack of an eect of VD
on auditory-evoked responses may indicate that the eect of visual deprivation is specic
to visual input, rather than altering sensory processing either in V1, or more generally.
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20mV
Figure 6.8: Example White Noise recordings from four neurons in control animals. Spikes have
been clipped at 0mV; resting (minimum) membrane potential (Vm) values are given to
the right of each trace.
(a,b) Two example traces showing typical responses in spiking neurons. Four individual
repetitions are shown for each neuron, with the 100ms white noise stimulus denoted by
the gray box. Spontaneous depolarising events and action potentials are seen before
stimulus onset, with aligned events following the stimulus.
(c) Example responses in a non-spiking neuron, showing a similar pattern of alignment.
(d) Example responses in a neuron which did not display any spontaneous depolarisa-
tions. Events following the stimulus are still apparent.
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Figure 6.9: Population response to white noise stimuli in control animals
(a) Average membrane potential (black)  standard deviation (gray) for all repeats of
the stimulus, across all neurons.
(b) Spike raster, sorted by baseline ring rate. Spikes are shown superimposed from all
7 trials
(c) Trial-wise population spike rate, determined using a causal -lter (1= = 50ms)
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Figure 6.10: Population response to white noise stimuli in visually deprived animals. (a-c) as
for g. 6.9
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Figure 6.11: Visual Deprivation does not aect responses to auditory stimuli in V1. Neither (a)
the integral nor (b) the time-to-peak of the mean membrane potential changes following
white noise stimulation were signicantly altered in visually deprived animals (black
bars n=38), as compared to control animals (gray bars n=77). Bars display median
values; error bars indicate standard deviation.
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6.2.3 Orientation Tuning of V1 Neurons in VD Animals
6.2.3.1 Orientation Selectivity
Following the characterisation of intrinsic properties and responses to ballistic stimuli,
membrane potential and spiking responses to drifting gratings were characterised in visu-
ally deprived animals. Data were recorded and analysed in the same manner as in control
animals (section 6.2.1), beginning immediately after recording responses to ballistic stim-
uli.
In agreement with previous studies (Rochefort et al., 2011; Ko et al., 2014), the distri-
butions of mean ring rate OSI (OSIF0) for cells statistically responsive to drifting gratings
was not found to be aected by visual deprivation (g. 6.12a, p=0.71 ns, Mann-Whitney
test, n = 112 control, 26 visually deprived (VD)) . Further to this, however, the distribu-
tion of mean Vm OSI in all cells in which responses to drifting gratings were recorded was
also found not to be signicantly altered by deprivation (g. 6.12b, p=0.16 ns, n = 128
control, 35 VD). Membrane potential modulation OSI (OSIV m1) in these cells was also
unaected by visual deprivation (g. 6.12c, p=0.40 ns).
These additional ndings would seem to imply that both the visual input to a L2/3
neuron, as well as its spiking output, are unaected by visual deprivation. However,
the ndings of the current injection experiments imply that V1 neuronal properties are
aecting by VD. It is puzzling as to how intrinsic properties governing the impact of
sensory integration of information could change, and yet the same input produce the same
output. Furthermore, if neuronal responses to ballistic visual stimuli are altered in VD
animals, this would seem to imply that, either the visual input to V1 is aected, or that
changes occur in feedback or recurrent processing within the visual system.
It is possible that, whilst population input and output OSI distributions remain un-
changed, the interaction between the two is altered in individual cells. To test this, the
correlation between mean membrane potential depolarisation OSI (OSIV m0) and OSIF0
for VD neurons responsive to drifting gratings was tested in the same way as for control
animals (g. 5.13). The correlation was not found to be signicant (Spearman's  0.309,
p=0.125), but the low numbers of responsive neurons limited the power of this test some-
what. Furthermore, altered statistical signicance in a treatment group is not sucent
grounds for determining treatment eect (Nieuwenhuis et al., 2011), but rather a direct
comparison needs to be made between the control and the visually deprived. This was
therefore carried out using a method developed by Fisher (Fisher, 1921), which trans-
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Figure 6.12: Distribution of Spiking and Membrane Potential OSI in Control and Visually De-
prived Neurons
(a)Plot of the empirical cumulative probability density of mean spike rate OSI in
neurons whose ring rate was signicantly modied by drifting grating stimuli
(b)Plot of the empirical cumulative probability density of mean membrane potential
OSI in all neurons
(c)Plot of the empirical cumulative probability density of membrane potential modu-
lation OSI in all neurons
forms the dierence between two correlation coecients in to a z-score. According to this
method, the correlation coecient between OSIV m0 and OSIF0 was not altered (control 
0.323, VD  0.309, z 0.068, p=0.95 2 tailed). Therefore, there is no evidence that the rela-
tion between input and output OSI is altered. When this analysis was also carried out for
the correlation between OSIV m1 and OSIF0, the correlation coecient between the tuning
of the membrane potential modulation and the mean evoked spike rate was found to be
0.448 in VD animals, as compared to 0.340 in control animals. However, this dierence
was again not found to be signicant (p=0.58 ns, Fisher's Transformation n=26 VD, 112
control). Based on these comprehensive analyses, it is clear that visual deprivation has no
eect on either the input or output tuning of evoked responses to drifting gratings.
The question reamins, therefore, of how similar OSIV m0 input be associated with
similar OSIF0 output in neurons with altered intrinsic properties and dierent responses
to at least some visual stimuli. Firstly, it is possible that these observed changes in
responses to ballistic visual stimuli have no functional eect relevant to more complex
visual stimuli, or at least to drifting grating stimuli. Secondly, it is possible that aspects
of processing not captured by OSI are overlooked by this singular, simple measure. The
remaining results in this chapter examine these possibilities.
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6.2.3.2 Responsiveness to Drifting Grating Stimuli
Whilst orientation selectivity in often used as a proxy measure for visual responsiveness,
these parameters need not necessarily covary. For example, a neuron may be quite un-
selective in terms of the orientations to which it res action potentials, as a result of
being highly responsive to all presented orientations. A change in the numbers of silent
or unresponsive cells may indicate a change in spiking properties of neurons not captured
by OSI alone. Therefore, in order to assess the eect of visual deprivation on neuronal
responsiveness in V1, neurons in control and VD animals were classied in to one of three
groups. The rst group, termed 'responsive' neurons showed a statistically signicant
change in mean ring rates in response to grating drift (see section 2.7.4.1) . The second
group, 'unresponsive' neurons, did not have a statistically signicant change in ring rate
in response to drift, but did re at least some action potentials. The nal group, 'silent'
neurons, did not re any action potentials during the entire presentation of the drifting
grating stimuli.
Numbers of neurons in these three classes are given in table 6.2, and diered signi-
cantly between control and VD animals (p=8.5x10 4, Cochran-Armitage test). Notably,
silent cells were rare in control animals, with only one neuron out of 128 not ring any
action potentials during stimulation, whereas 20% of neurons recorded in VD animals
were silent. This indicates that deprivation decreases the fractional responsiveness of the
population to drifting grating stimuli.
Responsive Unresponsive Silent
Control 112 (87.5%) 15 (11.7%) 1 (0.8%)
VD 26 (74.3%) 2 (5.7%) 7 (20.0%)
Table 6.2: Neuronal Responsiveness to Drifting Grating Stimuli in Control and Visually Deprived
Animals.
Cells were classied as responsive or unresponsive based upon the signicance of their
absolute change in mean ring rate to drifting gratings (see section 2.7.4.1 ). Silent cells
were dened as neurons which did not re any action potentials during drifting grating
stimulation
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6.2.4 Spontaneous Activity
Another possible dierence that could mask changes in neuronal processing of visual in-
formation is altered spontaneous activity. In the absence of visual input it is possible
that spontaneous activity is altered by homeostatic network mechanisms in L2/3 circuits
control by visual information.
Spontaneous activity was assessed by analysing the membrane potential and spike
frequency during the baseline period before the icker stimulus. This period was chosen as
it occurred after network recovery following breakin, but before the network was exposed
to any sensory stimulation which could 'reset' the network if any putative homeostatic
mechanism were suciently rapidly acting. The frequency and magnitude of spontaneous
synaptic events was estimated as the standard deviation of the spike-clipped membrane
potential, a crude but simple measure. Whilst membrane potential standard deviation
(g. 6.13a) was slightly higher in VD animals than in control (4.693.1mV compared
to 3.932.6mV, median  IQR), this dierence was not statistically signicant(p=0.088,
Mann-Whitney test).
The distribution of spontaneous AP frequency was very similar (p=0.71, MW test) in
VD animals to control animals (g. 6.13b). Futhermore, there was no dierence in the
proportion of neurons which did not re any spontaneous action potentials whatsoever
(control:83/145, 57%, VD:22/40, 55%, p=0.80, Pearson's 2 test), nor any dierence in
spontaneous ring rate between control and VD animals when silent cells were excluded
(p=0.67, MW test).
In summary, neither spontaneous synaptic activity nor spontaneous ring rate were
signicantly altered by visual deprivation. However, membrane potential standard devi-
ation, a measure of spontaneous synaptic activity, did show a trend toward a signicant
increase in visually deprived animals. Therefore, the observed preservation of orientation
selectivity occurs on a background of roughly similar spontaneous activity.
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Figure 6.13: Spontaneous Activity in Control and Visually Deprived Animals
(a) Spontaneous synaptic activity, assessed as the standard deviation of the spike-
clipped membrane potential. Horizontal bars indicate median values.
(b) Spontaneous AP frequency, plotted as an empirical cumulative density function
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6.2.5 V mdist thresh in Visually Deprived Animals
As described in section 5.2.2, the dierence between mean Vm during baseline and spike
threshold (V mdist thresh) provides a measure of neuronal excitability that is roughly as
well correlated to OSIF0 as is OSIV m0. In turn, V mdist thresh was found to be correlated
to total mean evoked depolarisation (V m0), implying a potential homeostatic mechanism
regulating excitability. In principle, if visual deprivation were to reduce the total input
onto a L2/3 neuron, such a homeostatic mechanism could be expected to decrease the
V mdist thresh. Therefore V mdist thresh was measured for VD neurons during drifting
grating stimuli and compared to control neurons. This parameter was calculated for all
responsive and unresponsive cells, but not silent cells (since a relative Vm at rest could not
be calculated in cases where there were no action potentials from which threshold could
be determined).
The mean V mdist thresh of neurons in VD animals was virtually identical to that of
controls (g. 6.14, mean 24.82  6.3 mV vs. 24.75  4.3 mV, p=0.96 ns, unpaired t-test).
However, variation in V mdist thresh was signicantly reduced in neurons in VD animals
(Levene test, p=0.0229*). This could indicate that homeostatic mechanisms do play a
role in setting neuronal excitability, determined by visual experience, but that this occurs
around a population average that is unchanged by visual deprivation.
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Figure 6.14: Distributions of V mdist thresh in control (gray) and VD animals (black). Horizontal
bars indicate sample means.
Unlike in control animals ( 0.449, p=8.9x10 7, n=112), V mdist thresh was not corre-
lated with spiking OSI ( -0.110, p=0.61, n=26, g. 6.15). When this correlation coecient
was compared to that of neurons in control animals, the dierence was found to be signif-
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Figure 6.15: Spiking OSI-V mdist thresh Correlation in Visually Deprived Neurons.
Baseline membrane potential relative to spike threshold (V mdist thresh) is plotted
against OSIF0. Only responsive neurons (n=26) are included in the comparison. Spear-
man's  -0.110, p=0.61, signicantly less than in cells in control animals (Levene's test
p=0.0229*) Scale is identical to that of g. 5.13c.
icant (control  0.449, Fisher's z 2.59, p=0.0096** 2-tailed). Therefore it can be said that
spiking OSI in VD animals is signicantly less coupled to V mdist thresh than in control
animals.
6.2.6 Other Measures of Membrane Potential Response
Whilst orientation selectivity is a commonly used method of summarising responses to
oriented drifting gratings, this singular measure may overlook more nuanced dierences
in the underlying activity. For example, if responses are linearly transformed equally to
all stimuli, the orientation selectivity of the responses will remain equal, but underlying
activity may be quite obviously dierent when measured in an alternative manner.
To investigate this possibility, responses to all directions in the rst ve trials were
pooled to give 60 trials for each neuron. The magnitude of Vm0, membrane potential
modulation at the stimulus fundamental frequency (Vm1) and F0 were then ranked inde-
pendently. Deciles corresponding to the minimum, 10%, 20%, ... 90% and maximum were
then taken from each ranking, and plotted grouped by experimental condition.
Picking an appropriate statistical test on these data was dicult, since they were quite
far from being normally distributed, precluding the use of 2 way ANOVA. Therefore, in-
dividual Mann-Whitney tests were performed at each decile, followed by Holm-Bonferroni
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correction for multiple comparisons. Mean membrane potential distributions were entirely
unchanged by visual deprivation (g. 6.16a), with no decile being signicantly altered by
VD even before multiple comparison correction. In contrast, Vm1 distributions were sig-
nicantly aected by deprivation. Both before and after Holm-Bonferroni correction, every
single decile was signicantly lower in neurons in VD animals than in control neurons. This
shows that while mean stimulus-evoked depolarisations are not aected by deprivation,
membrane potential modulation is signicantly reduced.
Applying this same analysis to mean spike rate (g. 6.17) yielded a less clear result.
Before Holm-Bonferroni correction, the population median F0 responses were lower in
the VD cells for values at the 40th percentile and above (g. 6.17). However, following
correction, no individual dierence was found to be signicant. It is therefore dicult to
state conclusively whether population F0 responses were reduced by visual deprivation or
not, although an increase can be ruled out.
Therefore, it appears that membrane potential modulations in response to drifting
grating stimuli are signicantly reduced in VD animals, compared to controls. This dier-
ence is quite large: the median (across neurons) maximum (across all trials) modulation
was 6.59mV for control neurons but only 4.87mV in neurons in visually deprived animals,
a reduction of 26%. In contrast, mean depolarisations were not signicantly altered, and
evoked spike rate may be altered in deprived animals, although the results of this anal-
ysis were equivocal. This may suggest that visually evoked input to L2/3 neurons is not
unaected by visual deprivation, and that enhanced neuronal excitability can somehow
compensate for the reduced input modulation to preserve a similar population spiking OSI
distribution.
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Figure 6.16: Eect of Visual Deprivation on Input Distributions
(a) Mean membrane potential response deciles for control (blue) and visually deprived
(red) neurons. The joined lines indicate population median values at each decile; error
bars indicate IQR. No statistically signicant dierence (MW two-tailed test) was de-
tected at any decile, neither before nor after Holm-Bonferroni correction. Error bars
have been oset slightly to enhance readability.
(b) Membrane potential modulation (Vm1) response deciles. Vm1 was signicantly
reduced at all deciles (MW two-tailed test, followed by Holm-Bonferroni correction).
Asterisks denote signicance following correction.
(c) Raw (purple) and Holm-Bonferroni corrected (green) p-values for the Mann-
Whitney tests in (a).
(d) Raw and corrected p-values for the Mann-Whitney tests in (b).
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Figure 6.17: Eect of Visual Deprivation on Spiking Output Distribution
(a) Mean Evoked Spike Rate (F0) distributions of control (blue) and and visually
deprived (red) neurons. Deciles were taken in the same manner as in g. 6.16. No
dierences between decile medians of control and visually deprived animals were sig-
nicant following Holm-Bonferroni correction, although several were signicant before
the correction. Signicance levels preceding correction are indicated by asterisks in
parentheses.
(b) Raw (purple) and Holm-Bonferroni corrected (green) p-values for the Mann-
Whitney tests used in (a)
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6.2.7 Modelling of Spiking Response to Mean Depolarisation and Vm
Modulation
The results in the previous sections, taken together, suggest an intriguing possibility: that
visual deprivation reduces stimulus-evoked membrane potential modulation, but that en-
hanced neuronal excitability compensates for this eect such that no discernible dierence
is apparent in spiking output tuning. To test this hypothesis, I use a model-tting ap-
proach to examine how individual neurons process membrane potential changes in to a
mean spiking output.
Each neuron was tted with a double power-law model (see section 2.7.5), of the form
F0 = k0[V m0]
p0
+ + k1[V m1]
p1
+ (6.1)
Interpretation of the four tted parameters in isolation is dicult and non-intuitive,
providing little information about the response of the model to an arbitrary combination
of Vm0 and Vm1 (within physiological limits). Therefore, a direct analysis of the impact
of visual deprivation on each parameter in isolation was not carried out.
A more intuitive method of inspection is to take a grid of points, within the limits of
Vm0 and V1 for the particular cell, and pass these points through the model to generate a
surface of predicted responses. Two example results of this modelling are shown in g. 6.18.
Consistent with the results in section 5.2.2.3, qualitative inspection of the tted models
revealed that spiking responses were more strongly governed by variation in membrane
potential modulation than mean depolarisation in the majority of neurons (see g. 6.18a
for an example). This was typical of the majority of neurons, although some did appear
to be more sensitive to increasing Vm0 than to Vm1 (g. 6.18b).
By comparing modelled responses from each experimental group, the eect of visual
deprivation upon population distribution of spiking responses to arbitrary combinations
of Vm0 and Vm1 can be examined. However, it is obviously important to use realistic
values of these parameters - in other words, to interpolate rather than extrapolate to non-
physiological levels. For example, it is not meaningful to ask what the predicted spiking
response of a neuron is to a 100mV mean depolarisation with a 50mV modulation.
Median decile values were taken from the control input distributions (g. 6.16, blue)
in order to dene a realistic input parameter space. These values were passed through all
models tted from responses in control and VD animals, and the median spike rate across
all neurons within an experimental group was plotted at each input pair (g. 6.19). This
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Figure 6.18: Two examples of tting a power law spike rate model (section 2.7.5) to individual
neuronal responses. Individual trials are shown as gray spheres. Responses predicted
by the model using parameters calculated for using these trials are shown as a mesh
surface, coloured by precicted evoked spike rate.
(a) An example neuron whose model predicts response being sensitive to increasing
membrane potential modulation, but almost totally insensitive to increasing mean de-
polarisation
(b) An example neurons whose model predicts that responses will be more sensitive to
increasing mean depolarisation, although still somewhat sensitive to increasing modu-
lation. Both neurons were recorded in control animals.
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analysis showed, as expected, that populations of neurons in both control (g. 6.19a) and
VD animals (g. 6.19b) responded more acutely to increasing modulation decile than to
increasing mean depolarisation decile. However, the VD neuronal population responded,
on average, more sharply to increasing V1 than did control neurons.
As described in g. 6.16, Vm0 distributions were similar for control and deprived ani-
mals (g. 6.16a); however Vm1 values were signicantly reduced in VD animals (g. 6.16b).
Therefore, predicted responses of VD neurons were re-calculated using the empirical distri-
butions of Vm0 and Vm1 for VD neurons. In this simulation, population median predicted
spiking responses were far more similar to those of control neurons (g. 6.19d). Overall,
the root mean squared error when comparing the responses across all deciles to control
predictions was reduced from 0.43 when using control deciles to 0.22 using VD deciles, a
reduction of 49%. This result indicates that neurons in L2/3 of V1 in visually deprived
animals experience a less modulated input as a result of visual stimulation, but responding
more sharply to this input results increases the similarity of the spiking response to that
of control animals.
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Figure 6.19: Predicted responses to mean depolarisation and membrane potential modulation
for control and VD neurons
(a) Median predicted response of control neurons to Vm0 and Vm1 response distribu-
tions. Image contours represent the median predicted spiking F0 response of all models
tted to responses of control neurons, in response to increasing evoked Vm0 (horizon-
tal) and Vm1 (vertical). The values of Vm0 and Vm1 used were the population median
decile responses for control neurons, as shown in g. 6.16a.
(b) Median predicted response of VD neurons to the same input values (deciles mea-
sured from the control population) as in (a). Note the sharper increase in predicted
spike rate to increasing membrane potential modulation, to higher maximal ring rates.
(c) Median predicted response of control neurons to stimulus evoked synaptic response
distributions measured in the visually deprived population.
(d) Median predicted response of visually deprived neurons to visually deprived stim-
ulus evoked synaptic response distributions.
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6.3 Discussion
The results presented in this chapter demonstrate that visual deprivation does aect the
intrinsic properties and synaptic responses of L2/3 neurons to oriented drifting grating
stimuli, although spiking output distributions may be broadly preserved.
6.3.1 Visual Deprivation Alters Intrinsic Properties of Neurons
Several intrinsic properties were found to be signicantly dierent in L2/3 neurons of visu-
ally deprived animals. Neurons in VD animals had a more depolarised resting membrane
potential, lower rheobase and lower mean and maximal ring rates at 150% rheobase,
as compared to neurons in control animals. Accommodation and hyperpolarising input
resistance were unaected.
It is dicult to state for certain that these changes in intrinsic properties each rep-
resents a distinct change caused by visual deprivation, or whether a smaller number of
underlying molecular changes are responsible. It is likely, for example, that maximal and
mean ring rates are not wholly orthogonal. It is possible that the slightly higher RMP
has an eect on input resistance, given its dependance on membrane potential. However,
the lack of a change in input resistance observed at hyperpolarising steps would argue
against this possibility.
One of the major motivations for carrying out the visual deprivation experiments was
to investigate the possible eect of sensory deprivation on neuronal processing, most par-
ticularly V mdist thresh. The mean value of this measure was found, in VD animals, to
be almost precisely the same as in control animals (g. 6.14), although the variability
was signicantly decreased (see below section 6.3.3). The lack of a change in the mean
V mdist thresh was reected in a matched increase in the RMP (g. 6.1a) and spike thresh-
old (g. 6.1b) of cells in VD animals, as measured during current injection experiments
(gs. 6.1a and 6.1b). Naively, one might conclude from these data that neuronal excitabil-
ity is unchanged by visual deprivation, since the distance from rest to spike threshold
remains constant. However, it is possible that the absolute shift in resting membrane
potential will have an eect on the driving force of synaptically-evoked conductances,
with resultant changes in the amplitude and kinetics of both EPSPs and IPSPs. Whilst
possible, this eect is likely to be small, given the dierence of less than 5mV.
Most interestingly, in comparison to control neurons, VD neurons showed a signicant
increase in input resistance to depolarising, but not hyperpolarising, current steps. This
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phenomenon may represent a homeostatic mechanism that increases the excitability of
neurons to depolarising input in the context of reduced sensory stimulation. It is impossible
to determine from these experiments alone the mechanism of this eect. It may arise from
a change in the density of ion channels, alteration of the balance of dierent forms of ion
channel, or of channel subunits (Burnashev et al., 1992; Bochet et al., 1994; Hille, 2001).
6.3.2 Altered Responses to Flip But Not Auditory Stimuli in VD Ani-
mals
The ballistic stimuli experiments were designed to test whether visual deprivation aected
visual and multimodal input to V1 in general. Orientation tuning within visual cortex is
a complex, dynamic process (Priebe and Ferster, 2012). It therefore it seems prudent to
investigate whether any dierences in simpler, perhaps more fundamental and feedforward-
driven stimuli, are apparent.
Clear dierences were apparent in both the membrane potential and spiking responses
to full-eld contrast reversal ('ip') stimuli in visually deprived animals, as compared to
control animals. Overall VD neurons responded with a larger, slower depolarisation to
down (light-to-dark) transitions than did neurons in control animals. Changes in responses
to up (dark-to-light) transitions were more modest, with no signicant change in the
integral, and a small reduction in time-to-peak. At a population level, the mean spike rate
following transitions was altered from being roughly equal to up and down transitions in
control animals to being more than double following down transitions in VD animals. This
may reect a dierence in adaptation to natural scene statistics, with adaption occurring
at potentially any point along the visual pathway: transduction in the retina, processing
within the retina, dLGN or V1, or even from 'higher' visual areas. It is also possible
that visual deprivation aects cortical processing more generally, perhaps by perturbing
sleep/wake cycles or stress hormone levels.
A recently published study on the eect of 7 days of visual deprivation on synap-
tic transmission in both V1 and primary auditory cortex (A1) has recently been pub-
lished(Petrus et al., 2015). The authors measured changes in the amplitude of mEPSCs
and mIPSPs, between and within L2/3 and L4 neurons in both areas, as well as feedfor-
ward excitatory input from the thalamus. In A1, excitatory feedforward synapses from
the thalamus to L4 and L4!L2/3, as well as increased recurrent excitation within L4 and
feedback inhibition from L4!L2/3 were all found to be potentiated. It is clear, there-
fore, that dark exposure does aect auditory responses, at least within A1. However, the
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functional eect of these changes in vivo was not reported.
In my experiments, however, compound responses to auditory white-noise stimuli ap-
peared to be entirely unaected by visual deprivation, in terms of the integral and the
time-to-peak of the mean membrane potential depolarisation. This would seem to imply
that auditory information reaching primary visual cortex is unaected by visual depriva-
tion, and therefore that the observed changes in response to visual stimuli may be modally
specic, at least within V1.
Petrus et al. (2015) did report increased lateral intracortical input, most probably
representing recurrent excitatory inputs from nearby L2/3 in V1, but found no dierence
in the dLGN!L4, L4!L4 or L4!L2/3 pathways. It is possible that functional dierences
in response to ip stimuli may arise, in part, from this increased recurrent connectivity.
However, dierences may well be present at earlier stages (transduction, retinal processing,
RGC  >dLGN) that were not tested by this approach. It should also be noted that the
experimental paradigm used by Petrus et al. (2015) (7 day deprivation at P90) is not
identical that as that used here (18-34 days deprivation, at P19).
Lastly, it is interesting that the results reported here with regard to responses of
neurons in V1 to auditory stimuli dier from a previous report which described small
hyperpolarisations in L2/3 V1 neurons following 50ms bursts of white noise (Iurilli et al.,
2011). The authors of this study used a similar design to that used here; their ndings were
robust to changes in sound volumes and anaesthesia. The only explanation that I can oer
is perhaps that the placement of the speaker has an eect; in the experiments described
here the speaker was located near the visual stimulus, contralateral to the recording. The
authors of (Iurilli et al., 2011) do not state precisely where they placed the speaker.
6.3.2.1 Spontaneous activity
The spontaneous activity (g. 6.8a-c) described in this chapter was typically present during
most recordings before stimulation began. This activity consisted of large depolarising
events, typically lasting around for several hundreds of milliseconds, at a frequency of
around 0.5-1Hz, resembling descriptions of cortical up and down states (Steriade et al.,
2001; Poulet and Petersen, 2008; Saleem et al., 2010). Up and down states are thought to
arise from the correlated activity of populations of neurons during slow-wave sleep, under
some forms of anaesthesia and quiet wakefulness (Crochet and Petersen, 2006), although
this may also be dependent upon brain region - for example, up states have been found
to be rare in auditory cortex of awake rats (Hromadka et al., 2013). Up and down states
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are not well dened in the literature, with some authors using the term to describe any
observation of large amplitude, slow depolarising events, whereas others require evidence
of membrane bistability thought to underpin the phenomenon (Harris and Thiele, 2011).
However, the frequency and amplitude of the events observed in the experiments described
here match well the described nature of up and down states and, in most cases, the spike-
clipped membrane potential showed a broadly bimodal distribution characteristic of this
pattern of activity (Saleem et al., 2010). However, a small number of neurons (g. 6.8d)
were recorded in which no obvious up states were observed.
Notably, these events seemed to either be masked by, or perhaps abolished by, visual
grating stimulation (chapter 5). However, during white noise stimulation the major eect
of the stimulus seemed to be to reset the phase of the spontaneous events, rather than to
evoked new, additional depolarisations. I make this suggestion based upon the following
observations. Firstly, events that followed the white noise stimulus were very similar in
amplitude and duration to those which preceded it. Secondly, there was a reliable absence
of activity immediately following the stimulus-evoked event, with the next depolarisa-
tion occurring typically 1-2s after the rst. Thirdly, when the white noise stimulus was
delivered during a spontaneous event, this seemed to prevent the stimulus-evoked event
from occurring. In the experiments described here, stimulus timing was independent of
the phase of the spontaneous activity, and further experiments in which the phase of the
auditory stimulus is systematically varied could be performed in order to test this idea.
Taken together, these ndings indicate that the eect of the white noise was to reset the
phase of up and down states.
6.3.3 Reduced Variability of V mdist thresh
The primary motivation for the visual deprivation experiments was to investigate the eect
of reduced visual input on intrinsic, sensory-evoked synaptic, and functional properties of
L2/3 neurons, most especially on neuronal excitability in the light of the ndings by
Elstrott et al. (2014) in the whisker somatosensory cortex. In the previous chapter, I show
how this measure is of a similar importance in setting the tuning width of neurons as is
the tuning of the synaptic input.
One idea was that a reduction of visual input would decrease the V mdist thresh, as
neurons compensated for reduced sensory input by increasing their gain. However, the
ndings presented here do not support this. Mean V mdist thresh was almost precisely
identical in VD animals as in controls. However, the variance in VD animals was sig-
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nicantly reduced. This could indicate that the population set point for V mdist thresh
remains unchanged. However, in the absence of visual input to the network, spontaneous
or non-visual activity dominates, and is far less variable (cell-to-cell) than visual input.
Therefore, the variability of the V mdist thresh decreases, but the overall population average
remains similar.
An intriguing possibility is that the excess of silent neurons in VD animals is, in part,
a result of the loss of V mdist thresh variation. In control animals, in which visual input
presumably dominates in V1, neurons with weak synaptic responses to visual stimuli may
adjust their excitability in order to respond more vigorously to evoked synaptic input.
However, in the case of VD neurons this tuning does not occur. Neurons may well be
adjusting their excitability to some other type of signal (such as spontaneous activity,
multimodal input), rather than to visual input.
6.3.4 Correlation Loss in VD Animals
In the previous chapter, I demonstrated that a modest perturbation of a particular neu-
ron's V mdist thresh has a large eect on OSI. It should therefore follow that any but the
smallest variation in this parameter should be accompanied by a concomitant variation in
tuning.
However, this is not the case. In the data presented here, the OSIF0 of neurons in
VD animals is uncorrelated with V mdist thresh. This correlation loss was signicant when
tested with standard hypothesis tests for dierence in correlation coecients (Fisher's
Transformation). Furthermore, comparing bootstrapped correlation coecients in the
VD data set to bootstrapped CCs in the control animals (subsets with the same size as
the VD dataset) gave a near identical result to the analytical method. Loss of correlation
is not the result of undersampling in the VD population.
The most straightforward explanation for this correlation loss is the reduction in varia-
tion. A feature may be well correlated with a measured output, but if it does not vary this
correlation becomes insignicant, since correlation is simply the observation of how vari-
ation in one variable tends to accompany variation in another. The signicantly reduced
variation in V mdist thresh may therefore explain this nding.
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6.3.5 Preservation of OSI Despite Visual Deprivation
6.3.5.1 Correlation Loss: Should cells be more moderately tuned than in
control animals?
The most intriguing aspect of the ndings presented in this chapter is how output OSIF0
distributions remain unchanged by visual deprivation, despite the reduction of V mdist thresh
variation that is a signicant cause of a particular neuron's orientation selectivity in con-
trol animals. One might expect that OSIF0 values would tend towards central values, as
one source of variation was removed.
In the control dataset, whilst the correlation was strong, V mdist thresh only accounted
for around 20% of the variation in OSIF0. Towards the extreme ends of the distribution,
cells with a large V mdist thresh did tend to be more well tuned, but some were more
moderately tuned. Neurons close to spike threshold cells tended to be less well tuned,
but again, not exclusively - 5/31 neurons with a V mdist thresh < 20mV had an OSIF0 >
0.5 (g. 5.13c). In the central zone of the distribution, OSIF0 values varied substantially
across the entire range. Therefore, the reduction in variation in V mdist thresh observed
in VD animals should not be expected to remove only very tuned or wholly untuned
responses from the dataset. It is certainly possible that a suciently large sample could
detect subtle dierences in output tuning, but this sample size is likely to be unfeasible.
6.3.5.2 Increased Response to Reduced Vm Modulation
As also established in the previous chapter, F0 responses to drifting grating stimuli are
dependent upon the modulation of the membrane potential (Vm1) to a greater degree than
the mean depolarisation (Vm0). The nding that this modulation is reduced in visually
deprived animals may reect a subtle loss of normal developmental renement of cortical
connectivity, although intrinsic mechanisms can not be ruled out. The enhanced spiking
response of VD neurons to Vm1 would seem, however, to compensate for this reduction.
The mechanism for this may be related to the observed dierential rectication (increased
Ri to depolarising current injections only) in these neurons.
However, it is possible that this dierence is unrelated. The dierential rectication
implies that the an evoked synaptic conductance may cause an enhanced somatic depo-
larisation, although drawing a direct inference from responses to somatic current injection
to the physiological processing of synaptic input is not straight forward. The measured
increased sensitivity to Vm1 in VD neurons can be thought of as acting at a later stage
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in the integrative process, during which changes in Vm are converted in to trains of ac-
tion potentials - so-called EPSP-spike ('E-S') coupling (Daoudal et al., 2002; Ferguson
and Stone, 2010; Malik and Chattarji, 2012). It is therefore possible that the increased
coupling between Vm1 and F0 therefore represents another homeostatic adaptation to
visual deprivation, in which neurons compensate for the reduced temporal modulation of
synaptic input by increasing their responsiveness to dV/dt, so as to maintain neuronal
output within certain bounds.
6.3.5.3 Alternative Response Models
The model used in tting F0 responses to Vm0 and Vm1 input was a linear combina-
tion of the classical half-wave rectied power law model (Carandini and Ferster, 2000).
Other models were used, including models in which an additional term was added for the
interaction between these two parameters. However, these changes did not improve the
ts of the models dramatically enough to justify the addition of the two extra parameters
needed. It may well be that Vm0 and Vm1 do interact in some way to create a non-linear
response to a combination of these parameters, but this is not clear from these data alone.
Taken in combination, it is clear from the ndings presented in this chapter that, whilst
the distributions of orientation selectivity tuning parameters are not experience dependent
(as reported for spiking data by Rochefort et al., 2011; Ko et al., 2011), this apparent lack
of an eect of visual experience in fact masks a multitude of changes occuring in both the
synaptic input and biophysical properties.
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Chapter 7
General Discussion
The work of this thesis focusses on the intrinsic properties, input connectivity, and evoked
synaptic and spiking properties of layer II/III (L2/3) neurons in mouse primary visual
cortex. The major ndings, are as follows:
1. Presynaptic connectivity is overwhelmingly intrareal, with the largest number of
inputs being from other L2/3 neurons in primary visual cortex (V1) (although the
density of presynaptic neurons did, in some cases, peak in layer 4, g. 4.6)
2. Presynaptic local excitatory neurons are signicantly more widely spread than presy-
naptic local inhibitory neurons (g. 4.5)
3. The overwhelming majority are simple cells, as dened by spiking modulation ratio
(F1/F0)
4. Preferred spatial frequency matches well the previously described values in the liter-
ature. Preferred temporal frequency broadly matches values described using extra-
cellular electrical recordings, but are considerably higher than estimates made using
imaging-based techniques.
5. The orientation tuning of the mean spike rate (F0) is correlated well to mean
depolarisation (Vm0), membrane potential modulation at the stimulus fundamen-
tal frequency (Vm1), and baseline membrane potential relative to spike threshold
(V mdist thresh). However, grating-evoked F0 is better predicted by the Vm1 than
the Vm0.
6. Visual deprivation causes a number of changes in intrinsic and synaptic properties.
These include an increased voltage response to depolarising current injection, altered
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functional response to contrast reversal, and a reduced variation in V mdist thresh
which, in turn, breaks the correlation between this intrinsic parameter and spiking
orientation tuning.
7. Whilst visual deprivation does not alter the tuning of the Vm0 or Vm1 synaptic
response, nor the tuning of the mean ring rate OSI (OSIF0) output, the magnitude
of the Vm1 response is signicantly reduced. However, the coupling between mem-
brane potential modulation and mean spike rate is enhanced in visually deprived
neurons, mitigating the functional eect of this change.
In addition, several other tentative ndings are suggested by these data, but require
greater investigation:
i. An absence of chattering and intrinsically bursting phenotypes in mouse L2/3.
ii. In addition to the regular-spiking and fast-spiking waveforms described classically,
two further distinct spike waveforms that may be generated by parvalbumin negative
inhibitory interneurons.
iii. F1/F0 is dependent upon the temporal frequency of the stimulus
iv. There may exist fast-spiking neurons, with a very strong feedforward input from the
lateral geniculate nucleus, in layer 2/3.
I now proceed to discuss these specic ndings, their limitations, and possible future
directions for this work.
7.1 Intrinsic Properties of L2/3 Neurons
7.1.1 Classication of L2/3 Neurons by After-Hyperpolarisation
In chapter 3, I outline the intrinsic properties of 3 classes of recorded neurons, dened by
spike waveform alone (the amplitude, and time-to-peak of the after-hyperpolarisation), as
well as the possible existence of a fourth class of response, with a dual fast and a slow
after-hyperpolarisation.
In accordance with published literature, L2/3 neurons with a large, fast after-hyperpolarisation
were found to have a narrow spike half width, and considerably higher spike rate to de-
polarising current injections above rheobase (Gentet et al., 2010; Gentet, 2012). A second
group of three neurons I have termed broad after-hyperpolarisation (BAH) displayed a
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prominent after-hyperpolarisation, but with a considerably slower time-to-peak. These
BAH neurons qualitatively matched the properties of non-fast spiking (NFS) neurons de-
scribed in (Gentet et al., 2010), dened as neurons known to be GABAergic (based upon
visualisation of eGFP expression in the GAD67-GFP mouse), but whose spike waveform
does not match that of a fast-spiking interneuron. Like descriptions of NFS, BAH neurons
have an action potential half-width close to that of an excitatory neuron, but a consider-
ably higher input resistance, and a depolarised membrane potential. Their AP frequency
is far lower than that of a fast-spiking neuron, being close to that of a regular-spiking
pyramidal neuron.
These observations point to the probable interpretation that BAH neurons are, in fact,
NFS interneurons. However, since these neurons were recorded blind, with no visualisation
either during the experiment, or post-hoc, I can not state conclusively that this is the
case. It may be protable to perform targeted patch-clamp recordings in acute slices of
GAD67-GFP animals, in order to validate a classication procedure that can distinguish
NFS neurons from regular spiking (RS) neurons without direct visualisation. This would
be greatly advantageous, allowing for the identication of NFS neurons recorded in vivo ,
without direct visualisation, which may be impossible in non-transgenic animals, or with
recordings in deep cortical layers, beyond the reach of two photon microscopy.
One last, tantalising possibility, is that the single neuron recorded with a double-AHP
may be a somatostatin-positive interneuron, a subclass of the NFS group, as these neurons
are known to have a double-AHP waveform similar to that described here (Gentet, 2012).
Again, this suggested interpretation is oered as potential avenue for investigation, rather
than as a conclusive fact. It should, however, be noted that direct visualisation and
targeting in vivo (Margrie et al., 2003) may remain the best option for recording from a
sparse neuronal subclass, as few recordings from these would be expected by chance alone.
7.1.2 Lack of chattering and intrinsically bursting responses
No neuron recorded in the experiments reported here even approached the criteria for
classication as a chattering or intrinsically bursting neuron, with the very high instanta-
neous spike rate typically reported for these (Nowak et al. (2003); Cardin et al. (2005)).
Both of these classes of neurons have been reported in supragranular layers of the cat and
ferret. To my knowledge, there have been no reports of the chattering / fast rhythmic
bursting spiking phenotype in the mouse, and intrinsically bursting responses have been
reported only in layers 4-5 (Chagnac-Amitai and Connors, 1989). The absence of IB and
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CH responses may be interpreted as species dierence, however the dierences in anaes-
thesia and preparation may have a profound eect on bursting behaviour (Steriade et al.,
2001).
7.2 Insight into single cell connectivity
The data presented in chapter 4 provide one of the rst characterisations of the brain-wide
presynaptic connectivity of individual cortical neurons. As previously described (Marshel
et al., 2010; Rancz et al., 2011; Wertz et al., 2015), one of the most prominent features is
that this connectivity is overwhelmingly intra-areal, with the vast majority of inputs to
a L2/3 neuron arising from within V1 itself. Unlike the predictions of a simple laminar
model of information ow, the majority of presynaptic neurons were located in L2/3.
The precise nature of this recurrent connectivity, and its functional importance, is only
beginning to be investigated (Song et al., 2005; Ko et al., 2011; Cossell et al., 2015).
Whilst connectivity was found to exhibit some degree of variability (gs. 4.2, 4.4
and 4.6), both the number of successful tracing experiments, and the numbers of la-
belled presynaptic neurons in these, prevented a quantitative analysis of the degree to
which functional properties of the neuron correlate with variations in the presynaptic net-
work. For example, it could be hypothesised that neurons with a more prominent Vm1
receive a stronger input from layer IV (L4) or even more direct inputs from the dorsolat-
eral geniculate nucleus of the thalamus (dLGN). There could be variation in the relative
numbers of feedback inputs from higher visual cortical areas, which may then be reected
in variation in parameters such as sensorimotor mismatch signalling in V1 (Keller et al.,
2012). Technical developments in enhancing the success rate of whole-cell transfection
with rabies-virus tracing, may make such experiments more feasible.
Perhaps the most tantalising result in the rabies tracing experiments is the connectiv-
ity of a single fast spiking neuron, in which the fraction of presynaptic neurons located in
dLGN was ten times the average for regular spiking neurons. This chance nding was the
only occasion on which tracing was carried out on a fast-spiking neuron. It is therefore
not possible to state whether this represents a hitherto unreported feedforward connection
from thalamus to fast-spiking interneurons, or whether this single result is not represen-
tative of the fast-spiking population. One feature that challenges the possibility that this
connectivity may be typical is the tightly tuned orientation selectivity of this neuron.
Parvalbumin-positive neurons, in general, display a substantially reduce orientation se-
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lectivity, as compared to adjacent cortical neurons (Hofer et al., 2011). Therefore, it is
possible that this neuron represents the extreme end of a distribution, receiving an unusual
number of thalamocortical synapses, and, in turn, being unusually well tuned. It is also
possible that this neuron was not, in fact, a parvalbumin-positive chandelier or basket neu-
ron, as is the case for the overwhelming majority of fast-spiking neurons (Kawaguchi et al.,
1987; Kawaguchi and Kubota, 1997). In order to test the possibility that parvalbumin-
positive neurons, or a subset of this group, may receive a strong feedforward input from
the thalamus, we have begun to compare the synaptic connectivity of parvalbumin neurons
with that of GABAergic and pyramidal neurons, using Cre-dependent population rabies
virus tracing. These experiments are currently at a preliminary stage.
The identity of presynaptic neurons, alone, provides only limited insight in to infor-
mation ow. Characterisation of the functional responses of presynaptic neurons (Wertz
et al., 2015), as well as the strength of the connection (Cossell et al., 2015), and features
such as the short term plasticity of the synapse are not revealed by rabies virus tracing
alone. Furthermore, complex dendritic processing may preclude simple predictions about
how synaptic inputs are integrated. Clearly, a combinatorial approach is needed, in which
the rst step is to establish the general rules of cortical connectivity. Following this, single-
cell techniques will allow for the variation in connectivity to be quantied (see g. A.1).
Lastly, a range of electrophysiological, optical, and other techniques may be employed in
order to test the functional relevance of a particular projection, either on the responses of
neurons themselves, or using behavioural paradigms.
7.3 Tuning Properties
One of the major goals of this project was to dene intrinsic, synaptic and connectivity
dierences, if any, between neurons with a visually-evoked ring pattern that could be
classied as simple, according to the F1/F0 ratio (Skottun et al., 1991), and those classied
as complex, within L2/3. There has been some dispute over the distribution of this
property in the mouse, with some authors (Niell and Stryker, 2008) reporting the large
majority of neurons to be simple, whereas others (Van den Bergh et al., 2010) report that
most cells to be complex, as is the case in the cat and the macaque, using the F1/F0
measure in both cases.
We nd that the vast majority (84%) of neurons within L2/3 to be simple cells. Fur-
thermore, this classication, made at a single spatial and temporal frequency (0.0283cpd,
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2Hz), correlated well with a measure of F1/F0 made at the individual neuron's preferred
spatial and temporal frequency. This would seem to be at odds with the nding that,
in all 5 neurons in which temporal frequency dependence of F1/F0 was directly tested,
this eect was found to be signicant (g. 5.10). However, for a considerable number of
neurons (20/72), the preferred temporal frequency was that used in the orientation tuning
recordings (2Hz), and so no dierence between these two measures is to be expected. A
further 31 neurons had a preferred temporal frequency within 0.5 octaves of this value,
and again, in these neurons, no great dierence is to be expected.
This nding, that temporal frequency does aect F1/F0, would benet from a larger
number of experimental observations. Drawing a rigorous conclusion from the responses
of 5 neurons is fraught with danger, and quantication of this eect is simply not possible.
To the extent that F1/F0 is a useful measure of neuronal function in visual cortex, a
greater exposition of the factors which may contribute to its variation would be benecial.
It is, of course, true that F1/F0 has become a more unfashionable measure in recent
years, most particularly following the demonstration that membrane potential modulation
ratio (Vm1/Vm0) does not follow a bimodal distribution in the same manner as F1/F0
(Priebe et al., 2004), suggesting that no true bimodal simple / complex connectivity pat-
tern may exist. However, it is still a widely used metric, and rightly so: the fact that it
may not demonstrate a true biological class dierence does not detract from the nding
that some neurons appear to encode precisely the phase of a grating stimulus, whereas
others respond more tonically to motion.
However, it should be borne in mind that, per Hubel & Wiesel, F1/F0 is not the only
denition of what makes a simple cell simple. In the cat, some neurons in L2/3 may display
a modulated response, but lack segregated ON/OFF subelds in a push-pull arrangement,
as is typical for a layer 4 simple cell (Martinez et al., 2005). Therefore, the possibility
remains that mouse L2/3 neurons are not true simple cells, by all denitions.
7.4 Orientation Selectivity
Orientation selectivity is the hallmark of V1. It has inspired the development of models
of function in visual cortex (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962), cortex more generally (Douglas
and Martin, 1991), and even biologically inspired articial systems. Despite over fty
years of research, the question of precisely how orientation tuning is created in cortical
neurons is still hotly debated, and the nding of orientation tuned responses in LGN in the
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rodent (Scholl et al., 2013) and marmoset (Cheong et al., 2013) challenges even the basic
assumption that orientation tuning is a feature that emerges at the LGN!L4 projection,
although this feature may be species-specic (Scholl et al., 2013).
Whatever the stage at which orientation tuning emerges in the visual system, it is
clear that a broad synaptic tuning distribution is sharpened by the iceberg eect of spike
threshold (Carandini and Ferster, 2000), and possibly by lateral inhibition (Carandini and
Heeger, 2012), although this is disputed (Priebe and Ferster, 2012). For the rst time, the
data reported here address directly the question of which property of the evoked synaptic
response - mean depolarisation, or membrane potential modulation - has the greater eect
upon the mean evoked spike rate, in the context of orientation tuned responses. The
considerably sharper tuning of Vm1, as compared to that of Vm0, has been reported
qualitatively (Carandini and Ferster, 2000; Longordo et al., 2013; Cossell et al., 2015).
Despite this, the membrane potential modulation is more usually regarded as the substrate
upon which F1/F0 is built, in conjunction with the spike threshold (Priebe et al., 2004)
with F0 usually being considered to result mainly from Vm0 (Tan et al., 2011; Smith
et al., 2013). However, this assumption is challenged by the ndings presented here, most
clearly by the fact that mean spike rate correlates best with Vm1, rather than Vm0, in
the majority of neurons (g. 5.17.
To further extend this nding, controlled test stimuli could be used in order to probe
individual neurons. Rather than simply injecting a square wave current step, as carried out
in the IV recordings described here, waveforms consisting of varying combinations of mean
and sine wave components could be used to nely characterise the responses of neurons to
each of Vm0 and Vm1. This may more conveniently be done in acute brain slices, in which
spontaneous activity is greatly reduced. However, individual neurons were found to receive
greatly varying ranges of both Vm0 and Vm1 (g. 6.16). Therefore, using one particular
range of Vm0 and Vm1 values may be inappropriate. These current injections may then
be carried out in vivo , following visual stimulation and an online characterisation of the
particular distribution of the individual Vm0 and Vm1 distributions of the neuron.
One feature of the dataset upon which these conclusions are based is that it is gathered
from one cortical neuronal class, in one layer of one species under one anaesthetic regimen.
This should make possible rigorous conclusions about the relative contribution of a set of
factors to particular outcomes in L2/3 neurons. However, the downside of this approach is
that it makes generalisation dicult. Based upon these data alone, I have no basis on which
to speculate whether Vm1 is better correlated to F0 than Vm0 in other cortical layers,
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much less in other species. Similar recordings to those made for L2/3, from other cortical
layers, would allow for direct comparisons to be made, revealing whether the relative
contributions of Vm0, Vm1 and V mdist thresh dier between neurons in dierent cortical
layers. Interspecies comparisons are far more fraught with diculty, since experimental
preparations vary considerably (Van Hooser, 2007). Whilst it might, therefore, seem to be
desirable to repeat this analysis in the cat or primate, this is unlikely to be feasible using
single-cell intracellular recordings, requiring the use of too many animals to be practically
achievable or ethically justiable.
The relative functional importance of Vm0 and Vm1 in setting the mean spike rate
of a neuron in response to drifting grating stimuli may be tested directly by a number of
measures such as reliability (gs. 5.14 and 5.15) or direct correlation with mean spike rate
(g. 5.17). The question of whether a diverse spiking population arises from diversity in
synaptic input or intrinsic biophysical properties has remained more dicult to address.
Unlike synaptic responses, which vary with each stimulus, biophysical properties such as
V mdist thresh are singular values that remain relatively stable across a recording, making
comparisons only possible between cells, rather than within the responses of a single
cell. However, cell-to-cell variation in V mdist thresh was well correlated to OSIF0, with
a correlation coecient higher than either mean membrane potential depolarisation OSI
(OSIV m0) or membrane potential modulation OSI (OSIV m1), although this dierence was
not statistically signicant. It is therefore not possible to state categorically, from these
data alone, that intrinsic variability plays a greater role in the setting of OSIF0 than
synaptic tuning, either OSIV m0 or OSIV m1. However, the ndings presented here do
demonstrate that heterogenous responses in L2/3 arise from a mixture of both intrinsic
biophysical and synaptic diversity.
7.5 Altered Processing of Visual Input in Visually Deprived
Animals
The suggestion that V mdist thresh may arise, in part, as a homeostatic mechanism (El-
strott et al., 2014) in response to varying feedforward input strength, suggested that a
perturbation of the input received by the visual system may reveal an altered distribution
of this parameter. The most convenient approach to reducing visually-evoked feedforward
input, as used here, is a simple visual deprivation paradigm.
The results of these experiments present several clear ndings. Firstly, the altered
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responses of neurons to ballistic visual, but not auditory, stimuli, imply that deprivation
has a specic eect on the visual system.
Secondly, assuming V mdist thresh to be set by or reective of a homeostatic mechanism
that preserves the population spike rate within a certain range, one possible result of visual
deprivation is that the mean distance to threshold is reduced in order to increase the
excitability of the neuron. This was not found to be the case. However, the reduction in
population V mdist thresh variability may imply an alternative: that, under conditions of
visual deprivation, activity in V1 is dominated by non-visual input, either multi-modal or
spontaneous. This activity may be far less variable than the visual feedforward drive, and
so variation in V mdist thresh is reduced. One diculty with speculations of this sort is that
there is no data on precisely what form of activity dominates in the rodent visual cortex
under conditions of absolute darkness. It is entirely possible that the population average
spiking activity is considerably reduced. It is equally possible that compensatory processes
amplify the eects of spontaneous or multimodal inputs in order to try to preserve the
average spike rate. Therefore, population activity in visually deprived animals could be
monitored over the course of a few days, in order to address this question.
In the context of investigating homeostatic regulation of V mdist thresh, a more elegant
approach would be to replace the relatively crude total visual deprivation paradigm with
a more rened experimental approach. Expression of a channelrhodopsin could be used
to alter the activity levels of neurons in freely moving animals, by the implantation of an
optical bre. By expressing the channel only in a small subset of neurons, the eect on
the network as a whole would be limited. Following a period of stimulation (between a
day to a week), the transfected neurons could be patched in an acute slice preparation,
and their V mdist thresh compared to that of neighbouring non-transfected neurons, as
well as neurons in control animals transfected with eGFP. Further experiments, using
halorhodopsins, could reduce the activity levels of transfected neurons. This approach,
whilst technically challenging, could provide stronger evidence of the precise manner in
which activity levels may alter intrinsic parameters.
Visual deprivation aected a number of intrinsic parameters in addition V mdist thresh,
including the resting membrane potential and spike threshold, rheobase, and input resis-
tance to depolarising (but not hyperpolarising) current injections. However, the tuning of
Vm0, Vm1, as well as F0 was preserved in visually deprived animals. These ndings may
seem contradictory - that neurons which receive similarly tuned synaptic inputs produce
similarly tuned spiking outputs despite having altered biophysical properties. It is possi-
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ble that either the observed dierences in intrinsic properties are functionally irrelevant,
at least as regards responses to drifting gratings, or that additional intrinsic properties
not assessed in these experiments negate any eects of those described. The use of a bio-
physically plausible mean spike rate model (section 2.7.5) allows for the investigation of
the input-output transformation of individual neurons in toto, rather than attempting to
account for, and simulate the eect of, every individual change in biophysical properties
caused by visual deprivation. The results of the modelling presented in g. 6.19 suggest
that, in fact, neurons in animals deprived of visual stimulation do produce a greater mean
evoked spike rate for the same levels of membrane potential modulation. Taken with the
nding that Vm1 magnitudes are reduced in visually deprived animals (g. 6.16), it would
seem that intrinsic and synaptic changes caused by visual deprivation may be matched,
in order to preserve spiking output.
7.6 Future Directions
The data presented in this thesis challenge an implicit assumption behind much of neural
circuit analysis: that systems may be understood by dissection of circuits in to component
neuronal classes, and that by studying intrinsic, connectomic and functional dierences
of the 'average' neuron of a particular class, the roles of individual, idealised components
may be understood. Whilst certainly an important starting point, this approach overlooks
the tremendous variability inherent within a single neuronal class, in this case the layer
2/3 regular-spiking neuron, as well as their dependence upon sensory experiencee. By
studying the properties of individual neurons, both within and between classes, a greater
understanding may be built of how visual information is processed within a real cortical
circuit, and whether neuronal variability arises from stochastic processes or is a biologically
desirable feature of the cortex. Only when the emerging eld of connectomics is united
with traditional experimental paradigms will the cortical thicket begin to give up its fruit.
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Figure A.1: (Previous page.) Orientation Tuning and Presynaptic Cell Area Distribution of
Individual Neurons
Areal distributions of presynaptic neurons for 10 neurons (9 regular-spiking, 1 fast-
spiking) are shown as in g. 4.2, with orientation tuning responses displayed below.
Orientation tuning responses are shown as polar plots, displaying mean evoked depo-
larisation (Vm0) responses in blue and mean evoked spike rate (F0) responses in red.
All Vm0 responses are displayed on the same scale, however since spiking response peak
magnitude varied by more than 100-fold, individual neurons have been plotted with dif-
ferent scales shown alongside. The plots have been aligned vertically by their maximal
mean evoked spike frequency in order to aid visualisation of this factor. Note that polar
plots for two neurons, RS8 and RS9, are not shown, as recordings in these were not of
good quality.
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Appendix B
Abbreviations
Ri input resistance
V mdist thresh baseline membrane potential relative to spike threshold
V m0 total mean evoked depolarisation
 membrane decay constant
ADP after-depolarisation
AHP after-hyperpolarisation
AP anter-posterior
AP action potential
BAH broad after-hyperpolarisation
CCK cholecystokinin
CH chattering
ChAT choline acetyltransferase
CR calretinin
CV Circular Variance
DAPI 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole
dLGN dorsolateral geniculate nucleus of the thalamus
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DV dorso-ventral / depth
f-I frequency-current slope
F1 ring rate modulation at the stimulus fundamental frequency
F1/F0 spiking modulation ratio
FRB fast-rhythmic bursting
FS fast spiking
FWHM full width at half-maximum
GABA  aminobutyrate
IB intrinsically bursting
IpsiCx other ipsilateral cortical areas
L1 layer 1
L2/3 layer II/III
L4 layer IV
L5 layer V
L6 layer VI
LPMR lateral posterior nucleus, mediorostral part
MEFR mean evoked ring rate
ML medio-lateral
NFS non-fast spiking
NPY neuropeptide Y
OI Orientation Index
OSI Orientation Selectivity Index
OSIF0 mean ring rate OSI
210
OSIV m0 mean membrane potential depolarisation OSI
OSIV m1 membrane potential modulation OSI
OSIpt orientation selectivity, peak-trough method
other other brain areas
PFA paraformaldehyde
PO preferred orientation
p(RPO) preferred orientation reproducibility probability
PV parvalbumin
RMP resting membrane potential
RPO preferred orientation reproducibility
RS regular spiking
RSP retrosplenial cortex
RVCM Rabies Virus assisted Circuit Mapping
SST somatostatin
STPT Serial Two Photon Tomography
V1 primary visual cortex
V2L lateral secondary visual areas
V2M medial secondary visual areas
VD visually deprived
VIP vasoactive intestinal peptide
vLGN ventral geniculate nucleus of the thalamus
V m membrane potential
Vm1 membrane potential modulation at the stimulus fundamental frequency
Vm1/Vm0 membrane potential modulation ratio
Vmss steady-state membrane potential
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